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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR
TITLEt PM 91-045, Unit 2 Bottom Head Drain Improvement
FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY 1,

!

-This modification cleans out the Unit 2 Reactor Vessel Bottom Head Drain Line and restores fullflow through the line. Modifications to the existing line will enhance the flow characteristicsof-the drain line and prevent the formation of crud based flow restrictions -(i.e. particulate
matter which settles out of the flow stream). <

below: A summation of the activities performed is presented

Evaluation of Drain Flow to the Eauipment Sumo Prior to beginning other modification ~-

activities, the flow rate through the Bottom Head Drain to the equipment slump was measuredand compared to calculated values. This is intended to determine the existence of flowrestriction in the drain line upstream of the too at the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV)
pedestal. Ultrasonic Testing (UT) flow measurement equipment was installed on the line, the
equipment sump was pumped down, and valves 2-832-F029/F030 were opened long enough to measureflow to the sump.

Backflush throuah F002/F003 - A flush rig was attached to the test connection outboard of
valves 2-G31-F002/F003. A demineralized water source was attached and the line was flushedback into the vessel.

Backflush throuch F029fFQQ - The flexible spoolpiece downstream of valves 2-B32-F029/F030
was removed and a flush rig was installed. A demineralized water source was attached and theline was flushed back into the vessel.

Freeze Seal - Isolation of piping modifications from the reactor vessel will require theinstallation of a freeze seal. Engineering evaluation, EER 89-0258 evaluated the freezeseal.

Valve Reclacements - Existing. globe valves 2-G31-F050, 2-B32-F029,'and 2-B32-F030 will be
replaced with gate valves.

Thermowell Relocation - The Bottom Head Drain thermowell will be relocated.
SAFETY SUMMARY:

Relocation of the thermowell does not impose any additional safety concerns for the operation of
the Bottom Head Drain with respect to the current design. The only safety related function of thethermowell is as a pressure boundary component. The thermowell and the associated piping areprocured, fabricated, installed, and examined in accordance with the procedures, instructions,.
specifications, codes, and standards appropriate for class 603 piping (UE&C Group IA, ASME III,Class 1). -)Installation to these requirements assures that the pressure retaining capability ofthe system is equal to or better than the current installation. The associated temperature

-element, TE-N042, is non-safety related but is used to verify Technical specification requirements.
Relocation of the temperature element will'not impair its ability to detect the temperature of thefluid in the Bottom Head Drain Line. Relocation will reduce the tendency-for particulate matter
to settle at the thermowell location, which decreases. flow rate and causes measured-temperatureto be artificially low (conservative).-

Rsplacing existing globe valves, 2-G31-F050, 2-B32-F029, and F030 with gate valves does not impose
=any additional' safety concerns for the operation of the Bottom Head Drain, with respect to the'
current design. These valves function as prereure boundary components and are required to isolate

- the Reactor Vessel from the Reactor Water cleanup (RWCU) system and the equipment sump. The valveand the associated piping are procured, fabricated, installed and examined in accordance with theprocedures, instructions,
: piping (UE&C Group IA, ASME III, Class 1) . specifications, codes, and standards appropriate for class 600 and 603-.

Installation to these requirements assures that the
pressure retaining capability of the system is equal to or better than the current installation.-The isolation capability of the replacement gate valve is equal to or better than the existing-globe valve without' imposing the prosaure drop penalty of the globe valve. System flow rate
performance-is enhanced by the-installation of this type valve'which helps prevent.the settlingof. particulate matter and improves the accuracy of temperature measurements,

*
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

Upgreding material from type 304 to type 316L stainless steel does not impose any additional safety
concerns for the operation of the Bottom Head Drain with respect to the current design. The
allowable strces limits for the 316L pipe and fitting material is less than the stress limit for
typs 304 material; however, analysis by the methods presented in ANSI B31.1 and
B16.11 demonstrate that type 316L, schedule 80s pipe with 3000# couplings is adequate for pressure
containment. The structural integrity of pipe and fittings will be demonstrated by the piping
otress analysis.

If the hydrolaser procedure is implemented, the tee / reducer / cap assembly at which the " hot-tap"
is installed will be cut out and replaced with identical component s . The tee and the other
associated components are procured, fabricated, installed and examined in accordance with the
procedures, instructions, specifications, codes and standards appropriate for class 600 piping
(UEGC Group I A, ASME III, Class 1). Installation to these requirements assures that the pressure
retaining capability of the system is equal to or better than the current installation and that
the risk to nuclear safety is not increased.

The new piping hangers will be procured and installed as safety grade (Q-list) material. The
seismic integrity of the piping and hangers will be verified by analysis. Installation to these
requirements assures that the seismic support capability of the system is equal to or better'than
the current installation and that the risk to nuclear safety is not increased.

The modification includes a test to measure the flow rate from the vessel to the equipment sump
with valves 2-B32-F029 and F030 fully open. Test activities will be procedurally controlled and
coordinated between the work area and the control operator who will monitor reactor vessel water
level. Flow will be established only long enough to get a stable reading from the UT flow
measuring equipment and then the valves will be isolated. Flow can be terminated by dual isolation
valves, if required. Because of the level of control over this operation and because similar
operations have been performed previously, this operation is considered to post no increased risk
to nuclear safety.

Hodifications to the bottom Head Drain line do not degrade the quality of installation nor
adversely affect the operation of the system or its interaction with the remainder of the plant,
therefore, the probability of occurrence of a previously analyzed accident will not be increased.

Installation activities which could potentially result in a loss of reactor coolant will only be
performed after the reactor has been completely defueled and pose no increased threat to the
integrity of the nuclear fuel. Although not an analyzed accident, a loss of reactor coolant with
the vessel defueled, resulting f rom installation activities, would be confined within the primary
containment and would not result in an uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment.

The Bottom Head Drain line is not required to mitigate the consequences of any previously analyzed
accident. Since the modifications to the Bottom Head Drain line do not degrade the quality of
installation nor adversely af fect the operation of the system or its interaction with the remainder
of the plant, the consequences of previously analyzed accidents or the probability of occurrence
of a previously analyzed equipment malfunction will not be increased.

Hodifications to the Bottom Head Drain Line will be designed, f abricated and installed to a level
of quality which meets or exceeds that of the current installation. The operation of the system
is unchanged and its ability to perform its safety related function is not degraded. Since the
quality of the system and its operation are unchanged, no new types of accidents or equipment
malfunctions will be created.

Technical Specification 3.4.1.3.a provides a margin of safety to protect core componente - from
excessive thermal stresses. Temperature element TE-N042 is used to verify this margin exista prior
to starting an idle recirculation pump. Modifications to the Bottom Head Drain line do not af fect
the ability of the temperature element to reliably perform its function and are expected to
increase the accuracy of indicated temperatures. There are no other technical specification
margins associated with the Bottom Head Drain line.

2
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR )

TITLE 1 DR 90-158, Main Steam Isolation Valve Disk-Piston Assembly

TUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

This change replaces the -disk-piston assembly for the Main Steam Isolation valves (MSIV) with a-

.re-designed-valve provided by the valve vendor. Spare / replacement parts for the original design
are no longer available. The significant changes-to the disk-piston design are as follows: -

1. The threaded connection which joins the disk-piston and stem / stem-disk has been relocated'out
of the primary load path which reduces the stresses on the threads and reduces the likelihood
of a failure at the connection. The new location also allows leak testing of the stem-disk
seating surface independent of the main disk-piston seating surface. Separate testing was
not possible with the original design.

2. The configuration of the didk has been changed such that the disk-piston assembly-center of
- gravity has been shifted upwards along its centerline. This change reduces the frictional
forces which oppose valve closure.

- The new design was analyzed by the -vendor, per the requirements of ASME-Sect' :* 'II, as documented
in Edward Valves Design Report RAL-1029, Revision 6, Addendum B. The vent- lesign report was
reviewed and found to be acceptable.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The function and operation of the MSIVs are unchanged by the installation of the new disk-piston.
The valve will still be capable of isolating the primary containment within the Technical ,

Specification (TS) time limits while-the overall reliability of the valve has been improved.

The current disk-piston design is not considered deficient and replacement with the new design -is
not mandatory. The new disk-piston assemblies shall be utilized as spare replacement parts.

Function, operation, and interaction of the MSIV with the remainder of the plant are unchanged or
improved. Design change will have no affect on previously evaluated accidents.

The mitigating function of the MSIVs (primary containment isolation) is . not degraded by that new-
design. There is no increase in consequences of an accident or equipment malfunction requiring.
MSIV closure.

The new disk-piston design has been demonstrated by analysis to be capable of supporting the
required safety function of the valve. The new design is-expected to improve overall valve
reliability. There is no increase in probability of equipment malfunction.

_. Function,- operation, and interaction of the MSIV with the remainder of the plant are unchanged or
improved. Design change will not create a new type of accident.

The new design does not affeet the ability of the MSIVs to isolate within TS time limits. The TS
margin of safety will not be affected.

!
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

IITRt_ DR 90-157, Main Steam Isolation Valve Stem / Stem Disk Assembly

FUNCTIO!4% SUMMARY:

This change revises the Main Steam Isolation Valve stem material from ASTM A-182, GR, F6a, CL.3
to ASME SA-56A, Type 630, H1100. Only the stem material is revised by this change. The remaining
stem / stem disk materiale are not altered. Stem /steni-disk assembly f orm, f unction, dimensions, and
remaining design parameters are identical to the existing stem / stem disk. The new stem material
1e expected to give better wear characteristics, thereby improving overall valve reliability.

EATETY SUMMARY

This change does not alter the function or method of performing the function of the main steam
icolation valves. A new stem material is being used to increase the reliability of the valves.
Tha new stem material was analyzed for structural strength to perform its design function.
Consequently, the ability of these valves to perform their safety related function in not degraded
as a result of this change. Likewise, the probability or the consequences of ascidents previously
or otherwise evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased.

m
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLE: PM 82-220A, Replacement of Unit 1 Service Water Vital Header Loop A
pH 82-221A, Replacement of Unit 2 Service Water Vital Header Loop A

:. FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY
i

This change replaces the existing cement-lined carbon steel piping of the Service Water (SW) A Loop |
Vital Header supply and return line with 70-30 copper-nickel piping. The replacement piping |
configuration does not include the well water flush connection. Future well water charging of the. ,

Service Water Vital Header may be accomplished through the existing well water connection on the .
A-Loop side of the vital header while the A-Loop and B-Loop are cross-connected. Deletion of the
Wall Water flush connection will not impair the capability to clean the coolers that the SW Vital
Header Loop "B" services. These coolers would normally be cleaned by " rodding out" the tubes from
the cooler end manifolds, not by flushing. The existing well water line will be blind-flanged of f.

The new piping will be re-routed to allow for as much pre-outage installation as yssible. Repairs
to existing piping, where the new replacement piping ties in, will be performed under this
modification on an as-needed basis. Also, this modification will include relocation or temporary.
removal and reinstallation of interferences where required. The existing cement-lined carbon steel
piping will . be ripped out under this modification. During piping replacement, existing flow
element SW-FE-5115 will be reinstalled with its annubar piping tap rotated 90 degrees to a
horizontal orientation (current installation is with the tap coming off the bottom of the pipe).
This reorientation will reduce silting / plugging problems with the annubar, and will make its
orientation consistent with the other new vital header piping configurations.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The upgrade of Vital Header piping and valves will increase system reliability while maintaining
system functional design. Deletion of the well water flush connection will have no impact since
the Loop "A" connection is left in place, allowing for future system wet lay-up. The well water
flush connection being removed is not for use in flushing / cleaning the Residual Heat Removal & Core
Spray Pump Room Coolers - they are cleaned by " rodding out" the tubes from the end manifolds.
Thus, removal of the flush connection will not impair cooler cleaning capability. Consequently, -

the probability of occurrence of any accident previously . evaluated in the FSAR will not be
increased. The piping and valve replacement and well water flush deletion do not affect system-
functional design and do not compromise the system's ability to mitigate the effects of any
accident previously evaluated. This modification increases system reliability and simplicity;
therefore, the probability of accident occurrence is not increased. The replacement / material
upgrade portion of the modification merely serves to decrease system corrosion-erosion '

susceptibility; removal of the well water flush connection also has no impact, as other flush ,

connections are left in place. Consequently. the consequences of malfunction .of- equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR are not increased. This modification'does
not introduce any new or not previously evaluated components or system functions; therefore it doesa

not create the probability of an accident or possibility for malfunction of equipment different- ,

than that already evaluated. This modification increases system reliability by decreasing system
susceptibility to corrosion-erosion. This modification does not af fect any technical specification
margin of safety.

5
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITL61 EER 91-0400, Battery Room Chart Recorder Installation

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY _1

. Chart recorders were being rented on an experimental basis for the 125/250 VDC batteries to assist
in - ground detection. The rented chart recorders were useful in- determining the- location,
magnitude, and characteristics of grounds on the DC Electrical system. . Not only were grounds found
expeditiously, but also a better understanding of the system and its groundu was obtained. Long-
term use of these recorders is desired since it was determined-to be'more economical.

- The four new chart recorders are Cheese 11 (Model 345) single pen, variable speed recorders that
have digital displays and annotation options.- An attenuator is necessary to reduce the input
voltage to an acceptable level for the recorder. An H-Systems isolator was purchased for,each i

recorder to perform this function. This isolator sepsrates the input signal f rom the output signal'
to protect the recorder from any voltage spikes.

- The chart recorders are non-safety related and will be connected to the 125/250 VDC batteries
through the non-safety related ground detectors. The ground detectors are isolated from the system
via safety related tuses, thereby also isolating the recorder. The recorders will be located in
each of the battery rooms lA, la, 2A, and 2B, and each will be configured to monitor the voltage
- between the P/N bus and ground. The input impedance of each recorder la also large enough so that
a ground will not be introduced on the system once connected to the ground detector. Nuclear
Engineering Department (NED) has seismically evaluated the mounting of thesu chart recorders.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The chart recorders are non-safety related and will be connected to the 125/250 VDC batteries-
through the non-safety related ground detectors. The ground detectors ars isolated f rom the system
via safety related fuses, thereby also isolating the recorders. The6e recorders are connected
' between the P/N Buo and ground and will therefore not add any additional load'to the DC System
since this is an upgrounded system. Even though these recorders are connected to ground, the input
impedance of each is greater than 20 mega-ohms and will not affect the overall ground resistance
- of the DC Electrical System. The installation cf these chart recorders will not impact other plant
systems but will provide improved traceability-of DC grounds.

The. recorder is being used to supplemant the ground detection system. The ground detection system
has an isolat 9n device between it and the DC system, therefore the ground detection is not an
accident initiating system.

Ground detection is not a mitigating system and installation of these recorders will not affect
initial conditions of an accident. The recorderr are not and will .not adversely affect the
reliability of equipment important to safety. The recorders will not degrade the of f activeness of
mitigating functions nor will it change initisl conditions. The recorders will not create a new

< - single f ailure or new initiator that would exceed previous boundaries or make a non-credible event
credible. The recorders will not adversely af fect equipment important to safety such that previous
boundaries would be exceeded or a non-credible-event is made-credible. The use of recorders will
not reduce the margin between acceptance limits and assumed failure points.

.
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLE: EER 91-0296, Use of Fire Protection Water for Battery Discharge Tents-
EER 91-0102, USe of Fire Protection Water for Battery Discharge Tests

FUNCTIONAL SUKMARY:

Plant battery chargers 2A-1, 2A-2, 2B-1, and 2B-2 are tested per 2MST-BATT11R, 13R, 15R,17R and
2MST-BATT11FY using the Hi-Rate Discharge (HRD) tester. The HRD tester requires-cooling water
during performance of these tests. The only readily available source of cooling water near the
battery rooms is the fire protection (FP) system supply. This evaluation determines the
acceptability of temporarily using the FP system to supply the HRD tester cooling water.

The HRD tester is used to perform the battery / charger " Service capacity Test". This is performed
to determine the operability of the 125 VDC plant batteries and their associated chargers. The
HRD tester, under worst case conditions, will require 40 GPM for adequate cooling. Each battery'

discharge test takes approximately 8 hours. The approximate HRD tester usage from'the fire
protection storage tank is 19,200 gallons per battery discharge test.4

~

The two fire protection system jockey pumps are each rated for 130 GPM at 125 PSIG. The electric
fire pump automatically starts when the system pressure drops to approximately 105 PSIG. .With both
jockey pumps running, a total outflow of 360 GPM would be required to drop the system pressure to
105 PSIG. There is an existing demand of 55 GPM on the jockey pumps which includes a 20 GPM flow
for each pump bypass. The total system flow during the HRD battery test is 95 GPM which-is well
below the design flow of 360 GPM needed to drop the system pressure to 105 PSIG.

The maximum total output of water from the suction tank during battery testing is 55 GPM (95 GPM
minus 40 GPM for both jockey pump bypasses.) The normal level of the fire protection tank is
300,000 gallons. At an output flow rate of 55 GPM, it would take 22 hours to draw the tank below
the committed minimum volume of 226,200 gallone.

Each battery discharge test requires the use of the HRD tester for approximately 8 hours. At 55
GPM, the total outflow from the fire protection storage tank is approximately 26,400 gallons. To
ensure that Technical Specification / committed minimum tank volume is not exceeded, the tank volume
prior to each battery discharge test should be at least 267,000 gallone.

The fire protection system can easily supply the HRD tester cooling water requirements without
jeopardizing the integrity of the fire protection system.

The cooling water for the HRD tester will be obtained from the test connection down stream of Unit
2 valve 2-FP-V133.

Hose station 2-CB-1 will remain available for immediate use, thus meeting Technical Specification-
criteria; The temporary hose connection will be disconnected immediately following-completion of
the battery discharge tests.

i

1 Additional controle established during performance of the test includes
i

l 1. No other demands are allowed on the FP system during the HRD battery tests.

2. The HRD tester water flow rate is limited to a maximum of 40 GPM by the
use of control valves.

3. The HRD discharge water is not contaminated-and can be discharged to the clean floor drain
system.

4. Both FP system jockey pumps must be operable prior to the HRD battery tests.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The use of the temporary fire protection connection will not adversely ef fect previous FSAR
evaluations, nor will it result in adverse operating conditions for the fire protection; system
since Technical Specifications water-levels are maintained and the hose station remains operable.
The use of fire protection water at the hose station will not prevent use of the station for fire
fighting efforts, nor will the Technical Specification (TS) margin of safety
be reduced.

7
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Change to the.' Facility as Described in the FSAR

Blocking doors open will -impair the fire barriers between the stairwell and cable spread room and
-ths cable spread room and battery room. -Appropriate fire watches will.be in place per TS action
rcquirements.

'
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLEt EER 91-0062, Evaluation of potential Inadequate Pressure-Testing of Plant
components outside the Reactor coolant Presourc Boundary

FUNCTIONAL SUMMAPYt

This evaluation was generated to provide an operability assessment for those systems affected by
'potentially degraded or questionable components. Specifically, conval globe valves may not have

basn adequately pressure tested following replacement. These valves are typically obtained from
conval without valve stem packing, which is added during installation. Many replacement valves
of this type have been installed in BNP Units 1 and 2.

The cause of the problem is a failure to complete proper installation of valve packing and a
f ailure to perform satisfactory leak testing. Since operators did not observe and report any
leakage from the inboard valve in question during in-service leak inspection, it is a logical
assumption that the inboard valve was not opened to allow the outlet weld, stem packing, and second
isolation valve inlet weld to be exposed to fluid pressure.

The scope of this evaluation was based on the following:

Valves considered part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary have been evaluated by EER's
91-0060 (Unit 2) and 91-0059 (Unit 1), and are outside the scope of this evaluation.

Process valves, including instrument isolation valves, were eliminated from the scope of this.
evaluation. During an in-service leak test, welds on both sides of the valve and the valve
packing will be exposed to normal system operating pressure as required by testing codes.

Single isolation vents and drains were eliminated from the scope of this evaluation for the
following reasons:

The downstream weld and the valve packing are considered to be at atmospheric
conditions. As such, they do not require a leak test. The exception to this is a gate
valve, whose packing is exposed to upstream pressure when the valve disc is forced
against the downstream face when subjected to system pressure. In this case a missing
packing would be detected during the in-service leak test even with the valvo closed.-

f

The remaining valves in question are double isolation vents, drains, and test connections outside -
the reactor coolant pressure boundary, which comprise the bounds of this evaluation. A list of.
valves meeting this criteria was developed for each unit by reviewing CP&L and vendor flow diagrams -
listed in the Nuclear Revision Control System (NRCS).

The valves in question were divided into the following four groups during assessment of the impact-
on nuclear safety:

1. Components with no safety related function.

2. components attached to a safety related system not meeting the
following criteria:

3. Safety related vents, drains,.and test connections for which the inboard valve-in-the
second "in-series" valve required for
primary containment boundary.

4. Safety related vents, drains, and test connections for which the inboard and outboard
valvos represent the two "in series" valves required for primary containment boundary,

components in the first three groups will have no negative impact on nuclear safety because process
system pressure integrity is provided by the valve seat of the inboard valve. rcessure testing
of the weld upstream of the inboard valve seat is not in question.

The fourth group, which represents a very small. portion of 1the control group, could have the:
greatest impact on nuclear safety and therefore required a more extensive investigation. A list:

- of valves meeting this criteria was developed by performing a thorough = search of the control group
P&ID'o. . There are 16 valves identified in this group. Twelve are inboard 0-ring test connection
valves for containment Atmospheric control (CAC) containment isolation valves in Unit 2. The other

9
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four are 1-CAC-V53, 1-CAC-V54, 2-CAC-V53, 2-CAC-v54. The o-ring test connection valve 6 are
cubjected to a pressure of 49 peig during LLRT testing performed by ISI personnel. This exceeds
the pressure test requirements of the applicable design code, ANSI B31.1, and is acceptable for
documentation of pressure test. A thorough search of plant design documents and data bases
indicates that the remaining four valves (V53 & V54) are original plant equipment. It is bslieved
thseo valves were pressure tested in accordance with applicable design codes during original plant
construction and are therefore acceptable with no retest required.

From a personnel safety standpoint, the potential exists for the operator opening an inboard valve
to be exposed to fluid pressure if the stem packing is missing or downstream components were to
fail. Adequate precautions and controls will be instituted by operations and maintenance groups
to mitigate this hazard until all required testing can be performed.

A passive failure of the stem and seat is not credible as defined by the BNP licensing basis, and
an active movement of opening the inboard valve is required to pressurite the downstream components
that have not been adequately examined. The valve is manually operated and active movement can
only be attributed to an operator manually opening the valve. This is not considered credible
because system lineups for safety related piping systems receive independent verification of valve
position by qualified operations personnel. It can be said with a very high level of confidence
that the valve positions are in *0cordance with approved plant procedures as indicated on system
flow diagrams (i.e., the valves are closed).
SAFETY SUMHARy#

The stated deficiency in a lack of documented testing and represents the possibility of degraded
system components shown to be downstream of the required system pressure boundaries for the sefety
systems represented by Accident Analysis of FSAR chapter 15. Therefore, the probability of
occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR is not increased.

The possible lack of system pressure testing does not represent a decrease in radiological barrier
performance that would result in increased radiological dose to the public. The connequences of
an accident evaluated previously in the FSAR is not increased.

Although the stated deficiency does represent the possibility of degraded components in safety
systems, those components are located outside the required system pressure boundary and their
failure would not degrade the performance of any safety system below it's design basis. The
probability of occurrence of 6 malfunction of equipment important to safety evaluated previously
la not increased.

-

The components which may not have received the required leak testing have all been shown to be
downstream of the required syutem pressure boundary represented by the inboard valve seat. The
probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety evaluated previously
is not increased.

Ths components which may not have received the required leak testing have all been shown to be
downstream of the required system pressure boundary represented by the inboard valve seat. The
probability of failure of the valve seat or a deviation from approved plant procedures resulting
in potential loss of system pressure boundary and a decrease in radiological barrier performance
is no greater than evaluated previously in the FSAR.

All evaluated componants within required system pressure boundaries meet their original performance
characteristics required to perform their intended safety function and therefore do not create the
possibility of an accident of a different type previously evaluated by the FSAR.

It has been shown that components within required system pressure boundaries evaluated by this EER
will function as required to perform their intended safety function and will not create the

,

possibility of malfunction of equipment important to safety of a dif ferent type than any evaluated
previously in the safety analysis report.

Compliance with technical specification is maintained beesuse ASME Code class 2 components within
- the bounds of EER 91-0062 received adequate leak tecting as demonstrated in the body of this

evaluation. The cargin of safety of any technical specification is not reduced,

10
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TITLE: EER 90-0157, Use of A Non-Q Air Compressor as A Temporary Repair for DSA-2-OGH-CMP-2

Z1&iGIIONAL SUMMARY

This evaluation justifies the temporary use of a non-Q Air Compressor for the Diesel Generator
#2 starting air compressor. Each of the four Diesel Generators (DGs) is supplied starting and i

control air by two 100% redundant air compressors mounted on a skid with two receivers. All eight !

compressors were furnished and installed safety related (Q) . Two non-Q compressors were purchased !
to be used as spares. These two compressors had minor design improvements. One of-the original j
compressors, 2-DSA-DG4-CMP-2, was removed, disassembled, and required a new gasket set and new 1

unloader valve. The gasket set and unloader valve were not in stock. One of the non-Q compressors |
was installed to replace the Q compressor.

,

i

Based on review of the original purchase orders and discussion with the vendor, the Non-Q |
compressor is an identical replacement. The Non-Q compressor is also dimensionally identical to |

the original. Provided the same motor with identical reduction ratio is attached to the new l

compressor, the output should be the same as the original configuration's output. Further |
clarification of the compressor's description is provided by vendor, which indicated that the |

unite supplied under Po T.52788 are Model BM compressors without the drive motor, tank or base '

mount, 300-500 PSI service, and have no extra accessories. The existing drive motor, mounting
base, belte and belt guard were reused; only_the bare compressor unit was replaced by this
engineering evaluation.,

SAFETY SUMMARY:

Loss of a single Starting Air Compressor has already been analyzed in the FSAR. Loss of the 100%
redundant non-Q compressor, once installed would not have an immediate of fect on DG #4 operability
because the qualified, redundant compressor would still be functional. Loss-of the qualified
compressor, 2-DSA-DG4-CMP-1, would mean that the non-Q unit installed by this EER would be the
functional compressor. In the event that both compressors f all (not considered credible) and af ter
the receivers' pressure is below control air requirements, DG #4 would be inoperable. Loss of a
single diesel generator due to failure to start is also an analyzed condition. In the event the
qualified compressor 2-DSA-DG4-CMP-1 does fail, a second non-Q unit cannot be evaluated as a
temporary repair to replace it since this would requite that a common mode failure criteria'be
applied on the diesel (two non-Q, non-seismic compressors on the same diesel with the same power
supply).

Procurement Engineering han completed a Commercial Grade Inspection, CGI 2149-A, which upgrades '

the Non-Q compressor to Quality Class A through testing, visual examinations, and review of vendor
documentation.

The Diesel Generator System in a mitigating system. The use of the non-Q compressor in place of
the Q compressor can not contribute to the initiation of any accident. The probability of the
initiation of any accident evaluated in the FSAR is not increased. This temporary change does
potentially increase the probability of malfunction of equipment important to safety -if you apply
the standard ground rules which assume that nonseismic equipment is unavailable / fails during an
accident. However, the temporary condition is deemed acceptable since the non-Q compressor is very
similar to the qualified compressor and based on the Seismic Report 9590-10 dated 10/16/72 and cps.L
MEMO NED-8-1373 dated 2/6/89, this non-Q compressor will survive a seismic event. The permanent
approach will confirm that the non-qualified compressor can meet the seismic requirements either
by analysis or by testing. This EER is not attempting to downgrade the safety classification of
the compressor, however, in the unlikely event of compressor failure, the receiver is available
to start the diesel and adjacent compressor / receiver will be available to maintain long term
control air. Therefore, due to the low probability that the unqualified compressor will fall

-

coincident with the failure of its redundant safety related counterpart, this change will not
increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to safety.

The continued operation of the non-Q compressor in place of the.Q comprenoor will not result in
an increased probability of occurrence of an accident of equipment important to safety. The
continued operation will not likely increase the probability of malfunction of safety related
equipment, specifically DG/4, since the non-Q compressor le very similar to the Q compressor. The
consequences of accidents analyzed in the FSAR will be unaffected. Accidents or malfunctions,
other than those analyzed in the FSAR, are not credible. This change does not reduce the margin
of safety in the Technical Specification Bases, FSAR Sections or Operating License.
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TITLE: PM 89-108, Sacrificial Shield cap Ventilation Duct, Unit 2
PM 90-042, Sacrificial Shield Wall cap Return Duct, Unit 1

FUNCTIONAL SUMMAR1L

The purpose of these plant modifications is to assist in the equalization of al. temperatures in
the upper elevations of the drywell. Drywell bulk temperatures are within FSAR requiremeats, but
areas in the upper elevation have excessively high heat temperaturen. The high temperatures have 7

caused Environmentally Qualified (EQ) cable failure and reduced snubber seal life to half the
qualified time. Therefore, reducing high temperatures in the drywell will extend the life
expectancy of the EQ equipment and help prevent cquipment f ailure. The drywell ventilation system
is non-safety related and designed to maintain a suitable temperature and humidity condition in
the drywell during normal operating conditions as well as immediately following a sc~;am.

These modifications will assist in the equalization of temperatures in the drywell. The hot air
rising f rom between the sacrificial shield wall and the reactor vessel insulation will be captured _

and returned to the coolers.

Stainlese steel exhaust hood assemblies will be installed around the top of the t.acrificial shield
wall and the vessel insulation at O*, 90*, 180* and 270* azimuths. The remaining gap will be
enclosed with otainless steel sheet metal. Flexible duct will attach to each exhaast hood then
connect to three existing ventilation return ducts.

The hoods and the flaching around the gap will be seismically supported to the steel plate around
the top of the sacrificial shield wall. Each modified section of return duct as well as the
flexible duct will be seismically supported to the sacrificial chield wall.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

These changes do not alter the capability of the ventilation system to satisfy the Technical
Specification temperature requirement. The bulk temperature of the drywell will not change. The
installation of the flashing hoods and return ductwork will improve the air distribution in the
drywell and prevent the formation of thermal hot spots. The basic function of the system remaine
unchanged.

FSAR Section 6.2.1.2 discusses the pressurization of the primary containment subcompartment (the
area around and underneath the vessel bounded by the sacrificial shield wall) es a result of a
recirculation system line break. The peak pressure dif ferential across the cacrificial shield wall
(bio-chield) is dependent in part on the vent area available to disoipate the steam tolease. Tha
annular ring at the top of the bio-shield is one of the vent paths. The reduction in vent area
resulting f rom the installation of the flashing and hoods is approximately 16.8 square feet. With ,

a total vent area listed as 276 square teet, this amounts to approximately 6%. The flashing and
hoods are fabricated of sheet metal (16, 20 and 26 gage) and are not fastened to the reactor
insulation. Due to the small reduction in vent area and the relatively unsubstantial nature of
the duct materials, installation of the hoods and flashing should not significantly affect the
pressurization of the subcompartment.

The analysis of the structural integrity of the shield wall was based on pressurization of the
containment subcompartment to 26 peig in approximately 0.08 seconds. This impulse loading could
potentially damage the new return ducts attached to the hoods at the top of the bioshield. Failure
of the r6 turn lines, if it occurred, would be expected at the flex duct. Rapid, internal over-
presourization could cause the duct to rupture outward, however, due to the ductile nature of the
material (aluminum), no fragmentation is expected. If fragmentation did occur, transportation of
the pieces to the toruo would have to occur during one of the following scenarios:

During the time immediawelf following a LOCA when the rapid movement of steam and non-
condensibles into the torus might generate velocities suf ficient to transport the f ragments.

During post accident cooling in which water leaking from the reactor vessel fills the drywell
to a level sufficient to spill over into the drywell vents.

The second scenario is not considered feasible as water velocities would not be sufficient to
entrajn any fragments. The first scenario is considered somewhat more feasible but the
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tortuous path leading to the torus tends to make the likelihood of duct fragments rsaching the
suppression chamber more remote. Finally, the effects of piping insulation debrir entering the
torus have been previously analyzed the potential ef fect of any duct materials are bounded by this
analysis.

Sinco fragmentation of the duct material is considered unlikely and the potential effects of
fragmentation, should it occur, are considered negligible, the possibility of restricting suction
flow from the torus is not considered a safety concern.

The changes do not adversely alter the performance of the primary containment ventilation system
nor do they adversely affeet the performance of any other system. The primary containment
ventilation system is not credited with initiating or mitigating any accident or equipment
malfunction. Therefore, the changes do not increase the probability or consequences of any
previously analysed accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety.

The basic operation of the primary containment ventilation system and its interaction with
surrounding systems is unchanged. Therefore, the probability of an accident or possibility for
malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than already evaluated in the
FSAR will not be created.

The primary containment ventilation system la not included in, nor do the changes adversely af'iect
any system included in, the margin of safety as defined in the basis to any teen.ical
specification. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the basis to any technical
specification will not be reduced,

i
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.1
lTITLEt .EER 90-0182, Evaluation of Containment Atomspheric Control / Containment Atmospheric

Dilution Function Based Upon separation Discrepancies Found
,

1

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY J

This evaluation provides basis for continued plant operation with a recognized failure to meet
Division I/ Division II physical separation requirements as described in Specification No.. 040-004 ,

for the Containment Atmospheric Control (CAC) system valves 1/2-CAC-V7 (Suppression Pool Purge
Exhaust Valves) and 1/2-CAC-V9 (Drywell purge Exhaust Valves). ,

Division I/ Division II physical electrical separation discrepancies exist in the Unit 1.and 2
termination cabinets. Power feeds to the CAC inboard containment isolation valves are frun,

Division II sources (in lieu of Division I sources as required by Specification 048-004 ) . - Howev9r,-
as related to Primary Containment Isolation System (PCIS) integrity, it can be concluded that a
short circuit condition which developed during a purge / exhaust operation would only affut the
valve circuit that received the postulated short circuit condit.on and would r.ot prevent
containment isolation as provided by the redundant isolation valve. The purge / exhaust operation,
once completed, would identify (through its correspcnding limit switch indication * that the
affected valve had remained " stuck" in the open position, which could be accou'.ted for in
subsequent post-accident operating evolutions. Again, as shown in the evaluatirm above, the
redundant isolation valve in that piping system would close (and verification to the same could
be made using the valve's limit switch indications).

Additionally, this evaluation provides reasonable assurance to support the <wnrinued operation of
BSEP Units 1 and 2, with the currently installed divisional separatic sf the Containment
Atmospheric Dilution (CAD) PCIS valve wiring configurations.

Corrective actions to assure appropriate resolution of this identified separation discrepancy have4

also been doeur..ented.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

This evaluation was performed because of discrepancies found in the Division I atid Division II-
physical Kiring separation as delineated in Specification No. 048-004. The discrepancies
identified were in Unit 1/2 CAC system containment isolation valves on the purge / exhaust lines from
the Drywell and the Suppression Pool. The concern was that there might exist a failure mode-
whereby the isolation valve (s) would or could not perform their safety related function.

As related to PCIS integrity, it has been concluded that a short circuit which developed during-*

a purge / exhaust operation would only affect the valve circuit that received the postulated short
circuit condition and would not cascade and prevent containment isoletion as provided by the
redundant isolation valve. Inadvertent valve f ailure during normal operation can be detected
through the valve's position switch indication that the affected valve was " stuck" in the open-
position and not performing its intended-isolation function. However, the redundant isolation -
valve in that piping system would close/ remain closed. Detection / verification of the valve's
position would be made using that valvo's limit switch indicatione. No failure mode (using the
single failure analysis) could be identified whereby both (independent and redundant) leolation- '

; valves serving a single line-could fall in the open position or could be driven to the open
position.'

Since the PCIS valves in the CAC cystem are independent and redundant by design and it has been
shown by the above diacussion that the isolation safety function will be served, the probabilities
of accident occurrence will.not be increased,.and the consequences of malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the FSAR will not be increased.

'

I
E - By definition, the PCIS valve installation is designed with independence such that if-one valve

fails to provide isolation, the redundant valve ensures the isolation. .Also, if one of the AC-
powered valven- f ailed- to open (i.e., remained closed af ter an isolation override signal was -
initiated) for venting exhausting -purposes, the DC-powered valves, 1/2-CAC-V49 and V50, are
available an an (alternate) redundant exhaust oath. Therefore the possibility for malfunction of
a different type than pruviously evaluated in the FSAR is not created.
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change to-the Facility as Described in the PSAR

As discussed above, equipment malfunction in this evaluation would be a f ailure of the PCIS valves
to provide containment isolation upon receipt of a-LOCA signal or to provide a vent / exhaust _ path
upon a LOCA signal override command. .Through the evaluation performed in the EER/JCo, no single '

failure modo (which could jeopardiae equipment independence and redundancy) has been identified,
such that the f ailure could prevent containment isolation and an alternate vent path exista if one
of_the AC-powered valves f ails to open on an override signal. .Therefore, the probability of
occurrence of malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated will - not be
affected.

This evaluation addresses the fact that Division I/ Division II electrical physical separation
criteria has not been fully achieved in certain circuits associated with the CAC PCIS valve wiring.

- However, no single failure event has been identified which could prevent containment isolation upon
a LOCA signal to these valves. Additionally, if one of the valves f ailed to open upon the receipt
of a LOCA signal override command, the. DC-powered redundant vent / exhaust path would provide the
venting capability. Therefore, technical specification safety margins will not be affected.

J

r
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TITLE: EER 91-0060, Evaluation of Unit 2 Potential Degraded System Pressure
-Boundary Integrity

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

This evaluation was generated to provide an operability assessment for those potentially degraded
or questionable components in the Unit 2 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary to perform their
required safety function. The potential for degraded or questionable componente exists due to the <

'January 28,1991 discovery of a Unit 1 Residual Heat Removal valve,1-Ell-V189, which was determined
to have been installed without stem packing and adequate leak testing.

Leak examinattor. of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) components and welds is questionable
as evidenced by the lack of packing in valve 1-E11-V89. ENP 33.5, Section 5.50, interprets the
requirements for isolation of the RCPB. This evaluation centers on the installed / tested conditions:
for these isolation valves as well as the remainder of the RCPB.

The subject valves are conval globe valves. These valves are typically obtained from conval
without valve stem packing, which is added during installation. Many valves of this type have been
installed in BNP Units 1 and 2 as replacements by the Direct Replacement process (ENP-3.1). At
least three-installed valves without valve stem packing have been identified. It may be possible
that the name condition exists in other valves in the RCPB. Even though valve packing is not-
conaldered part of the RCPB, it may be a personnel hazard which will be addressed in a separate
evaluation effort.

The probable cause of the problem is not only a failure to complete proper installation, bet a
failure to perform satisfactory leak testing. Since operatore did not observe and report any
leakage from the inboard valve in question during inservice leak inspection, it is a logical
assumption that the inboard valve was not opened to allow the outlet weld, stem packing and second
isolation valve to be exposed to fluid pressure.

This report is an operability assessment for BNP Unit 2, and is to evaluate the capability of
similar potentially degraded or questionable components in the RCPB -to perform their required
safet) function if they did not receive proper leak testing.

ENP 33.5 (5.50) interprets the requirements for PCPB isolation. Two valves are required for -
isolation. This evaluation conters on the installed conditions and tested conditions for the
outermost isolation valve that provides 2 two valve isolation boundary, as well as the remainder-
of the RCPB. It will be assumed that valves and welds did not receive the required leak testing. -

Dif ferent configurations in RCPR applications will be considered to show these componente received
some leak testing or isolated from the system by an adequate boundary.

The different possible configurations consist of the following

- ' Single valves one Quality class 'A' valve bounded by a valve or.line not Quality Class 'A'

such as an instrument line.
,

Double iaolation vent and drain-

In line process and containment isolation valves-

sinale valve conficura'_ont
In this situation.- it is assumed that the process line was filled and pressurized. The upstream
valve weld and_ valve seat would have been exposed to system operating pressure and-any-leaks
detected.- The piping and valve downstream of the Quality Clase 'A' valve is not required as part
of the RCP3. Therefore, single valves are not a concern for this evaluation.

Double isolation vent / drain / test confiauratjen

As with the single valve above the inboard valve upstream weld and valve seat are satisf actorily
' tested. For the remainder of the installation, the testing requirements depend on the piping,
quality class as described below:

!
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For quality class 'A's

Piping must be leak tested per ASME B&PV Section XI. Piping Class 1 and under is exempt from
Section IX repair and replacement testing, but ANSI B31.1 leak testing is required by-
Specification 248-117 and FSAR Section 5.2. Structural integrity is required and confirmed-
by non-destructive examination (NDE) and weld data cards. j

fThe only place this configuration exists is for the RCPB on the Reactor Pressure Vessel side ,

of the first containment isolation valve. These valves are located inside the drywell. If I

the inboard valve leaked by the seat, the outboard valve was pressurized and examined. Assume 1

the inboard valve was shut and did not leak by the seat during leak testing, therefore the
inboard valve outlet weld and stem packing, and the outboard valve and its associated welds
would not have received leakage examination at or near system pressure. A passive failure
of the stem and sent is not credible as defined by the BNP licensing basis, and an active
movement of opening the inboard valve is now required to pressurize the downstream welds that
have not been adequately examined. The valve is manually operated and active movement can-
only be attributed to an operator manually opening the valve. Since access to the drywell
will be controlled per Action Item 2 of this evaluation, this active f ailure is not credible.
Therefore, even though the piping downstream of the inboard valve may not have been leak
tested, it is isolated by the inboard valve, and it is acceptable for continued operations.

For quality class 'B's

Structural integrity of the piping is required which is confirmed by NDE and weld data cards
for each weld. Additionally, leak testing is required per ANSI B31.1.

The same situation exists as stated above except now the inboard valve is located outside the
d;ywell and is accessible and susceptible to an active failure. From a nuclear safety
standpoint this is acceptable since other valves can be used to isolate any leak that may
develop when the inboard valve is opened. From a personnel safety standpoint, the potential
still exists for the operator opening the valve to be exposed to fluid pressure if the pipe
were to fail. Adequate precautions and controls will be evaluated in a separate effort to
mitigate this haza-d.

Inline proceq3 and containment isolation valvest

; For inline process valves in the RCPB, integrity is verified by periodic testingf(PT) following
any work on the system. Leaks of any installed replacement valves would be identified during these
tests.

Containment isolation valves receive local leak rate test following any work, and leaks would have
been identified during these tests.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:

fxon though the . potential exists that some piping and valves-may not have received required
1ressure testing, other controle provide confidence that the RCPB is intact. These controls
include the following:

Required material controls.-
<

- nequired workmanship / installation requirements. This includes installation tolerances and
adsquate fit-up of connections.

Required training and certification of craftsman.--

' Required visual inspection and other NDE of welds.-

RCPB process piping is pressurized, and any existing leaks in the drywell would have already been -
identified'by leak detection systems. Currently, after a lengthy time at power, leakage in the
Unit 2 drywell is and has been below Technical Specification (TS) 1.4.4.2 limits.

CONCLUSION:
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Valves that may not have been properly leak tested during maintenance / repair are tested by other
plant procedures,ior are isolated from the system. Any leaks in the drywell should be detected
by leak detection systems. Although, some components may be degraded due to lack of adequate leak
testing, this evaluation concludes that the integrity of the RCPB is assured and continued
operation of Unit 2 is acceptable. Final evaluation of the potentially degraded components and
the required actions to control personnel access will be tracked to ensure timely completion.

EAPETY SUHMAR11

-The focus of this analysis is that the portion of piping inside the drywell may not have valve
stem packing installed in some valves and required leak test inspection may not have been properly
performed on the valves and associated piping and therefore may present a degraded condition-of
safety. It is known through present preoperational testing (i.e. - Unit 2 vessel hydro PT) and
- operating conditions in Unit 2 (i.e. - leakage within TS limits) that the pressure boundary at the
inlet weld to the inboard valve and inboard valve seat on the piping in question-have been leak
inspected, and in the unlikely event that the seat of the Safety-Related inboard valve did leak 7
by, then the full boundary of the leak test has been performed in the systems where the valves in-
question have been installed. Regardless of the post installation testing, the valves and piping
in question have been installed to requirements that ensure the structural integrity of these
components and highest level of quality control and NDE inspections required has been performed,
with the exception of the leak examinations.

Unit 2 has operated for a considerable period of time without indications of any significant-
leakage attributable to these valves, therefore the safety related pressure boundary can be assumed
to be intact. Controls will be established for personnel access to the drywell prior to the next
drywell entry, therefore, the initiation of an accident requiring an active failure (i.e. - an
operator manipulating one of the valves in question) is not credible.

Presently, the operation of Unit 2 with leakage into the Drywell below limits established in the
Technical Specifications demonstrates that the pressure boundary is intact. The capability to alter
this does not exist since access to the drywell at full power is not permitted and appropriate
controls will be in place prior to the next drywell entry. Hence the potential for an active
failure causing an accident evaluatnd previously in the FSAR is not increased and the probability -

'

of occurrence of an accident evaluated previously remains the same.

The consequences of an accident in either the leakage through the valve body where the packing-
should be or at a point in the downstream piping that may not have been adequately-inspected would
be no greater than a break of a line the same size of that in question. The consequences of this
is bounded by the conditions analyzed for a LOCA resulting from the line breakage of the largest-
pipe in the drywell which is substantially larger than any valve or piping being addressed _by this
analysis. Therefore tha consequences of an accident evaluated previously in the FSAR remains the
same.

At power operation when there le no access to the drywell, the-capability of performing the action
required to initiate an accident by opening an unpacked valve or pressurizing potentially untested
piping =is not present. Appropriate controls will be in place prior to the next drywell entry.:
Passive failures are not credible therefore the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of -
equipment important to safety evaluated previously in the Safety Analysis Report remains the same.

The consequences of malfunction of equipment important to safety is still within the bounds of the
analysis presented in Chapter 15 of the FSAR.

The only credible accident condition possible would be-equivalent to a small bore pipe failure
which would fall under the analysis of LOCA event as analyzed in Chapter 15 of the FSAR.

The Technical Specifications address the structural integrity of the Reactor Coolant System and
requires any ASME not conforming to the requirements of specification 4.0.5 to be isolated. Based
on known low leak rate of ef fluents from the drywell- during the present operating cycle it.can be
reasonably assumed that the inboard valves for the piping in question are closed and therefore any.
piping.that potentially was not leak tested is isolated. In addition, structural integrity is
assured by the required NDEs and completed weld data cards. It can be deduced from this that the
margin of safety as defined in the basis of any technical specification has not been reduced.

18
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change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLEt EER 91-240, Unit 2 Supplemental Spent Fuel Pool cooling System

IMECTIONAL SUMMARY ;

EER 91-0240 evaluates the installation and operation of the Supplemental Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
(SSFPC) System to provide additional cooling capacity for the Spent = Fuel Pool (SFP) during Unit. .

2 outage B210Rl. The additional cooling will allow earlier installation of the fuel transfer
channel gates to allow the Reactor Recirculation piping decontamination work to start early enough
to bs completed within the current outage schedule.

The SSFPC system will consist of permanent piping installed by PM 91-046 and temporary equipment-
installed and tested by special procedure 2-SP-91-047. The system will be operated and the
temporary equipment removed by special procedure 2-SP-91-060. The permanent piping installed will *

facilitate the use of temporary equipment in the future or the possibility of future installation
of permanent equipment.

The SSFPC system will function independently from the existing SFP cooling system. The SSFPC
system will draw water from the SFP, circulate it through vendor supplied heat exchangers,.and
return it to the SFP. Cooling water for the heat exchangers will be circulated to temporary,
vendor supplied, cooling towers outside the Reactor Building (RB) to provide the necessary heat
removal. Controls will be provided to maintain the cooling water at a higher pressure than the
circulating SFP water to ensure no leakage to the environment.

-SAFETY SUMMARY:

Spent Fuel Pool cooling is not a safety-related function. No credit is taken for SFP cooling in
the FSAR accident analyses. There are no Technical Specifications concerning SFP temperature.
However, several FSAR sections discuss the SFP temperature or cooling capabilities.

Compliance with the FSAR requirements is substantiated by the following:

Per 2-SP-91-060, prior to removing Residual Heat Removal (RHR) cooling from service, the
capacity of the SSFPC has been demonstrated and the SFP temperature is equal to or less than
ll5'F. If the SFP temperature exceeds ll5'F, the Shift Supervisor is notified to have the
RHR fuel pool cooling mode available within 8 hours. The RHR fuel pool cooling mode'alone
has the capability to maintain the SFP temperature less than 150'F if it is started prior to
the SFP temperature reaching 150*F as discussed in FSAR Section 9.1.2.3.2.4.1, Spent Fuel"

Pool Bulk Temperature."

Per calculation No. 2RB2-0014-91046, Rev. O, the SSFPC system in conjunction with the'SFP
cooling system has the capacity to maintain the SFP temperature below 125'F even with any one
component out of service. This calculation has determined that the minimum time required for
the SFP temperature to reach 150*F-from 115*F is 8 hours.

Alternate cooling for the fuel pool can be provided from:

a. the RHR reactor cooling mode when the fuel pool gates are out,

b. the RHR fuel pool cooling mode, or

c. the Supplemental Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System

The fuel pool water level is safety-related since it is used as a basis for the of f-site dose rate
calculations. No FSAR sections address the SFP water levelt

Technical Specification 3/4.9.9, "At least 20 feet 6 inches of water shall be maintained over
the top of the irradiated fuel rods seated in.the spent fuel storage pool racks".

The suction and discharge pipes in the SFP are designed so that reduction of the SFP water i

level below normal level would uncover holes in the pipes to break any siphoning action before
reaching the Technical Specification (TS) minimum level. The SFP water level is measured and
alarmed at +1.5" and -4" f rom the normal level of El.116' -4". The maximum Elevation of the
top of fuel rode in the SFP is 95' - 3/4" corresponding to a TS requirement of- 115' -6 3/4".
The siphon breaker holes are located with their lowest elevation at 115' - 8" providing a
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

margin over the Technical Specification requirement. The SFP water level alarm would be
activated before the siphon breaker holes were uncovered. In addition, the capability of
water addition from the RHR System or the Service Water System remains available.

Tha transfer of heavy loads over the spent fuel pool is limited to as maximum weight of 1600 pounds
by the following Technical Specification:

Technical Specification 3/4.9.7s Crane Travel - Spent Fuel Storage Pool " Loads in excess
of 1600 pounds shall be prohibited from travel over fuel assemblies in the spent fuel storage
pool racks."

The weight of the temporary suction and discharge pipes which could be suspended over or near
the SFP, are designed to be less than 1600 lb. Movement of other heavy equipment must be
controlled in accordance with the safe Load Path requirements of plant procedure 0-MMM-015.

,

Adsquate precautions are required to ensure that potential sources for radioactivity releases are _

- monitored and controlled per the following

FSAR 3.1. 2. 6.1: criterion 60 - Control of Radioactive Materials to the Environment - Requires
the "means to control suitably the release of radioactive materials in gaseous and liquid
effluent."

Limits have been established in 2-SP-92-060 for the maximum activity in the blowdown to-
maintain compliance with 10CFR20 requirements. The required sampling procedure has the
capability to detect contamination of the secondary loop at a level of 1% of the calculated
permissible. Sampling of the secondary loop will ensure that any potential radioactivity-
release is controlled within the 10CFR20 allowable limits. Analysis has shown that sampling
the secondary loop on a daily f requency is adequate to ensure that any radioactivity release
is controlled within allowable limits. If contamination is detected the defective component
can be isolated and repairs accomplished as required or the blowdown can be directed to
Radwaste. The potential for gaseous releases from the cooling towers is considared
insignificant.

NRC Bulletin 80-10: CONTAMINATION OF NONRADIOACTIVE SYSTEM AND RESULTING POTENTIAL FOR
UNMONITORED, UNCONTROLLED RELEASE OF RADIDACTIVITf TO ENVIRONMENT - Requires the establishment. '

of a " routine sampling / analysis or monitoring program for" systems which "could possibly
become radioactive through interfaces with radioactive systems."

Sampling of the Secondary loop has been shown to be adequate for monitoring the potential for
radioactivity release to the environment. In addition, the secondary loop is designed to
operate at a minimum pressure of 10 psi greater than the primary loop to further ensure no
leakage across the heat exchangers. This capability exists even with the f ailure of any one
major component in the SSFPC System as analyzed in Calculation No. 2RB2-0013-91046, Rev. O.
The system has redundant dif ferential pressure cells which will trip the primary pumps in the
event that the secondary pressure falls below 10 pel greater than the primary pressure.

The sampling frequency is once per day. This is considered adequate because of the remote
chance of a leak of any significance through the heat exchanger plates. ' The heat exchangers '

are designed as ASME pressure vesselo to 150 psig and testea by the manufacturer to 225 psig.
After installation at the plant the heat exchangers are again tested to the primary pump
shutof f pressure of 95 peig. This testing and the provisions to maintain secondary pressure
higher than primary pressure ensure that a leak to the secondary loop is only a - remote >
possibility. With these precautions it is safe to regard the potential leak rate as small.
compared to the proposed monitoring limits and that the proposed frequency- would detect
contamination before exceeding the release limits.

A loss of power to any - component or group of components will not invalidate the above .
conclusions. A loss of power to the primary pumps would reduce the primary pressure and allow
the secondary loop to maintain pressure preventing any leakage. A loss of power to the-
secondary loop would reduce the secondary pressure and cause the DP: cells to trip the primary '

pumps. The DP cells would remain operational on a loss of' power.to the secondary loop since i

they are powered from the primary loop power source. The cooling tower inlet' valves would
f ail closed on low secondary pump discharge pressure and, along with the secondary pump check
valves, prevent any significant inleakage from the primary loop.

20
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

Following core offload and SPP gate installation, Operating Instruction requires that the
Standby Gas Treatment System and secondary containment be maintained such that they can be
manually initiated as necessary within the applicable time period. 2-SP-90-060 does not
affect the operational readiness of these system; the systems will remain available to
mitigate the radiological consequences of inadequate SFP cooling.

As part of the completion of the special procedure for installation, 2-SP-91-047, the water
chemistry is sampled by Environmental & Radiation Control and acceptability is determined per
the given criteria. Unacceptable water chemistry will be rectified per EGRC instruction which
may include draining and refilling of the SSFPC primary side with Domineralized Water.

The water chemistry of the primary loop will be unaf fected by the SSFPC during operation since
it will take suction directly f rom the SFP. Since the secondary-loop pressure is maintained
higher than the primary, a leak in the heat exchangern would result in secondary loop water
being introduced into the SFP. By the design of the heat exchangers, a leak between the two
loops could only occur by a throughwall leak in one of the heat exchanger plates (0.0197 inch
304 SS). This potential is minimized by pressure testing.of the heat exchangers prior to
operation. Also, the short duration of operation means the likalihood of developing a leak
while in service is extremely small.

Although the SSFPC system is composed primarily of temporary equipment, it must be considered
subject to the requirements of plant operating instructions. Special procedures have been
developed to satisfy the requirement for approved plant procedures. These procedures require
appropriate training to ensure the responsible operating personnel understand that procedure
compliance is mandatory.

The restoration and removal of temporary equipment will leave the permanent plant piping and valves
1 in a sealed inactive state. All valves are lef t closed, all openings are sealed or blind flanged,

the auction and discharge connections to the SFP are removed and stored, and all vendor-supplied
temporary equipment is removed. No further work will be accomplished under this special procedure.
The permanent SSFPC equipment will be inactive until future procedures or modifications reactivate
it. The inactive SSFPC equipment will have no offect on plant operations or plant safety.,

The Supplemental Spent Fuel l'ool- Cooling System af fected by this change is in compliance with
applicable Technical Specifications, FSAR commitments, environmental release requirements, SFP
water chemistry requirements, and operating personnel requirements. This analysis concludes that-
the propee~i activity does not impact plant safety.
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLE PM 91-040, Radwaste Effluent Flow Instrumentation

IpjCTIONAL SUMMARY:

This change removes - existing obsolete Radwaste Effluent Flow Monitoring . Instrumentation and-
replaces it with new flow monitoring equipment. The scope of the changes includes i

Removal of lines 2-016-575-1-160 and 2-016-575-1/2-160. These lines comprise the low flow >

release flow path piping. The location where line 2-016-575-1-160 ties into line 2-016-570-3-
160 upstream of High Flow Release Isolation Valve 2-016-F187 will be capped. Th4 downstream
tie-in to the high flow piping will not exist once 2-016-FIT-N057 is replaced.

,

Removal of Low Flow Release Isolation Valve 2-G16-F188.

Removal of Low Flow Release Flow Control Valve 2-G16-FCV-F190 and Electrical / Pneumatic
transducer 2-G16-FY-F190.

Replacement of Flow Indicating Transmitters 2-G1f-FIT-N058 and 2-G16-FIT-N057 with state of
the art components.

Replacement of Flow Recorder 2-G16-FR-R039 and Controller 2-G16-HC-R038 with state of the art
components. These are installed in a common housing located in the Radwaste Control Room on
panel P001. This instrumentation is obsolete and repair parts for the recorder do not exist..

Replacement of Flow Totalizers 2-G16-FIQ-3498 and 2-G16-FIQ-3497 with their respective signal
converters 2-G16-FY-3498 and 2-G16-FY-3497 with state of the art components.

Removal of the Sample Station and its associated Isolation Valve 2-G16-TV-3576.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The discharge of liquid radwaste effluent to the environs is controlled by - well defined
administrative and technical procedures. This modification does not reduce any safeguards, with
either passive or active, in the design of the release system that would cause inadvertent releases.
of liquid radwaste, or increase the risk of accidental spille due to equipment failure.

| Installation of this modification actually reduces the number of components and flanged piping
| joints where leakage could occur. Instrumentation that monitors the activity of the discharge

af fluent and provides an isolation signal when procedurally determined activity levels are exceeded
for the established flow rate is not altered by this modification.

|
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

IITLE: _PM 90-043, Condensato Recirc Line
_

H EQ,TIONAL SUMMARY 1

' Th2 ccope of this modification'is to perform the following changes to eliminate excessive vibration-
in the condensate system condensate recirculation line:

The two 8" condensate recirculation control valves co-rV-49-1 and Co-TV-49-2 will be replaced
with one 16" control valve. The-16" control valve will have 2 stage trim to eliminate the
potential for cavitation. Included with the 16" valve is the vale actuator, positioner and
regulator.

The pipe supports for the control valve station will be modified to eliminate or accommodate-
vibration such that the support damage will not reoccur.

The drain valveu for the control valve station that had been removed due to vibration will
be reinstalled.

Minimize the replacement of piping and fittings to achieve the above.

Retain the existing instrument air operated control system.

Revise operating procedures to allow for automatic operation of the condensate recirculation
line.

With the current condensate recirculation flow control valve configuration of two parallel 8 inch
control valves and their fittings in a 16 inch line, there are excessive reaction forces generated
due to the high flow rates through the valves at maximum condensate recirculation flow. -The
maximum flow rate through each of these valves is approximately 6,800 gpm. This flow rate produces
a reaction force through each valve of 2,000 to 2,500 lbf. These reaction forces, coupled =with'
the reaction forces through the other local fittings and thermal growth, are causing pipe movement -
and subsequent support damage due to the inability of the supports to restrain the movement.

. The proposed replacement of the two control valves at that station with a single control valve will
virtually eliminate the reaction force due to the control valve. The reaction forces due to the
change of direction through the existing tees will be eliminated altcgnther. The reaction forces
that will be present, as well as the thermal expansion forces, have been used to analyze the local
piping support requirements. The supports in this area have been redesigned buch that piping
movement can be accommodated and support damage eliminated.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

As a result of the changes in this modification there is no effect on containment integrity.
This installation remains non-safety related and non-seismic. The installation structural design
accommodates deadweight, thermal expansion, hydrodynamic forces and static seismic forces. There
is no requirement for the recirculation valves to be operable during an accident or during or after
a design basis event.

The new valve station is designed to operate the same as the existing valve station, therefore the-
results of any single failure analysis is unchanged.

This piping is not high energy nor is their other high energy lines in the . area . of the-
-modification. .

Bseause this piping is not required for any safe shutdown scenario there are no separation'-
requirements associated with this piping.

There are no control room habitability issues associated with this modification.

This modification does not increase the combustible loading in the area where the' recirculation-
valves are located, no fire barriers are affected and no penetrations are made by this
modification. No changes are made to any fire detection or suppression equipment.

23
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Change to the Facility as Described in the PSAR

This modification does not create any additional radioactive release points nor does it create any -
-cdditional shielding requirements nor decrease any existing shielding.

This modification has no effect on any design basis, assumptions, calculations or values used in
ths plant safety analysis report, environmental report, NRc correspondence or technical

*

cpecifications.

Th3 materials added to the plant by this modification do not create any materials compatibility
concern. Specifically no halogenated compounds containing chlorides, fluorides, lead, zine,
copper, sulf ur, or mercury are introduced to the plant, nor are any materials introduced into the .
containment.

This modification does not create any additional missile sources nor affect any tornado missile .

analysis. No jet impingement barriers are af fected nor are any high energy lines af fected.
This modification does not affect any equipment, systems, or facilities providing protection _

against natural phenomena such as flood, wind lightning, rain and snow loadings.
This modification does not alter the environmental conditions in any part of the plant, does not
change any accident scenario nor the environmental conditions that result from any accident
scenario and therefore does not af fect the environmental qualification for any previously installed
environmentally qualified equipment. This modification does not add any safe shutdown or safety
related equipment to the plant nor any equipment required to operate during or after an accident
or in a harsh environment.

'fhis modification does not make any changes to any plant electrical system nor electrical
instrument and control system and therefore has no ef fect on any electrical f ailure or overloading
and grounding concern.

The intent of this modification is to eliminate past mechanical f ailures associated with excessive
vibration and high reaction forces at the condensate recirculation valve station. This is-to be-
accomplished by reducing flow velocities in the piping and piping components and configuring and ?
supporting the piping such that the reaction forces, vibration and the thermal growth of the piping
are eliminated or accommodated. Therefore mechanical failure cencerne, including high cycle
thermal / pressure pulsation concerns are being resolved by this n.odification. The new piping and
valve station is designed to operate the same way as the previous valve station, therefore no <

additional system pressure drops are being created nor are any changes made in system flowrates,
therefore there is no change in the condensate pump nor condensate booster pump NPSH available.

No changes are being made to any control signals, therefore the consequences of control signal
failure remain unchanged by this modification.

The condensate recirculation piping upstream and downstream of the changed valve station remain-
- 16", therefore the consequences of flooding as a result of the piping change to the valve station
remain unchanged and are bounded by the existing flooding analysis.

This modification makes no changes to any plant security system or characteristic, and makes no
change to any site boundary condition.

This modification has no offect on any Appendix R fire shutdown required equipment, combustible
loadings, or change any fire detection or supptession equipment.

Ths changes associated with this modification do not increase heat loads to the HVAC nor to any
adjacent equipment. This change does not create any previously unanalyzed condition resulting in J

wat HEPA filterse

Ths' room in which the modification is being performed has no safety related equipment nor systems.
The modification makes no changes to any safety related equipment or systems. -The modification
doss not make any changes to any plant electrical system nor electrical instrument and contr71-
system. Therefore the modification creates no adverse system interactions and has no affect on
sneak circuit analysia, fault trip coordination nor actuation times.

This modification makes no changes to the plant access route nor does any equipment
transportation requirement create any alteration to the plant access route.
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

Tho new piping installation implemented by this modification is designed, built and tested to the |'

requirements of ANSI B31.1. No inservice inspection requirements are created by this modification'

en s o other previously existing inservice inspect %n requirements are af fected or impeded by this
mod'iication.

1

Because tb des'.n- features of the new recirculation control valve are equivalent to the previous
4

| recirculhM an v vos no new tenting requirements are created nor are any previously existing i

testing requirements are created nor are any previously existing testing requirements affected. '
I

'

This modification does not affect safety related equipment or systems and makes no change in the
ability to conduct any Technical Specification required tests and inspections.

. '

This modification does not affect safety related equipment or systems and makes no changes to the
control roun, therefore any effect of the modification on human factors would not increase the i

probability or consequences of a FSAR accident or create the possibility of a previously '

unevaluated accident.

The modification does not make any changes to any plant electrical system nor electrical instrument
, and control system. Therefore the modification does not create any rapid frequency, radio

frequency or electrical interference with safety systems / equipment or communications.'

This modification does not af fect any radiation detection system, does not af fect any source terms
or the consequences of any previously analyzed radioactive release.

The replacement of the two 8" air operated condensate recirculation control valves with one 16" *

control valve has no adverse effect on the capacity of the plant instrument air system.

This modification does not af fect the other unit at this site because the changes are to a system'

that is not common to the two units and there is no common equipment in the vicinity of the change.
' The change affects non-safety related equipment whose failure will not affect the other unit at,

this site.

,

,
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IHLE,t EER 91-0231, Changos To Diesel Dullding Ventilation Control System To Ensure Operation
After A boss Of Interruptible Instrument Air

UlHCIION At . SWitibl!ll

The Diesel Generator (DO) ventilation system will fail to the 'off' position following a loss of
instrument air. To prevent exceeding temperaturo limits known to be acceptable for operation of
ths Diesels and their support systems, this evaluation providos the basis for modifying the normal
ventilation lineup. In addition, an evaluation has determined that a loss of ventilation will not
adversely ef f ect the operation of the equipment in the 4160 V switchgear rooms. Revision 1 of the
EER evaluates the acceptability of the removal of the 4160 Volt Switchgoar Room Ventilation
controle jumpers previously installed by Revision 0 to this evaluation.

SMEILS_WiriAI1LL

The purpose of the Da ventilation system is to maintain an envirotunent acceptable for operation
of equ1}vnent located in the Da building during all modes of operation and f ollowing a Design Basis
Event. With the discovery of a common mode f ailure of the ventilation system, the ability of the
ventilation system to perf orm this f unction is in question. A conservative approach has been taken
that ensures operability of t he Diesel Generators and associated electrical distribution equipnent.
This approach is to modif y the ventilation linoup such that three of the supply fans and cell
exhaust fans will run continuously. Originally a jumper was installed around the temperaturo
owitchus which actuate the 4160 VAC switchgoar room exhaust fans. This jumpor will be removed
bazod on the results of calculation OVA-0014 and Rovision 1 of this engineering evaluation.

A safety analysis was performed based on the requirements of each area, with the areas being
defined as: 1. The diesel cella, 2. the 480 VAC switchquar rooms, 3. The 4160 VAC switchgear
rc ome , 4. the basement. In addition, the offact of continuous operation on the fans will be
considered.

DIESEL CELLS

With three of the supply fans and all of the exhaust f ans opet. ting in the 'ON' position, the
maximum raquired ventilation will be available to the DG's. For nigh temperature conditions this
is ideal. If there is some short time Jolay in starting the f ans, the equipment has been evaluated
to remain operable for a minimum of several hours in olevated temperat.ure conditions. Therefore
ths ability of the ventilation system to support operation of the DG's as related to maximum
temperature is not compromised.

In addition to overheating, overcooling of the Diesel Generators must be addrossed. There is no
oporating history on the ability of the Lubo Oil and Jacket Water heaters to maintain required
fluid temperatures when three supply f ans are running at moderate temperatures. The increased wind
velocity will cause a higher heat transfer rate. For this reason the contingency was added to
ellow operations to restore the fans to the automatic control mode at any time DG fluid
temperatures approach the lower limit. The Auxiliary Operator Daily Check sheet (01-3.4) requires
monitoring and logging of the DG lube oil filter temperature once por shif t. The action point is
at 130 degreos. 01-3.4 reform operations to OP-37.4 f or action in this case. OP-37.4 instructions
ero to place no supply fans in the 'ON' position. With this surveillance, there is adequate
assurance that operator action will be taken to reduce room cooling in the unlikely event that
embient temperatures drop low enough to cause overcooling of the equipment in the DG' cells. At
cAblent temperatures less than 60 degrees, one supply fan will support operation of the DG's.
Should a loss of of f site power occur at any time while less than three f ans are in 'ON' the change
to the AOP for a Loop will have provisions for verif ying ventilation system operation (supply f ans
only). This will ensure adequate ventilation to support the DGs. As temperatures continue to
dscrease, the frequency of line-up changes will increase, considering human factors, the
probability of operator error will also increase, llowever , those actions are covered by
procedures.

The UFSAR, ecction 9.4.7 states 'The inline fans, ductwork supports, and temperature control
cyctoms have boon designed and analyzed to withstand soismic events to the extent that each
unit shall remain operational under the operating basis earthquake (OBE) of 0.089 horizontal ground
acceleration and remain functional under the design basis earthquako (DBE) of 0.16g
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR )
horizontal ground acceleration in order to allow for a safe and orderly shutdown of the power i

- plant.' since the Interruptible Instrument Air system is not seismically supported, the
temperature control system may not meet these criteria. Without compressed air, the operability '

of the temperature control system cannot be ensured. This statement will be clarified in a
revision to the FSAR,

480 VAC switchgear Rooms

The 400 VAC switchgear rooms are ventilated primarily by the supply fans. These will be run
continuously. With the full ventilation system operating, there will be no cornpromise in the
ability of the ventilation system to perform its safety function during high ambient temperature
conditions. If there is some delay in starting the supply f ans, the equipnent will function for
a period of time without damage at the slightly elevated temperatures expected. The period of time
the equipment may be exposed to elevated temperatures will be short (less than one hour), and,
therefore will not be compromised by the elevated temperatures.

Low temperatures in the 480 VAC switchgear rooms is not a concern until temperatures drop well
below freezing. Based on the operator action listed above for temperature snaintenance in the
Diesel Celia, the temperatures will not drop this low. Therefore, the ability of the equipment
in the 480 V mwitchgear rooms to function will not be compromised due to overcooling.

4160 VAC switchgear rooms

The 4160 VAc switchgear room f ans were jumpered per Revision 0 of this EER to maintain them in the
'ON' position. However, based on calculation OVA-0014 and Revision 1 of this EER, those jumpers
will be removed.- The calculation concludes that the maximum temperature that will be reached-in
the 4160 V. switchgear rooms will be 115.2 * F. Analysis indicates that this is acceptable for
operation of the safety related equipment in the switchgear rooms continuously without shortening
the 40 year life; therefore the Electrical distribution system will still be able to perform its
safety function.

UFSAR Section 9.4.7 states that suf ficient ventilation is supplied to the Do cells and switchgear
rooms by the supply f ans to ensure adequate ventilation in the event of f ailure of the exhaust f an'
in these areas. - This evaluation supports this statement, therefore, no UFSAR change is required -

'

for this analysis.

Basccent

The basement temperature is controlled by manual operation of the basement exhaust fan.- The
malfunction of the temperature control system does not effect the operation of the basement
ventilation system. The supply f ans do provide forced ventilation to the basement through- supply
darnpers. Since the supply f ans will be running continuously the basement may receive slightly more
air flow than it would previously while the basement exhaust f an is shut down. The effect of loss-
of instrument air on the basement ventilation system and the offectiveness of the supply dampers
in isolating against airflow to maintain the required HALON concentration was evaluated in PM 86-
084. The supply damper for the basement will fail closed on a loss of air but it has been'
datermined that this will not compromise the ability of equipment in the basement to perform its

| oafety function. The essential equipment located in the basement consists of cables and
transformers. These components are not, ef fected by low temperatures. Therefore, the loss of

i

I - instrument air and the corresponding compensatory actions listed in this document will not affeet
'

ths operability of equipment in the basement.

Effect of Continuous operation on Fans

The fans for the Diesel Generator Building Ventilation System were purchased to specification 045-
08, which specifies an ambient environment of 148'F. This is a higher temperature than any of

-

- the areas are expected - to reach, even in steady state, much less in the short period that
ventilation may be out of service. Specification 45-8 refers to specification 128-01 for other
requirements of the motor. Spec 128-01 requires all motors to be rated for continuous duty.
Therefore, operating these motors for an extended period of time (several weeks) will not
compromise the reliability of thene motors. In addition, the fire protection contacts and other
safety trips will not be affected by this change. Based on the above evaluation, the

|
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR I

'

operation of the ventilation continuously to mitigate the consequences of a loss of instrument air
will not compromise the operation of essential equireent in the Diesel Duilding.
The function of the Diesel Generator Du11 ding Ventilation System is to provide an environment
in which the Diesels and associated equignant in the Diesel Generator Duilding may operate to
mitigate an accident. Dased on its function and interfacing system, it cannot, in itself create ;

the possibility of a new accident nor can it increase the possibility of an accident previously *

ovaluated in the Final Safety Analysis Report.

With the supply fans in olwration, the ability of the ventilation system to support the Diesels 'and Electrical Distribution equileont in mitigating t he consequences of an accident will not be
compromised f rom a high temperature standpoint. Since the operations staf f already monitors lube
oil temperature as part of the daily check requirements and implements the actions outlined in OP-
37.4 to prevent Lube oil Temperature f rom dropping below the operability limit, this condition does
not reduce the probability of diesel availability for mitigation of an accident due to-low fluid '

temperatures. The operating procedure and the Abnormal Operating Procedure change will ensure that
the required supply f ans are turned 'ON' prior to any adverse ef f ects on equipment in the building.

The ventilation system in the 4160 V Switchgear Rooms has been documented by calculation not to ,

be required for operation of the Emergency Electrical Distribution System components located in
the 4160 V Switchgear Rooms. Therefore, the ability of the Electrical Distribution System to
mitigate the consequences of an accident will not be affected by the changes documented in this
evaluation.

Dased on analysis, the ventilation system will support the operation of the Diesel Generators and
electrical distribution system by removing the heat rejected f rom these components. In addition,
operation in cold weather will not be co.npromi sed. This will prevent any increase in the ,

probability of malfunction of any of the associated equignent.

consequences of malfunction of alther the Diesel Generator ventilation system, the Diesel consrator ;
or any of its support systems remain the same. This configurat. ion does not place increased

'

emphasis on any safety related equipment. With the Diosol Generator ventilation system lineup
modified, the load on each fan will be as designed.

The changed ventilation alignment will restore the ventilation system to its expected operating
alignment for removal of heat form the Diesel Generator cells and 4000 V Switchgear Rooms during
an accident. This arrangement will not place any additional duties on equipment for which it was
not designed. Therefore, the possibility of malfunction of equipm6.)t of a ditforent type than
previously evaluated will not be created by the modified ventilation lineup.
Based on calculation and the analysis provided by this evaluation the lack of ventilation in the ,

4160 V Switchgear Rooms will not compromise operation of. essential equipment in these rooms. The
failure modes of this equipment remain the same as previously evaluated.

With the modified ventilation line-up, the ability of the Diesel generator and the electrical
distribution system to perform its saf ety function will not be compromised. Hather, these changes- 3

will restore the system's ability to remove heat from the areas during an event. During cold
weather the system will be monitored and temperaturou maintained by Operations using existing
-procedures. A change to the Abnormal Operating Procedure will ensure that if the ventilation line- '

up is modified to accommodato cold weather, the required ventilation will be restored following
' a Loss of of f-site Power. These items will not reduce the margin of safety. In the 4160 V
Switchgear Rooms, the removal of the jumpers around the exhaust f an temperature switches will not
affect the ability of the equipment to carry the loads as currently analyzed for an accident on
one unit and safe shutdown of the other unit. _ The maximum electrical load for the 4160 V-

- Switchgear for -40 year life will be slightly limited inrm the original rating of the equilment. r

However, the current load cannot be exceeded by the _Dietels and will not be exceeded in the design
basis accident scenarios currently evaluated.
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

i TITLE: PH 90-003, Unit 1 Service Water System Inspection Repaire
PM 90-064, Unit 2 Service Water System Inspection Repairs

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARYt

Thess modifications provide procedural guidance for examination, evaluation, and repair of the
Service Water (SW) oystem piping and associated components. These modifications are a continuation ,

of the Service Water Phase II Program, which were initiated in 1980 under Special Procedure SP-80-i '

19. The purpose of this modification is to insure the continued integrity of the Service Water
System and to prevent salt water in-leakage to the plant. Note that the system boundaries listed
below describe areas of authorized inspection. Actual areas inspected within these boundaries will
b3 as defined within the installation procedure.

In addition to the inspection and examination requirements, these modifications revised the closure
control logic of the SW-V143 valve. The closure control logic modification to V143 requires that
both loop suction isolation valves (V101 and V105) be open for V143 to auto close. The previous
logic scheme required that only one suction valve be open for V143 closure. Manual isolation 1

valves (2-SW-V398 and V399) will be installed in the well water supply lines to the Residual Heat
Removal service Water (RilRSW) system.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The proposed change revises the closure control logic of 2-SW-V143, and installs manual isolation
valves in the well water supply line to each Rl!RSW Loop. The closure control logic modification ,

to V143 will require that both loop suction isolation valves (V101 and V105) be open for V143 to
auto close. The previous logic scheme required that only one suction valve be open for V143 1

closure. This logic change is designed to insure that an idle RHRSW Loop does not lose its Well ,

Water charge, partially draindown, and thus contribute to a possible water hammer when that loop
is started.

Manual isolation valves (2-SW-V398 and V399) have been installed to allow operations the
floxibility to isolate well water supply to the operating Ri!RSW Loop if desired. The system
operating procedure (2-OP-43) will be revised to administratively control the lineup of these
components. Furthermore, routine surveillance requirements to ensure that the RHRSW Loops are
filled and vented will be established via revision to 0-01-03.4 (A.O. Daily Check Sheets).

This proposed modification will increase the reliability of the RHRSW System by reducing the
probability of water hammer.

The SW system design basis is not revised by this modification. The purpose of the inspection i

portion of the modification is to maintain or improve system integrity. Therefore the probability ,

of occurrence of previously evaluated accidento is not increased.

The proposed changes to the well water supply will increase the reliability / availability of thu
RHRSW System without changing system functional design.<

The SW system design basis is not revised by this modification. The purpose of the inspection
portion of this modification is to maintain or prove system integrity. Therefore the conesquences
of previously evaluated accidents is not increased.

Appropriate requirements are incorporated in this modification to ensure the operability of
important to safety equipment interf aced by this project. Therefore the probability of malfunction -
of important to safety equipment is not increased.
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Gange to the Facility as Described in the FSAR ;

tM N trw. S its modification is to increase system reliability / availability through'
i

3e sts U A- 'n PC and by modifying the well water supply to Ri!RSW which will decrease the
iwwtotitt! '1 %sW system water hammer. The proposed changes will not violate the single f ailure
icyJ c ,6 nor will it introduce any common modo failures. Reliability of cornponent s will be
increased by decreasing the possibility of water hammer. The consequences of malfunction of '

equipment important to safety will therefore not be increased.

This modification ensures that the SW system is capable of performing its evaluated design basis
function. Modification implementation will not violate the single failure or common f ailure
criteria. The proposed changes do not invalidate any assumptions contained in the FSAR accident
analyses. Therefore the proposed modification does not create the possibility of an accident or
equipment malfunction of a different type than already evaluated. These system changes will not
reduce the safety margin for any Technical Specification. The proposed changes do not decrease the
conservatism in the assumptions to the Technical Specification Bases.
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Change to the Facility as Described in the PSAR

IHLE1 Hoteorology Environs Review

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

implemented to replaceThis change to the plant meteorological monitoring system equi}eent was
cxisting components with state of the art replacements and thus ensure more reliable system
performance. The changes include:

Deletion of the 10 meter and 100 meter Cambridge Dewpoint temperature systems

Replacement of both differential temperature systems and ambient temperature system with
updated systems

Addition of a microcomputer-based sensor system

Deletion of redundant reference to 24-hour capability of
detecting malfunctions

correction of wording concerning six-week interval verificatione to reflect
actual practice

Replacement of barometric pressure sensor

correction of typographical errors

D:wpoint temperature is still measured at the 10 meter level by a Honeywell manufactured lithium
chloride impregnated bobbin sensor. The Cambridge manufactured cooled-mirror systems were
diecontinued because the reliability of these systems were low compared to the lithium chloride
system. No signif. cant differences were found between dewpoint temperatures measured by either
sy tem. Hosever, the operating range of the Cambridge systems extended to -80 degrees F., and the

operating range of the Honeywell system extends to -40 degrees F. The Honeywell operating range
rcmains well within the expected temperature range.

Tha Rosemount manufactured, twenty-year old technology, differential temperature and ambient air
tcmperature systems were replaced by state-of-the-art systems by the same manufacturer. The
Ro:cmount barometric pressure sensor was also replaced by a comparable sensor f rom a dif ferent
m:nufacturer. These temperature systems and barometric pressure sensor were replaced because the
nenufacturer discontinued support for the old technology.

All sensor outputs are now wired parallel to the originally installed magnetic tape recorders and
to the newly installed ADAC 1200 microcomputer. The ADAC system has four RS-232 communication
ports and was installed to give the ERFIS and others the required capability to simultaneously and
continually access 15-minute averaged meteorological data. This could not have been accomplished
with the originally installed magnetic tape system.

Tha barometric pressure sensor was replaced by a comparable sensor from a different manufacturer.'
Tha barometric pressure sensor is not required by Regulatory Guide 1.23 or 1.97 This
inctrumentation is installed for specific needs beyond regulatory requirements.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

Th3 purpose of the meteorological program in to measure and display meteorological data during
normal and accident conditions. The system has no ef fect on the de. sign, operation, and maintenance
of systems important to safety. The Meteorological Program is used to aid in determining the
cppropriate protective action recommendations to be made for the public. Variables measured
include those required to comply with Regulatory Guide 1.97 Rev. 2. In addition, the requirements
of Regulatory Guide 1.23 Rev. O are also met.

No applicable regulatory commitments as listed in the references specifies what type of dewpoint
consor must be used. However, Regulatory Guide 1.23 Rev. O states that, "At sites where there is
o potential for fogging or icing due to an increase in atmospheric moisture content caused by plant
operation, instrumentation should be provided for measuring then dew point (or humidity) on the
tower or mast." This means that dew point measurements are only reqv red at plants that have
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Chango t o the Facilit y as Domeribed in the FSAR

cooling towers or spray ponds. Since the BNP have neither, dew goint measuromonts aru not a
regulatory requiremont. An additional Itogulatory Guide 1.23 Hev. O specification is the time-
overaged accuracy of + or - .5 dugroom C. The lithium chloride impregnated bobbin sensor system
b:t tora t hat speci f icatlon. The dew point rneasurement systoma are nou unod in detorinining accident
conscquenceu ' protective a ct. l on r eecomiwnda t i on s . Conboquently, the removal of the Canbridge
dowpoint syst ems hau no of f ect on the consoquencou of any accident.

No applicable regulatory conunitment s as listed in the ruforences specifies what type of
differential temperature system or ambiont temperature system must. bo used. The only
cpacifications applicable are the time-averaged accuracy of the dif ferential temperature systema
of + or .1 degrees C. and the ambient t emper ature ayatom of + or .5 degrees C. , and the siting
requiremonte found in no 1.23 Hov. O. The now concor ayutoma butter thoon accuracy specifications
end the piting la not altered. Theref oro, the replacement of the dif f erential temperaturo systerns
and the emblent temperaturo system will have no offect on the consoguoncos of any accident.

Tha eddition of a microcomputer-basud concor system allows simultaneouu, continuous, and multiple
remoto accons to 15-minuto averaged motourological data which improven the ability to make
prot ectivo action recommendations. The oyotom also allows tie-in to the Technical Support Contor
end the Emergency oporation racility for required variablou as dofined by Hegulatory Guido 1.97.
The conpoquences of any accident., if affected at all, are potentially reducod.

Th3 Motoorological Program is deperibed in section 2.4/3.4 of the Environmental Technical
motocrological monitoring is to sneasure andSpecifications. The objectivo is stated an ...

"

document critical parameters to be unod in est imat ing potential donos to the public." The
ep2elfication contains tho following: "... Inst.rumentation capable of meanuring wind spood and
wind direction at approximately 10-moter and 100 motor elevations, t emperature di f f erence butwoon
ths onmo two olovations on a tower, and a dew point (temperaturo)..." Sinco all of the required
paramoters continue to be measured and the added microcomputer-based consor system increason the
access to motocrological data used in optimating pot ent.lal dosos to the public, the safety margin
is potentially increased.

Th3 onalto moteorological oyotom interf acos with the control room through the ERFIS via tolophone
lines. No failure of any equipment could directly or indirectly af fect nafety related equipment.
No now failure moden have boon introduced as a result of the system modifications.

t
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change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

IIILE1 PH 89-008, Unit 1, Add Loss of offsite Power closure Interlock to SW-V103 and SW-V106
PH 89-089, Unit 2, Add Loss of offsite Power closure Interlock to SW-V103 and SW-V106

TyfiCIlONAL SUMMARY:

Th co modifications alter the control circuits for valves SW-V103 and SW-V106 in the following
manner:

Tho SW-V103 and V106 will automatically close to the Reactor Duilding Closed cooling Water (RDCCW)
Hsat Exchanger (HX) minimum flow throttle positicn in response to either a LOCA logic signal or
e Loss of of f site Power (LOOP) (FSAR Event 24 Criteria) logic signal. In addition, the valves will
close only to that throttle position in response to the operation of their control switches.
No new major equipment is required for this modification. Two 125 VDC control relays are the only
cetive equignent added.

Th2 primary purpose of this modification is to add the logic necessary to close the SW-V103 and
SW-V106 valves automatically in response to a LOOP. There is no change required to routine
operating procedures as a result of that logic modification.
This modification is intended to improve the ability of the Service Water (SW) system to provide
rollable cooling to safety related cooling loads following a LOOP.

EMnY SUMMARY 1

Thz subject modifications alters the control logic for SW-V101 and SW-V106 such that they will
automatically close to the RBCCW HX minimum flow throttle position upon receipt of LOOP signale
f rom the Division II and Division I ESS control logic, respectively. The LOOP isolation initiation
will be wired in parallel to the existing LOCA isolation initiation, such that it will cause the
came valve operation as now occurs uron LOCA.

Loos of of f site Power is defined as the Abnormal Operational Transient Event 24 " Total Loss of of f-
cito AC Power" as analyzed in UFSAR Chapter 15.0A. Event 24 addresses that condition where neither
the start-up nor unit auxiliary transf ormer is capable of aligning to, and adequately energizing,
both the Division I and Division II 4160 VAC Emergency busses in a unit. This event requires
rc:ponse by the Standby AC Power System to start the required diesel generators and connect them
to their respective 4160 VAC emergency bus. Availability of the AC emergency busses is required
during Event 24 in order to support those systems and auxiliaries defined on UFSAR Figures 15.0A.6-
16,15.0A.6-1, and 15.0A.6-2 as being necessary to perform specific safety actions in response to
that event.

Evsnt 24 excludes less severe transients such as loss of off-site AC power to a specific Balance
of Plant (BOP) bus, a single E bus or even two E busses (without losu of BOP power) . The automatic
SW valve actions prescribed by DDD B00050A-1 are only required to occur during full Event 24
ccanarios.

Saloction of the relays to provide this initiation signal satisfies the following design basis
critoria:

Host closely approximates the full Event 24 conditions, and minimizes the probability of RBCCW SW
icolation occurring when the DGs are started for anticipatory reasons, for testing, or for the
leon-than-Event 24 bus and transformer electrical f ault reasons discussed above. Isolation during
events in which the unit can otherwise be saf ely kept in operation would require recognition and
rocction by Operations to prevent shutdown or possible equipment damage.

Tho isolation logic is designed single-f ailure proof except f or the situation in which one of the
valves would go completely closed. That occurrence in not significant in that the alternate
minimum flow path through the RHR Pump Room coolers will be maintained. Operations could detect
flow lose to RDCCW via RTG Board indication.
Human Factors considerations are satisfied in that the current need for operator attention to RDCCW
during DG starts or DG start-initiating events will be eliminated.

RBCCW is a non-safety related system and is not identified as either a potential Event
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

initiating or required mitigating system in the accident analyses in FSAR Chapter 15.0A. Reduction
or shutof f of flow to RBCCW has no impact on previously evaluated accidents or
transients.

,

'This modification improves the ro11 ability of the SW system and improves assurance that adequate
SW cooling will be available to the DG Jacket Water Coolers, the RHR !!Xs and the vital header '

loads. This modification increases the probability that the Standby AC Power System will be
,

r

:available to gerform its required mitigating function in response to FSAR Chapter 15.0A Event 24
Total Loss of offsite AC Power, and the RilR System will have an adequate heat removal sink such
that it will be capable of providing the primary systom cooling functions required during its t

various operating modes ao defined in the FSAR Chapter 16.OA, and the vital header cooling loads,
the RIIR Room Coolers and RilR Pump Seal coolers, will be adequately supported by the SW system such
that they in turn can perform their auxiliary support of the RllR system.

,

Technical Specification margins of safety are maintained or improved by this modification. No '

new accidents or new malfunctions of equigeent are introduced br this modification. This ,

modification improves the reliability of both the DG/ Standby AC Power and RHR systems and thereby
decreases the probability of occurrence or the consequences of any previously analyzed accidents

'

or malfunctions of equipment.

J
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Change to the racility as Described in the FSAR

TITLEt PH 86-080, Unit 1 Hydrogen Water Chemistry
PH 86-081, Unit 2 Hydrogen Water Chemistry

FUNCTIONAL SUHMARY:

Hydrogen Water Chemistry (HWC) is the control of the dissolved oxygen concentration,
electrochemical potential (ECP), and conductivity of reactor water to assist in mitigating
intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) in susceptible materia,. The HWC System plant
modifications modify existing oquipment and install new equipment to facilitate the storage and
injection of hydrogen and oxygen; allow the monitoring of key control parameters; and integrate'

the hydrogen supply for HWCS and Hydrogen Generator Cooling.

The HWCS will inject gaseous hydrogen into the condensate system to reduce the dissolved oxygen
concentration in the reactor water. The reduced oxygen concentration combined with a reduction
in electrochemical potential and conductivity control via the HWC guidelines will result in an
onvironment which is not conducive to the initiation or propagation of IGSCC. The HWCS will also ,

inject oxygen into the Off-Gas preheater for recombination with the hydrogen. Oxygen injection
is also provided at the condensate pump suction for minimiting corrosion of carbon steel piping
in the condensato and feedwater systems. '

HWCS consists of storage and injection eystems for hydrogen and oxygen and sampling systems for
monitoring control parameters. .

STORAGE AREA (Installation of H2/02 storage area was performed by U2 PH 86-081)

An area designated for storage will be located outside the protected area in the northwest area '

of the plant, west of the railroad spur and north of the switchyard. The area will be graded and
access will be provided by an extension to the service road. The storage area will be lighted,
fenced, and provided with vehicular barriers.

Hydrogen will be stored in liquid form (cryogenic tank with ambient vaporiters) and gaseous form
(tube bank). Interconnecting piping, instrumentation and controls, and piping interface with the ,

injection subsystem make up tho balance of the hydrogen storage area. .

Oxygsn will be stored in liquid form by a cryogenic tank with ambient vaporisors. Instrumentation
and controls, interconnecting piping, and piping interface with the injection subsystem make up ,

the balance of the oxygen storage area.

INJECTION SUBSYSTEM (HYDROGEN)

The piping, instrumentation and controls to provide gaseous hydrogen at the required pressure and
flowrate comprises the injection subsystem. Piping will be routed underground from the storage

,

| area to the north-south pipe tunnel under the turbine building breezeway. The piping will then
be routed to the injection points: condensate booster pumps suction and tie-in with the Hydrogeni

consrator Cooling line. A flow control station will be located in the breezeway outside the
condensate booster pump room to monitor and control injection parameters.

INJECTION SUBSYSTEM (OXYGEN)

-The piping, instrumentation and controls to provide gaseous oxygen at the required pressure and
flowrate comprises the injection subsystem. Piping will be routed underground from the storage
area to the north-south pipe tunnel under the turbine building breezeway. The piping will then
be routed to the injection points: : condensate pump suction and off-gas preheater inlet piping.
A flow control station will be_ located in the breezeway outside the Steam Jet Air Ejector (SJAE)
rooms to monitor and control injection parameters.

-OFF-GAS (OG)-SYSTEM

The OG system will be modified on the inlet piping side to the preheater. An existing tie-in to
the piping system will be modified to accommodate the oxygen injection subsystem.

| The existing of f-gas analyzers will be disconnected and * abandoned in place." New, dual hydrogen -
| oxygen of fgas analyzers will be installed to accommodate hydrogen water chemistry system monitoring

and satisfy' existing plant oporating requirements.
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Change to the Facility as Described in the PSAR
'

REACTOR BUILDING SAMPLE SYSTEM (RDSS)

Th3 RXS-1 sample line will be modified downstream of the B32-F020 valve to provide a continuous
c mple of reactor water to the Crack Arrest Verification (CAV) System. The CAV System equipment
will be added in the Reactor Building (TIP room roof) to monitor the electrochemical potential
(ECP) and material specimen crack growth rates using the RXS-1 sample point. Insulation will be
cdd:d to the RXS-1 line from the recirculation discharge header to the CAV system load frame, to
maintain a suitable sample temperature.

Existing equipment will be modified at the Reactor Building Sampling System, to add dissolved
hydrogen and oxygen analyzers at sample points RXS-1 and RXS-17, and to upgrade existing recorders
to interface with the new analyzers.

HYDROCEN CAS AREA HONITORING SYSTEM
,

Ths areas within BSEP Unita 1 & 2 where the Ictential exists for the HWCH system to develop leaks
will be monitored for H3 gas. The monitors will be set to alarm the affected areas and isolate H3
et the storage area when a H concentration at 50% of the " lower flammability limit", (2% H32

concentration in air), is detected.

SAFETY SUMMARY: The purpose of the Hydrogen Water Chetaistry System (HWCS) is to assist in
mitigating intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) in susceptible material by controlling
ths electrochemical potential (ECP) and dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration in the reactor water.

The HWCS is designed and located in accordance with EPRI Report No. NR-5283-SR-A, " Guidelines for
Permanent DWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installations". The system design and component location
is cuch that HWC system f ailures will net impact safety related components, structures, or systems
from performing their design function. Additional design and operation criteria for the HWC
system was developed from results of the HWC mini-test and the Unit 2 Plant Hodification start-up
cecaptance test. This additional design input is further explained below.

The addition of bulk hydrogen storage has been previously evaluated for the gas storage tubes used
for generator cooling. The requirements of EPRI Repart No. NR-5283-SR-A and the additional volume
of hydrogen required for the HWCS, have resulted in relocating all hydrogen storage. The new
hydrogen storage location is based on minimum separation distance requirements from safety-related
components or structures to allow them to perform their design function.

Th3 offect of hydrogen addition results in a higher concentration of H-16 being insoluble. This
means a higher N-16 content in the steam carried over to the turbine side. The higher N-16 content
has a potential impact on the Hain Steam Line Radiation Monitor (HSLRH) functions and radiation
dose levels, both in normal operation and in main steam line break accidents. The impact on the
HSLRH functions (setpoints), has been resolved by Technical Specification change TSC 89-TSB-12.
Thio Technical Specification amendment will permit adjusting the HSLRH setpoints to compensate for
tha higher background radiation levels that result from operation with the HWC system'in service.

A radiological assessment, was performed during the DSEP HWC mini-test to determine the impact of
hydrogen injection on plant radiation levels. The assessment concluded that at the ECP required
hydrogen injection rates of 10-12 scfm, the radiological Lmpact of operating HWC is insignificant.
Post-installation plant modification acceptance testing by the Unit 2 HWC modification has
dstermined that 10-12 scfm H2 injection will not be suf ficient to achieve the desired ECP results.
Domign changes have been made to the Unit 1 HWC System based on the Unit 2 acceptance tests and
recommendations from the E&RC group (references 19 & 20). These changes allow the Unit 1 HWC
cyctcm the capability to inject up to 25 sefm hydrogen and 15 scfm oxygen. The Unit i start-up
ecceptance test will verify the design changes are acceptable for achieving the desired ECP level.-
Sinco background radiation levels will increase as a result of the HWC start-up test,-extensive
rediction monitoring will be conducted at regular intervals during the test to monitor the actual
dosso. The HSLRMs will be continuously monitored during perisds when H1 flow is increased to
cn ure the "HI" setpoint is not inadvertently exceeded. The objectives of the radiation monitoring
will be: 1) to provide data for shielding design should additional shielding be necessary; 2) to

_

datormine the potential ef fects on operation and maintenance activities; 3) to determine the impact
on the site ALARA program; 4) to prevent critical / safety related radiation monitor setpoints from
being exceeded; and 5) to provide data to make final assessment of operating the HWC system on the
plant EQ program.
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Changa t the Facility as Described in the FSAR

As stated above, the increased radiation levels are a result of an increased carry over of N-16
in the main steam. Due to the short half-life of N-16, the Company does not expect hydrogen ;

injection to have a significant effect on the gaseous effluent release rates. Therefore, the I

-increased radiation levels will have no offect on the health and safety of the public. Radiation '

protection measures will be implemented to maintain doses to plant personnel as low as reasonably.
achievable. These measures includes performing radiation evaluations and establishing additional
access control, shielding, etc., as required prior to increasing H2 injection to the higher flow
rates; establishing access control by health physic? personnel in accordance with existing site
procedures; and training of personnel involved in the test, in test procedures, prior to the start
of the test to ensure efficient performance of duties.

The location of the Reactor Duilding ventilation effluent rad monitor and the control Duilding
ventilation intake rad monitor have been evaluated for ef fects from increased N-16 activity during
the test. Both are located such that sufficient shielding is provided between the detectors and
expected N-16 radiation sources. Spurious isolations of Reactor Duilding or Control Duilding HVAC
Systems are not expected. Turbine Building Area Radiation Monitors (ARM) are-expected to detect ,

increases in radiation levels and many are likely to alarm, however these monitors do not provide
any safety-related interlocks and their actuation is of no consequence.

The off-Gas process effluent rad monitors set points already contain enough margin to allow for ;

tr d monitors will be monitored to ensure that thethe expected increase in activity. These a

setpoints are not inadvertently exceeded.

The higher radiation levels are not expected to have any utgnificant ef fect on other plant systems -
due to the shortness of the test and based on evaluations performed to support the previous mini-
test, which evaluated much higher H2 flows.

A final radiological assessment will be made af ter completion of the Unit 1 start-up test to
determine what permanent changes, if any, have to be made to the plant (i.e. additional shielding,
reposting radiation areas, EQ equipment evaluation), as a result of the "ECP required" hydrogen
flow rates. Similar design changes, testing, assessments and evaluations will then be made to the.
Unit 2 system.

Based on this evaluation of the HWC design, the results of the HWC mini-test, the EPRI guidelines,
and the controls established by the Plant Modification acceptance tests, the DSEP HWC system does
not constitute an unreviewed safety question. The probability of occurrence or consequences of
an accident or malfunction of equipment is not increased nor is any margin of safety as defined
in the Technical Specifications decreased.

The installation of the Hydrogen Water Chemistry System (including modifications of existing
systems to support HWC), will not introduce any new equipment / components or operational . logic
controls that would result in:

A) New operational occurrences or new postulated accidents to existing plant systems or structures
that would adversely impact any accident analyses previously evaluated in the FSAR, Chapter 15.

D) Additional consequences of an accident to existing plant systems or structures previously
evaluated in the FSAR Chapter 15. The HWC system is a new system that does not effect and is not
addressed by the accident analyses in chapter 15 of the FSAR.

!
i
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLEt EER 92-0016, operability Assessment for Unit 1 4000 Amp Non-segregated Buses j

ZyNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

This evaluation provides an operability assessment for operating the Unit 1 Unit Auxiliary
Transformer (UAT) and Startup Auxiliary Transformer (SAT) "Y" winding nonseg buses which have i
bushings with a currant rating of 3,543 A at 3,315 A for normal operation and 4,000 A during an
accident.

The Unit 2 nonsegregated bus bushing assemblies have been removed and replaced. One removed
bushing was tested to determine the current rating of all bushings. Testing demonstrated that the
bushings have a continuous rating of 3,543 A. An operability assessment is required for Unit 1
which rillows the "Y" winding nonsegregated buses to be operated at a continuous current of 3,315
A and an accident continuous current of 4,000 A. The demonstrated current rating of the bushing
assemblies is above the maximum EER 90-0120 controlled loading of 3,315 Amperes. The operation
of the buses at 4,000 A will result in bus temperatures exceeding ANSI /IEEE C37.23-1987
recommended limits, however, the operability assessment developed per EER 92-0016 demonstrates that ;

the 4000 A bus temperatures will not preveni. the nonsegregated buses from performing their
intended safety functions.

-SAFETY SUMMARY:

Load controis established by EER 90-0120 ensure the buses are not overloaded during normal.
operation and accident -loading up to 4,000 amps will not cause the buses to f ail. Operation will
not increase accident probabilities.

The buses maintain their ability to perform their design functions under any loading conditions.
Accident loading of 4000A will not cause bus failure and consequently no increase in the
consequences of an accident will result from the present bus condition.

This evaluation demonstrates that the non-segregated buses will not fail due to normal or accident
loading. Therefore, there is not an increase in the probability of malfunction of safety
equipment.

,

The design bases and operating philosophy for the non-eogregated buses will not change.
consequences of a bus f ailure will not change. Therefore, there is no increase in the consequence
of malfunction of safety equipment.

This evaluation demonstrates that the buses will not fail as the result of normal or accident
loading. Consequently, there is no possibility of an accident of a dif ferent type of accident than
previously evaluated in the Final Safety Analysis Report.

The bus bushing assemblies have adequate current carrying capability for normal plant loading and
for accident loading. The continued use of the bushings will not create the possibility of a
different type malfunction.

Operation of the non-segregated buses is addressed in the Technical Specification. The continued
use of the non-segregated bus bushings will not change operating philosophy for the system and the
margin of safety defined in the Technical specification will not be reduced.

>
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLE PM 91-046, Unit 2 Supplemental Spent Fuel Pool cooling System

FUNCTIONAL SUHRARY:

This modification f acilitates the connections of temporary cooling equipment to the Unit 2 spent
fuol pool by use of permanent piping.

The modification scope of work is as follows:

Parmanent primary cooling loop piping, valves, fittings, and piping supports necessary to connect
betwsen the new spent fuel pool jumpers on the north side of the fuel pool at elevation.117'-4"
and the temporal cooling equipment located in the northwest corner of the reactor building,'

olovation 80'-0" will be installed. The installation of this piping will also include 30 lbs./f t.
of chielding on the 10" process lines and 5 lbs./ft. of shielding on the vent and drain lines.
This porcion of the system in functionally non-Q; however, it is being installed as seismic for
Class I/II considerations. The piping supports in the primary cooling loop are being installed
ao safety-related and seismic (use of Engineering Specification 248-107) due to the lack of an
installation specification for seismic, non-safety-related supports.

e ool pieces needed to "nect between the permanent primary cooling loop piping (both the supplyv .

and the return) and ths iuol pool will be fabricated. These spool pieces will not be installed
by thi , modification. They will be installed by special procedure when required.

Permanent secondary cooling loop piping, valves, fittings, and piping supports necessary to connect
the temporary cooling equipment to the temporary equipment located on the RHR building roof,
olevation 50'-0" will be installed. This piping is being installed as non-Q, non-seismic.

Panotrations in secondary containment, north wall of the reactor building, required for the routing
of the permanent secondary cooling loop piping from the temporary cooling equipment on the 80'-0"
olevation of the reactor building to the temporary cooling equipment located on the Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) building roof, elevation 50'-0" will be provided. Since the reactor building is a
safety-related, Q-list structure, the core boring of these penetrations constitutes a modification
that affects a Q-list component.

penstrations will be provided between elevations 80'-0" and 117'-4" of the reactor building, for
the routing of the permanent primary cooling loop piping. This affects the safe load paths
considerations for the fuel pool floor addressed under plant procedure 0-MMM-015, Operation and=
Inspection of Cranes and Haterial Handling Equipment. This document will, therefore, require
revision prior to the implementation of this modification. As in 1.2.4, these core bores affect
a cafety-related, Q-list structure. The core bores in these two paragraphs and the use of
' Engineering Specification 248-107 for pipe support installation in the primary cooling loop are
the reasons for the 'A' Quality Classification of this modification.

,

Upcoming outages will require decontamination operations or other evolutions that will make it
nSesosary to perform a full core off-load. It is planned that the core will be operating at full
powsr up until the start of these outages (no power reduction ramp). Many of these outages will.
also require the loss of the secondary RHR system function of spent fuel pool cooling early in the i

outage.

The earliest possible dete for a full core off-load with this power history, the loss of the RHR
cystem spent fuel pool cooling function, and the capacity limitations of the installed fuel pool
cooling equipment is day 32 of the outage, although day 35 is more likely.

For outage length considerations, it is desired that the full core off-load be able to be completed
by day 10 of the outage. This will require, at day 10, supplemental fuel pool cooling capacity
of 15 million BTU /hr. This requirement will be steadily decreasing as the fuel heat rate decays
until it reaches a point at day 32 to 35 where the installed cooling system can handle the decay-
hoat rate. To provide for the full core of f-load by day 10, temporary, supplemental,. spent fuel-
pool cooling equipment, supplied by a vendor, having the required minimum heat removal capacity
of 15 million BTU /hr, will be installed.

The ALARA- subcommittee and the Corporate Dose Reduction Committee have recommended decontamination
for all future cutages. It is also anticipated that future remote ultrasonic
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

inspections of reactor vessel internals will result in required repairs. Feed water sparger
in:pections are also expacted to result in required replacements. RHR inspections are more
casily scheduled with a full core of f-load. It will be these activities and others that drive the
icngth of future outages.

A permanent, supplemental fuel pool cooling system will minimite the lengths of these outages. |

Th3 permanent piping installed by this modification provides a start for the ultimate completion
of a permanent system. For now, it facilitates the connection of temporary cooling equipment to
the opent fuel pool. ;

This modification installs the permanent piping, valves, fittings, shielding, and piping supports -i
noodsd to support the operation of temporary cooling equipment. Until the temporary system is
installed, the piping, etc. installed by this modification will be static and unused. It does not
af foet the operation of any other system or components because it interf aces with nothing else in
the plant.

Ths suction spool piece being fabricated to connect the spent fuel pool with the permanently
installed primary cooling loop piping is being f abricated such that the thal pool water level
cannot be siphoned below the minimum level allowed by the Technical specifications. This is
accomplished via the drilling of 4 - 2" holes in the spool section that extends below the surface
of the pool. In the event that a siphon is started, when those holes are uncovered, vacuum will
b3 broken thus halting the siphon. Refer to calculation 2RD2-OOO9-91046. Because the siphon break
holos are so close to the surface of the fuel pool, there is also a vortex breaker plate attached
to the suction spool piece just above the siphon break holes to prevent the possibility of ,

vortexing and the loss of pump suction.

The return spool piece being f abricated to connect the . spent fuel pool with the permanently
installed primary cooling loop piping is being f abricated such that the portion of the spool piece
that extends below the pool surf ace will have a 3" orifice plate af fixed to the bottom of the pipe ,

and 24 - 2" holes drilled in the pipe along its length so that the pipe acts as a distribution
hoadsr. This will prevent the stirring of pool Lediment and the dumping of relatively colder water
onto stored fuel assemblies. The siphoning of pool contents through the return line is also
provented via the drilling of 3 - 2" holes at the same elevation as the ones drilled in the supply ' "
lins and addressed by the same calculation in 2.6.1 above.

SAFETY GUMMARY:

This modification results in the installation or storage (in the case of the spool pieces) of
piping in the reactor building and outside the reactor, control, and RHR buildings that will not
be functional during normal plant operation. The only time it will be_ functional is during a full
coro of f-load when the fuel transfer canal gates are to be closed prior to 32 to 35 days into the
outege. prior to day 32 (and potentially as late as day 35),- the existing spent fuel pool cooling
system is incapable of handling the heat load produced by the off-loaded fuel. To provide the
necessary cooling under these circumstances, a supplemental fuel pool cooling system will be e

required. This system will utilize the piping f abricated/ installed by this modification and'
temporary cooling equipment supplied by an outside vendor.

Tha safety concern associated with this modification is during the installation of the piping.
The cecondary cooling loop piping that will be routed from the reactor building, elevation 80'-0",
to the RHR building roof will require core-boring of the north wall of the reactor building which i

is part of secondary containment. Since this modification will be implemented during normal plant ,

operation, special precautions will be necessary to ensure that secondary containment is maintained.
during the entire -installation process. The piping installation procedure included in this-
modification package is based on ENp-9, procedure for Performing Core Borca Through Secondary
containment. Using the methodology in this procedure, a cof ferdam will be installed on the outside-
-of the reactor building wall during the core-boring and piping installation process. This will
provide the seguired containment until blank flanges can be installed on the newly installed piping
whsn it rca:nes a point in construction where the penetrations are sealed and the blank flanges
will provide secondary containment. At that time, the cofferdam can be removed and installation
cf the remainder of the system can be completed.
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change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

Thoro are no electrical or control system modifications, as such, required by this modification
package. There are two minor electrical changes and one miner I&c change that will be required 1

duo to interferences with new piping routings. A lighting fixture mounted on the ceiling for
rosctor building elevation 80'-0", just west of the northwest corner stairwell (stairwell 4A) to
olovetion 117'-4", will have to be noved to the east to allow for the core-bores between
olovatione 808-0* and 117*-4". The new lighting fixture location will be right on the edge of the ,

coiling at the last stairwell !anding before reaching elevation 117'-4". No wiring
datormination is required for the movement of the fixture.

Thz other minor electrical system change will be the splicing and rerouting of the reactor building
grid ground strap that runs down the outside face of the reactor building north wall. It is
located on the conter11ne of one of the core-bores that is to be mado through that wall. It will
be rorouted around the penetration and the piping.

The minor Instrumentation & control change will require the movemant of the general area radiation
monitor for the spent fuel pool floor. The primary cooling loop return piping will pass directly
bonocth this monitor such that it will interfere with normal maintenance access requirements. The
monitor will, therefore, have to be raised enough to restore the required maintenance space.

Tho FSAR has been reviewed to determine if this modification represents a change to the facility
as described in that document. The review of the referenced FSAR sections has resulted in the
dstormination that this modification does represent a change to the facility as described in the
FSAR. Since the piping installed and/or fabricated in this modification will not be active untti
connected to the temporary spent fuel pool cooling equipment and does not interface or interfere
with any other plant system, Section 9.1.3.2 of the FSAR will be revised to indicate that the
installed piping will be used only during outage decontamination operations and will have to be
ussd with temporary cooling equipment to achieve the supplemental cooling required.

Bsecuse the piping installed by this modification will not be active, there can be no effect on
tha technical specifications as a result. The piping will hang in place, vnused, until required
during the outage at which point it will be connected to the temporary cooling equipment for
cupplemental spent fuel pool cooling.

This modification will not increase the probability of occurrence of any accident previously
ovaluated in the FSAR. Since the modification does not impact the functionality of any existing
system or component, it cannot contribute to or provide further mitigation of any of the eccidents
that have been previously analyzed. It cannot, therefore, increase the probability of any of these
accidents.

The consequences of any accident previously analyzed in the FSAR will not be increased since there
cro no system or component functionality changes that occur as a result of this modification. None
of the accident analyses performed in the above reviewed FSAR sections change as a result of the
implementation of this modification.

Th3 probability of occurrence of malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated
in the FSAR will not change as a function of this codification. Since the piping being installed
doss not interface or interfere with any existing plant equipment, it cannot affect any of these

~

analyses.

Tho consequences of malfunction of equipment important to safety that have previously becn
ovaluated in the FSAR will not be increased by this modification. As in the previous answer,-the
n:w pipiag does not interface or interfere with any of the ovaluated equipment; therefore, the
modification cannot impact any of these Analyses.-

This modification will not create the possibility for an accident that has not already been
cnclyzed in the FSAR. There is no system functionality associated with thie piping as_ installed-
by this modification. Because this is the case, the newly insta11eo piping can have no effect on
tho operation of the plant, whatsoever.

This modification will not create the possibility for equipment malfunction that has not already
b32n analyzed in the FSAR. Because there is no system functionality associated with the newly
installed piping, there can be no equipment malfunctions associated with this
modification.
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;

sinca the newly installed piping is not part of an existing system and is not functional as ~

in: tolled, it is not addressed in nor does it affact any of the Technical specifications. The t

margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification cannot, therefore, be
r:duced.

,
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

IIILK1 PH 89-030, High Pressure coolant Injection / Reactor Core Isolation Coolant f
Reliability Improvement |

t

'
FUNCTIONAL SUMMARYJ,

This change modifies the circuits dealing with the Unit Two High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI)
,

I and Reactor Core Isolation Coolant (RCIC) Systems. The changet includes
.

Removal of the au'.o open logic for valves E41-F002, E41-F003, E51-F007, and E51-F008. These
valves receive open commands from vessel low water level signals and f rom drywell high
pressure signals. The valves can also be opened manually by control room switches. The open '

a

signals can be overridden by closure signals (HPC1/RCIC protection and PCIS). The closure"

signals are f rom system high temperature, high turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure, and primary
containment isolation logic. The modification will not affect the closure signals.

Four key lock switches will be installed in control room relay cabinets for valves E41-F002,
, E41-F003, E51-F007, and E51-F005 - one switch for each valve. The switches will be used by

maintenance to prevent the valves from closing during the High Steam Flow Timing test. The
valves normally close during this test. Due to concerns of system unavailability maintenance
will override the closure signal for each valve with the associated switch during the test.
Valve closure signals are verified from the control room cabinets. Test jacks will be
installed in the cabinets to verify the contact position of the switches.

Presently there are pushbutton test switches in cabinet H12-P614 which are used during the
HPCI Steam Tunnel High Temperature Time Respor.se-tests. The switches are used to assist in
determining relay closure time for HPCI Isolation Signals. There are two divisions for the
temperature sensing isolation signals, each with a unique switch. Both test switches are
located in the Div II bay of cabinet H:?-P614. This creates a divisionalization problem..'

The Div I switch and it's associated wiring will be relocated from the Div II to tne Div I
bay of cabinet H12-P614.

The Steam Tunnel Temperature High Alarm for the HPCI and RCIC systems (E41-TS-N600 and
E51-TS-N600) are being changed from annunciating at 175 *F to 155 "F. The HPCI and RCIC
systems both isolate with steam tunnels at 165 'F. Although these temperature switches-
have no safety related function they could provide early warning to the control room
operators in the event of rising steam tunnel temperature. Lowering their setpoints to
30 *F below the isolation point will have no adverse ef fects on either system.

SAFETY. SUMMARY:

Rtmoval of the auto open logic will not cause a f ailure of the HPCI or RCIC system to auto initiate
as required. The valves will be administrative 1y maintained in the open position at all times
except for maintenance. Administrative 1y maintaining proper valve line-up to allow safety system
operation is an acceptable control. In addition, a Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) of
increased core damage was performed. Two PRAs were completed. The - first was without the
modifications to the auto open signalo for the HPCI and RCIC systems. The second PRA was with the
modification. The PRA confirmed the engineering judgement that the -change will have 1 an
insignificant effect on core damage frequency.

Installation and use of override switches for valves E41-F002, E41-F003, E51-F007, or E51-F008 will
not degrade the function of the valves or the usility of the HPCI or RCIC systems to operate. The
override switchen will keep the valves open in the event of a high differential pressure signal
of the associated system. If the HPCI or RCIC systems receive auto start signals the valves will
be open and not . prevent the systems from performing their functions. The switches will be '

-administrative 1y controlled by procedure and the key can only be removed in the normal position.
Also, the valves receive an isolation- signal - from -PCIS isolate signals "down-stream" of the-4

override switch. Therefore the override switch cannot prevent the valves from performing their
isolation functions.

Relocating the Div I tapt switch for the HPCI Steam Tunnel-High Temperature test will not degrade
the HPCI system or-the plant. The system was initially designed with a evitch in each division.
Tae present configuration has the Division I signal routed to the Division II bay.
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Raloca:Ing th,e a m ion 1 switch tu the Division I bay of the ll12=P614 cabinet and routing the
Division 1 wignal wiru completely in the Division 1 cabinet will not allow a divisionalisation
problem.

All installed compenents are seismically mounted end considered Safety Related in procurement and
installation.

The probability of occurence of any accident previously evaluated in the FSAR will not be
inc er'a m ed. The accident ovaluated in the FSAR which relates to the llPCI and RCIC system is the
inadvertent start of ,1PCI or RC10 (FSAR Sec. 15.1.3). An inadvertent st. art of flPCI or RCIC could
lead to a drop in prinary water temperat urt with a subsequent increase in reactor power. As
d3 scribed in the Sa*ety Analysis PH 09-d30 will not affact the start of the HPCI or RCIC system.
The aspect of the moditrat ',on which could af f ect the operation of the systems is the installation
of the override switches and the removal of the auto start logic. The override switch is designed
to keep the iaolation valves Lpen. Falluru os these switches would affact only the steam supply
isolation valves by prevoatisq VM9 Anern to the event of IIPC1/HCit' bigh steam line dif ferential
pressure- IIPC1/14CIC start and contycA 4 perf ormed by the llPC1/itCIC st.op and throttling valves4

located near the llPCI/HCIC turbines. Fwtovel of thw aut.o start logic is metricted to the steam
supply isolation valves. Some the laolation valves will be maintainad spen no ef fect can be
realized by the llPC1/RCIC stop or throttling value.

Moving the TB-1 Test Switch will have no ef f ect on the llPCI isolation valves since the same design,
wiring, and connections of the exist.ing awlteh arrangement will be used. This change does not
interf ace wit h t.he RCIC System. Per the Saf ety Analysis changing the set. point of 2-241-TS-N600-
and 2-E51-TS-H600 will not af fect the llPCI or RCIC Systems since the sensors are for annunciation
only (operator aid).

In addition, utilizing LPCI or core Spray in conjunction with ADS is considered a back-up in the
event of a loss of HPCI (or RCIC). None of thoso back-up systems are affected by PM 89-010.

The consequences of any accident previously evaluated in the FSAR will not be increased. Three
scenarios are disettened in the FSAR which affect the IIPC1/RCIC systems. These are rapid MS!V
closure (Sec. 15.2.3), loss of condenser vacuum (Soc. 15.2.4), and loss of auxiliary power (Soc.
15.2.5)e The consequence of these are a llPCI or itCIC initiation due to low water level. As
described in the Saf ety Analysis and in the Hamis to question 1 PH 09-030 cannot. lead to a loss
of start cepability of IIPCI or RCIC.

The probability of occurrence of malf unction of equipment important to saf ety previously evaluated
in the PSAR will not be increased. The only equileont af f acted by PM 89-030 is control of the
steam supply isolation valves. Closure signal of the valves in t he avent. of high dif ferential
steam flow (steam line break) will possibly be nugated by the use of the maintenance override
switch for the isolat.lon valves. Use of the override switch is an insignificant portion of plant
operating time (perhaps 2 hours per quarter) during routino maintenance testing of the isolation
logic.. Per the Safety Analysis the swit.ches are administratively controlled by procedure to be
returned to normal (contacto closed) position af ter the maint.enance test is complet.e. Therefore
the override switches are not conuidored to lead to any equipment f ailure important, t9 mafety.
Also por the Saf ety Analysis, removal of the auto open signals for the steam line isolatrm valves
is not considered to have any negative af f act on plant equipment.. The normal plant .perating
position of the valves is open. The primary f unction of the valves is isolat. ion. This function
will not be affected by removal of the auto open function of the valves.

The censequences of malfunct. ion of equituont important to safet.y previously evaluated in the PSAR
will not be incre; sed. PH 89-030 interf aces only with the HPCI and RCIC systems. The consequences
of malfunction of these has boon ovaluat.ed in the FSAR.

The probability of an accident of a ditf arent type than already evaluated in the FSAR will not be
created. The (SAR discuados the loss of IIPCI and RCIC and the inadvertent start. of flPCI (the
inadvertent start of RCIC would have similar H gh loss novoro effects as HPCI). These are the
only two accident scenarios except possibly ' >s of containment isolation due to the use of key
lock switches to maintain the llPCI and RCIC asolation valves open. Ilowever, since the switches'

will not affect PCIS signals to the n.1ves and the fact that there is one switch.
per valve and either the inboard or outboard isolation valve could provide isolation, this is not
a safety concern.
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The possibility f or malf unction of equi anent important to saf ety of a dif f er ent type than alreadyt
evaluated in the FSAR will not be created. The only equitanent iallure related to PM 89-030 which
as discussed in the FSAR is loss of the IIPCI system. PM 89-030 will not affect any other system
other thrn RCIC. Loss of either of these systems will be cepensated by LPCI or Core Spray in
conjunction with ADS.

The margin of safety an defined in the Bacon to any Technical Specification will not. be reduced.
The Technical Specifications which cover the llPCI and RCIC systems involve the ability of the
systema to respond to high steam lino flow, low steam supply pressure, and high steam line tunnel
temperature. The logic interf ace with the low steam supply proupure, and high steam line tunnel
temperature will not be affected by PM 89-030. PM 89-030 will install valvo isolation overrido
swit ches af fecting the high steam line flow (high steam lino dif ferential pressure). The switches
are used only during maintenanco tests and are administrativa1y controlled to onoure they are g
returned to their normal positions. In tho event, one of the switches is inadvertontly lef t in it 's 3
test ponition and the associated valvo cannot isolate, the rodundant valve can receive the
isolation signal and will perform the isolation function in the required time.

The finni Technical Specification af fecting the itPCI or HCIC Systems requires a llPCI or HCIC start
within 30 seconds of demand. This change will not affect the ability of tho !!PCI or RCIC system
to start.

. . . . . _ ._ __- __ ___ _ _ -



Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

IITLE PH 90-037 Unit 1 Containment Atmospheric Conditioning, Local Leak Hate Test Connection
PM 90-038 Unit 2 Containment Atmospheric Conditioning, Local Leak Rate Test Connection.

TUNCTIONAL SUMMARYt

Containment Isolation Valves CAC-VS, V6, v7, V9, V16 and V17 are currently leak tested in the non-
LOCA direction by pressurizing the outboard f ace of the valve dise (i.e. pressurising between the
dual Primary containment Isolation Valves (PCIVs) which are located outside of primary
containment). 10CFH50, Appendix J, permits testing in the non-LOCA direction so long as the test
results are equivalent to or more conservative than testing in the LOCA direction. In order to
assure that the requirements of Appendix J are satisfied, the inboard PCIVe shall be tested in the
LOCA direction (i.e. pressurized f rom inside primary containment) . This requires the installation
of a blanking device at the inboard end of penetrations X-25, 26, 205 and 220.

The blind test flange will be required to seal against Local Leak Rate Test (LLRT) pressure;
nominally 50 poig. The design pressure of the test flange is to be set at 1.5 times the test
pressures 75 poig. Design temperature of the test flange is 120*F. These conditions are considered
ecceptable because the flange will be subjected to a pressure differential only when the unit is
shutdown and the drywell opened (i.e. during leak rate testing) . During plant operation, when the
flange could potentially be exposed to higher temperatures, no pressure dif ferential will be

.

present.

Currently the penetrations are ASME Class 2 square edged pipes with slip-on debris screens
installed over the end during plant operation. Installation of the test flange will require
redesign of the debris screen. The new flanges, debris screens and bolting material will not be
pressure retaining during plant operation and, by the classification rules of ASME, could-be
classified as non-safety related; however, the debris screens do serve a safety related function
by protecting the PCIVs downstream. The purpose of the new flanges is to support the debris screen
during operation and the test flange during LLRT, therefore, the flanges will be considered
structural attachments. The related Containment Atmospheric Conditioning (CAC) penetrations were -
cold rolled steel, design and installed per the containment tttructural stee'. Liner Specification,
9527-01-15-01. The permanent test fixture is composed of piping components but will be installed
and tested per the original design specification of the penetrations (9527-01-15-01). The
installation of the test fixture shall receive an in-service pneumatic leak check during the
performance LLR testing.

The blind flange, which will only be installed for testing, is classified non-safety related and
1986. Pressure testingshall be designed and fabricated to the requirements of ANSI B31.1 -

requirements will be satisfied by the successful completion of LLR testing. In order to reduce
the weight of the blind, the minimum thickness required for pressure containment and gasket seating
was calculated as specified in D31.1 and the blind has been fabricated to this thickness. The ,

blind will be fabricated from aluminum alloy plate material to further reduce the weight.

CAC inboard containment isolation valves 2-CAC-VS, V6, V7, V9, V16 and V17, will be reoriented to
the preferred flow direction when the valves are pressurized from the primary containment
direction. The orientation of the valve air actuators, as well as valve logic and open/ closed
positions will remain unchanged. The subject valves are Posi-Seal butterfly valves with offset
disc and stems. Although the valves are considered to_be capable of bi-directional sealing, the
preferred orientation is achieved when the valve disc-seal ring is located on the lower pressure
(outboard) side the valve stem. In this orientation, the seat ring retainino ring is also located
on the outboard f ace of the valve, and the valve packing is subjected to containment side pressure
only. The valves were originally installed in this orientation. LLRT's were performed by
pressurizing the volume between the inboard and outboard valves. This mode of testing excluded-
the inboard valve packing from the LLRT. In 1985, in response to the NRC's IE Report 85-31,

,

inboard valve orientation was reversed in order to place the valve packing within the LLRT '

boundary. As a result, the inboard valves are currently installed with the retaining ring located
i on the containment side (inboard) valve face II.e. in the non-preferred orientation).-

| Modifications to the CAC penetrations described above, will permit both the outboard, and inboard
containment isolation valves to be tested in the LOCA direction, to ensure conformance with the'

requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix J. Theref ore, af ter the inboard valves are reoriented plant mod,
the stem packing will remain within the boundary of the LLRT and the valve sealing capability will
be maximited in the LOCA direction, as was originally intended.
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Tast lines connected to the annular cavity between the inner and outor EPR 0-rings, used to seal
both facea of the inboard valves, will be cut and capped. The function of these lines will no
longor be required, based on the following discussion. The test lines were originally provided
to permit monitoring of the 0-ring sealing capability. The test line on the outboard side of the
valvo is not currently used since the outboard flange connection is within the LLRT boundary, and
cny leakage past the O-rings is accounted for. The test line on the inboard side of the valve is
currently used to quantify leakage through the cont airunent sido flange connection since this
connection is excluded from the LLRT boundary. However, since this connection is excluded from
the LLRT boundary. Ilowever, since this modification will result in LLRTs being perf ormed in the
LOCA direction, the inboard flange connection will also be within the LLkt boundary, and separate
testing to determine inboard flange 0-ring leakage will no longer be required. The exist.ing LLRT
connections located betwoon the inboard and outboard valves will romain installed for use as vont
points when LLRTs are performed on the inboard valves.

SAFETY S1!11tiMLY_t

The changes to be implemented by this modification do not impact the safety related function of
the CAC penetrations and the associated containment isolation valves. The flow resistance through
the penetrations will not be increased and the ability to seal the primary containment, within
epocified time and leakage limits, is not degraded (sealing capability is actually enhanced by
valve re-orientation). Modifications to the actuator limit switches will ensure compliance with
current design requirements. The function, operation ar-1 reliability of the penetrations and
valvos and their interaction with the remainder of the plant are either unchanged, enhanced or have
bosn demonstrated by analysis to be acceptable.

The CAC penetrations and valves are not an initiating factor for any accident previously
analyzed in the Safety Analysis Report, thorofore the probability of occurrence of any
previously analyzed accident will not be increased.

The CAC ponotrations and valves are directly related to the consequences of a Lons of Coolant
Accident or any other accident which would release airborno radioactivity into the primary
containment. The penetrations and valvoo also affect the pressuro response of the reactor
vessel and primary containment during a LOCA. The system is required to isolate the primary
containment to minimize the release of radioactive materials into the environment. Following
a LOCA, the system is required to function in order to allow orderly releases of the
containment atmosphore to prevent overpressurization of the containment. The modifications
to be implemented do not degrade the ability of the system to perform these safety related
functions. Rollability of the system will not be decreased and containment sealing capability
will be enhanced, therefore the consequences of previously analyzed accidents will not be
increased.

The modifications to be performed do not degrade the function and reliability of the CAC
penetrations and valves and do not increase the probability that those safety related
component s will f ail . The various interactions of the system with the remainder of the plant
are either une. hanged or have boon demonstrated by analysis to be acceptable. Therefore the
proposed modifications will not increase the probability that equipment important to safety
will fail.

Radioactivo materiale could be released into the primary containment as a result of equipment
malfunction. The penetrations and valves are intended to limit the release of radioactive
materials from the primary containmont (other safety related functions are discussed in !?
above). Since the function and reliability of the system are not degradod, the consequencos
of any accident which would release radioactivity into the primary containment will not be
increased. The modifications will not affect the conouquences of other types of equipment
malfunction.

Because the system f unction, reliability and intoraction with the remainder of the plant will
not be degraded, no new type of accident or now type of equipment malfunction not previously
analyzed will be created.
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1

The CAC primary containment isolation valves are required, by technical specification, to I
close within a maximum time period in order to minimize the release of radiation to the

'

environment. Re-orienting the valves will not degrade their ability to close within the
specified time limits. It is anticipated that the valves may close faster in the " preferred *
orientation due to aerodynamic ef f ects. Acceptance testing following modifications will I

demonstrate compliance with the technical specification closing time requiren.ents.

The CAC penetrations and pCIVs are required to maintain containment leakage rates below ,

technical specification limits in order to minimite the release of radioactive materials to
the environment. The capability of the penetrations and valves to satisfy these leakage ;

requirements will not be degraded by this modification. Valve sealing is expected to be
enhanced by re-orientation to the " preferred" flow direction. Acceptance testing following
modifications will demonstrate compliance with the technical specification leakage
requirements.

Vacuum breaker isolation valves 2-CAC-V16 and V17 are required to operate in order to satisf y .
the technical specification requirement for suppression chamber to reactor building vacuum
relief. The capability of these valves to open when required will not be degraded by this
modification. Operability of the valves will be demonstrated by acceptance testing following
modifications.

Since the capability of the CAC penetrations and pCIVs to satisfy technical specification
raquirements will not be degraded by this modificatic n, the margin of safety as defined in
technical specification bases will not be reduced.

>
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

IIILK1 EER 91-0126, Reactor Building Roof Ventilation Radiation Monitor System Repair

FUNCTIONAL SUHMARY:

Thio temporary repair rearranges the Reactor Duilding roof ventilation radiation monitor cabinets
(1/2-CAC-AT-1264). The skid's sample line configuration will be changed to ensure compliance with
technical specifications is maintained. The changes include:

The installation of parallel particulate and iodine collection filter assemblies. This sample ,

configuration will allow performance of the required weekly collection filter changeouts
without an interruption to sample flow thus maintaining technical specification requirements
for continuous sampling "at all times".

The installation of a byptes line with auxiliary sample pump connections. This bypass line
with auxiliary sample pump connections. This bypass line will enable isolation of the noble
gas chamber and primary sample pump, for pts and maintenance, while maintaining continuous
sampling capabilities.

The decommiesioning of the particulate and lodine annunciator signals from the reactor
building vent radiation particulate, iodine and noble gas annunciator window located in the
control room. This decommissioning will eliminate annunciator - signals which- have the
potential to mask technical specification required annunciator signals particulate and iodine
are not tech spec while noble gas annunciation is toch spec required).

-Tochnical specifications require that the particulate and iodine channels be sampled for analyses.
Roal time monitoring of these channels is not necessary. In addition the Technical specifications
require only that the noble gas channel have a high radiation annunciation in the control room.
Thsrefore, the bypassing of the skid particulate and iodine monitors with installation of
particulate and iodine samplers and the removal of only the particulate and iodine control room
annunciation will not degrade the licensed requirement of the Reactor building vent radiation
monitoring system. These channels are for information and have no plant control function. Another
radiation monitoring system independent of the 1/2-CAC-AT-1264 system provides an isolation signal-
for the reactor building ventilation system.

The new sample filter assemblies, bypass line and associated valves and fittings are approximately
12. 5 lbs. Approximately 3 lbs of existing sample lines and fittings will be removed f rom the skid.
Approximately 9.5 lbs of material, therefore, will be added to the monitoring skid. The skid
wsights approximately 1250 lbs. The addition of 9.5 lbs will increase the weight of the skid by,

0.76% which can be considered insignificant. The radiation monitoring system is Seismic class II,
thereforo internal seismic supports or skid qualification is not required.

Tho overall system performance and reactor building ventilation radiation monitoring capabilities
will not be degraded by the implementation of engineering evaluation EER 91-0126.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The proposed activity will not increase the probability of occurrence of an accident evaluated in
Chapter 15 of the safety Analysis Report. EER 91-0126 will only eliminate the real time monitoring
and control room high alarm of particulate and iodine ef fluent f rom the Unit Two Reactor Building.
This has no input to or control of any of the systems or associated equipment discussed in C 15
of the safety Analysis Report.

The proposed activity will not increase the consequences of an accident evaluated in C 15 of the !
safety Analysis Report.- The progression or potential mitigation of any accident analysed in the ,
Safoty Analysis Report is not af fected by the scope of EER 91-0126. The outputs of the Particulate '

cnd Iodine monitoring channels drive only an Electronic Equipment Room ratemeter and recorder and
a control roem annunciator, and have no plant equipment or plant system control function. . The
Noblo Gas channel will remain to provide annunciation on Reactor Building radioactive releases.
The primary release of any credible accident is Noble Gas, therefore the control room operators
will maintain adequate information regarding Reactor Building effluent releases. Additionally,
radiological consequences of any accident are controlled by other radiation monitors which provide.
isolation signals to the Reactor Building exhaust dampers.
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The proposed activity will not increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equi aentt
important to safety previously evaluated in the Safety Analysis Report. The particulate and Iodine
channels of the radiation monitor being af fected have no interf ace or of fact on any plant equignent
oncept the plant annunciator system and ratemeter/ recorder in panel XU-55 in the Electronic
Equignent Room. The plant annunciator system and ratameter/ recorder in panel XU-55 are not
safety related. The power supply for the radiation monitor will not be affected by EER 91-0126
and also is not safety related.

The proposed activity will not increase the concoquences of a malfunction of equipment important
-to safety previously evaluated in the Safety Analysis Report. The equignent being decommissioned
or removed does not provide the control room operator with additional information over other
radiation monitors nor does the af fected radiation monitor equigeant provide a control to mitigate
ths effects of plant equignent failure (i.e. Reactor Building isolation).

The proposed activity does not create the possibility of an accident of a dif ferent type than any
ovaluated previously in the safety Analysis Report. Removing the real time monitoring and _

annunciation of the radiation monitor will have no affact on the plant systems since a Reactor
Building isolation signal from other radiation monitors exists and the control room operators still
have information of real time radiation effluent from the Reactor Building.

The proponed activity will not create the possibility of occurrence of a malf unction of equipment
important to safety of a ditforent type than evaluated in the Safety Analysis Report. The
Particulate and Iodine channels have no interface with plant safety related equipment.

The proposed activity does not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis of any Technical
specification. Technical Specifications require only that the Reactor Building ef fluent be sampled
for Particulato and Iodine analysis and not that they be monitored in real time. Tech Specs also-
do not require annunciation of any special concentration of Particulate or Iodine in the Reactor
Duilding effluent. This is reflected in the Bases to Technican Specifications.

_
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'flILIL PH 90-019, Capping the obsolete Hemidual llent Removal Steam condensing Mode

fMCllMinidlliMAM1
This plant modification will isolato the Unit I st eam condensing piping f rom the shell side of the
Besidual Heat Remover (RHR) heat exchangers (llX ) . The steam condensing mode of idill System
operation has been previously disabled by PM 05-055. PH 85-055 isolated the steam condensing
piping pressure boundary f rom the liigh Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) st 'am supply line pressure
boundary by capping the branch connection. The lines woro physically reconnected the maintain
seismic qualification. PM 90-019 will cap the et. nam condensing supply lines to each of the RilR
heat exchangers as close to the heat exchangers as practicable. The steam condensing piping f rom
the HPCI steam supply line to the RHR heat oxchangers will be abandoned in place.

In order to minimire support modificationu required to maintain the seismic Category I
classification of the HPCI piping, the HPCI steam supply line will be physically separated from
the steam condonsing piping by this plant modification. In order to minimite support modifications
required to maintain the seismic category I classification of the steam condensing piping, PH 90-
019 will isolate the steam condensing piping pressure boundary from the HilR system pressure
boundary, whilo leaving the steam condunsing piping physically connected to the RHR heat. exchanger
inlet piping. This isolation pormits the seismic classification of the steam condensing piping
beyond the pipe anchors (i .u. , betwoon the IdlR heat exchangor rooms) to bo downgraded to Il-over-I
criteria. Isolation also pormite draining the steam condensing piping thereby reducing support
dead loads. These changes will significantly reduce support modification required to resolve
numerous short-term qualification innues af f ecting the steam condensing piping. The above scenario
has been judged to be the most effective mut. hod of resolving the various soismic qualification
issues ansociated with the affected systems.

Capping of the steam condensing piping at tSo RilR host exchangers will require relocation of
existing high-point vento and process piping t ape f or prosnuro transmitters 1-Ell-PT-N026A/U. The
pronsure transmitters will rouse pipo routsu spared by removing RHR Hx differential pressure
indicators r.nd transmit ter f rom service. ( Af ter capping, the existing vont and pressure tape will
be located on the abandoned steam condensing piping). The replacement vent lines will be routed
such that the vont valvon will be conveniently located on the 20' elevat. ion of each EllR heat
exchanger room, to f acilitato periodic venting of the RHR heat exchangers and supply piping. The
A-Loop vont line will be bewail to a DRW equipment drain on (-) 17' olovation. The D-Loop vent
line will be connected to the RHR to SW crosstie piping drain lino, which also dischargos to a DRW
equipnent drain on (-) 17' elevation. The B-boop vont routing has boon used duo to limited space
in the existing DRW equipment drain hubs. A rotary-type sight flow indicator will be installed
in each vont lino to permit visual monitoring during vont/ keep-fill evolut. ions. As an aid to
monitoring RilR-to-SW cross-tie leakago, a rotary-type sight flow indicator will also be installed
in the crosstle piping drain line upstream of the point where the RHH vent line ties in.

Capping the steam condensing piping will eliminato approximately 100' of A-Loop RHR pressure
boundary piping, and approximately 125' of H-boop RHR pressure boundary piping. Romoval of this
portion-of the RHR preesure boundary providus two bonofits. The existing high-point vents are
located on the steam condensing piping approximately 100' f rom their respoetive RHR heat exchanger.
Each time a heat exchanger is ventod, more contaminatos enter the steam condensing piping dead leg,
resulting in continually increasing radiation fields. Removal of the steam condensing piping f rom
the RilR pressure boundary permits the uteam condonning piping from the RHR pressure boundary
permits the steam condonning piping to be decontaminated and drained with no further increase in
radiation levels due to periodic venting. Capping will also allminate the potential for hydraulic
transients resulting from the accumulation of air in the relatively long steam condensing piping
dead leg.

EMETY SUMMARY

The cut and cap of abandoned steam condensing Mode piping removes a significant amount of piping
from the RHR pressure boundary. The operation of RHR is not affected. The potential for
entrapment of a significant volumo of air in the inlet piping of the heat exchangers is mitigated.
The potential for and soverity of water hammer is diminished.

The relocation and reroute of the 1-Ell-PT-N026A/D linos and the Hx inlet high point vento does
not constitute a chango in safety function. All material and installation methods will moet or
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

oxecsd the design requirements of the original construction.
.

EER 87-0252 justified removal of RHR Hx differential pressure indication (1-E11-PDT-H003A/B) and
justifies removal of dif f erential pressure transmitter 1-E11-PDT-N002DX from service, contingent
upon Technical Specification amendment 135. (approved July 1989)

This modification will not increase the probability of occurrence of any accident previously
ovaluated in the FSAR. Components installed by this modification are designed to function under
all required operating and accident conditions. Failure of affected piping is not an operating
and accident conditions. Failure of affected piping is not an analyzed accident in the safety
analysis. RHR is designed in redundant trains and is considered to be available under all plant
conditions.

This modification will not increase the consequences of any accident previously evaluated in the
FSAR. The ability of RHR to fulfill its shutdown functions is not degraded by the installation
of components under this modification.

This modification will not increase the probability of occurrence of malfunction of equipent4

important to safety previously evaluated in the PSAR. All material, fabrication and installation
used in this modification meets the design requirements of the original construction. No new modes
of failure, nct previously evaluated in the FSAR, will be introduced. All equipment installed
meats the seismic requirements of the line in which it is installed. All piping impacted by this
modification has been analyzed and, where necessary, supports have been modified or added to insure
esicmic integrity. There is no increase in the probability of failure of equipment due to a
colemic event as a result of this modification.

This modification will not increase the consequences of malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the FSAR. The changes are designed to the same or equally
acceptable standards and requirements as the original equi p ent. Single active failure criteria
are not violated nor are any common mode failures created by this modification.

This modification will not create the probability of an accident or possibility for malfunction
of equipment important to safety of a dif f erent type than already evaluated in FSAR. No new modes
of failure, not previously evaluated in the FSAR, will be introduced.

This modification will not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis to any Technical'

Specifications. No Technical Specifications are challenged by this modification.
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TITLEi. PM 89-067, Unit 1 Replacement of Actuators on High Pressure Coolant Injection Valves
PM 90-016, Unit 2 Replacement of Actuators on High Pressure Coolant Injection Valves

ZjtWJ1TIONAL SUMMARY:

Thses modifications provide for the replacement of existing actuators on valves E41-F001, E41-F006,
E41-F0ll with Limitorque ball-screw actuators. The existing actuators on Valves E41-F001 and E41-
F006 will be replaced with SB type actuators which eliminates the need for Dynamic Braking.

idnt'.ionally, the DC motors will be downsized and replaced for E41-F001, E41-F006, and E41-F011.
anualling new motore on the Motor Operated Valves (HOVs) will resolve the concern pertaining to
the extent of degradation of the existing DC motore due to the past continuous energization of the
DC motor shunt field. The downsized DC motors result in increased operating margins in the DC
Battery Load Study.

MIEIY SUMMARY

This modification will not increase the probability of occurrence of any accident previously
oveluated in the FSAR. Components installed by this modification are designed to function under
all required operating and accident conditions. The potential for valve damage due to a stalled
ball screw actuator has been analyzed and found not to result in loss of fluid pressure boundary.
Therefore, the probability of a LOCA or HELB is not increased.

This modification will not increase the consequenceo of any accident previously evaluated in the
FSAR. The ability of the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) to fulfill its core cooling and
containment isolation safety functions is not degraded by the installation of components under this
modification. Valve operating times and seat leakage integrity are not compromised; therefore,
release of radioactive fluids to the condenser and/or environment following an accident will remain
within the bounds originally assumed in the safety analysis report.

This modification will not increase the probability of malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the FSAR. The new ball-screw actuators will increase the operating margins
of the associated valves. This will tend to reduce the probability of malfunction of the ball-
screw equipped valves. The probability of valve f ailure due to motor stall is actually decreased
by enabling the open torque switches. The probability of any given limit or torque switch f ailing
remains unchanged. Redundancy in the containment isolation capability of 2-E41-F006 is not
compromised.

All equipment installed meets the seismic requirements of the line in which it is installed. All
piping impacted by this modification has been analyzed to ensure seismic integrity. Therefore,
there is no increase in the probability of f ailure of equipment due to a seismic event as a result
of this modification.

This modification will not increase the consequences of malfunction of equipment important to
safoty. The changes are designed to the same or equally acceptable s,tandards and requirements as
tho original equipment. No common mode f ailures are created by installation of the new actuators.
The consequences of failure of a closing torque switch, or opening torque or limit switch, have
bssn analyzed; at worst, the capability to manipulate the associated valve will be lost, but
pressure integrity will be maintained. Single active failure criteria are not violated.

The proposed actuator replacements will provide an overall benefit in plant operation (e.g.,

reduced DC Battery System loads, increased valve operating margins, etc.) while not compromising
the ability of the valves to perform their safety-related functions. The modification will not
create the probability of an accident or possibility for malfunction of equipment important to
cafety of a different type than already evaluated in the FSAR. No new material , equipment, or
mode of f ailure not previously evaluated in the FSAR will be introduced by this modification. The
nsw ball-screw actuators do not change the PRA of the HPCI System and do not need to be considered
ac new modes of failures in the FSAR.

E41-F001, F005, and F011 are protected from damage due to the thrust developed by the ball-screw
actuators by "open" torque and limit switches and "close" torque switches.
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5

Thic modification will not reduce the margin of_ safety as defined in the basis to any Technical
Specifications.. The HPCI pump will not-be prevented from delivering rated flow against_ design
prOOcure. E41-F006 will remain capable of performing-its safety related function of
containment isolation. Technical Specification timing requirements of 4.6.3 will be verified ,

through acceptance testing. The evaluation in the FSAR of a single failure in the HPCI system is
cuf ficiently conservative to include any ef fect of this modification. .Therefore, this modification -
cannot reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis of any Technical Specification.

t

s

t
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

IIILH1 PM 89-068, Unit 1 Replacement of High Pressure Coolant Injection Globe Valves
FM 90-017, Unit 2 Replacement of High Pressure Coolant Injection Globe Valves j

FUNCTIONAL SUHMARYt

Those modifications consist of minor piping changes designed to improve reliability of the af fected
valvos. Specifically, these include:

Replacement of the E41-F008 clobe Valva with a flow control valve (a globe valve fitted with ,

trim).
The use of a flow control valve allows a significant reduction in required motor torque, thus
allowing the use of a smaller DC motor. This increases margin in the DC Load Study. - The flow 4

control valve is designed so that the full open position of the vale fulfills the original
design intent of the removed flow orifice. The E41-F008 valve is used in periodic operability
testing of the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system to simulate HPCI injection by
providing a high pressure drop. The flow control valve can provide the required pressure
drop. The flow control valve can provide the required pressure drop by design. Thus, the j
severely throttled condition and subsequent erosion experienced in the existing globe valve
is eliminated.

Replacement of the E41-F012 Globe Valve with a flow control valve (a globe valve with trim).
!The use of a flow control valve allows gearing of the smaller operator to provide operating

stroke times conservatively within the Technical Specification limits while resolving existing
problems of cavitation. The flow control valve eliminates the need for the flow control
orifice. The use of spectacle blind flanges will provide pressure testing capability on both -
sides of the valve.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

There-are two accidents-evaluated in the FSAR involving the HPCI System. The HPCI System is .i
dscigned to respond in the event of a Loss of Coolant Accident evaluated in the FSAR Section
15.6.4. As a protective system, HPCI cannot initiate nor influence the probability of occurrence ,

of this accident. The inadvertent start of the HPCI System is analyzed in FSAR Section 15.1.3. <

The equipment involved in these changes cannot affect the starting controls of the HPCI System.
Therefore, this modification cannot increase the probability of occurrence of an accident evaluated
previously in the FSAR.

. - i

Th2LHPCI System is designed to respond in the event of-a Loss of Coolant Accident: (LOCA) to -1
mitigate or negate a decrease in reactor coolant inventory. FSAR Section - 15.6 includes an
evaluation of a LOCA which is "sufficiently conservative to include the range of effects from any-
cingle additional failure." The effects of the failure of any of E the~ equipment in this '
modification would be less than the f ailure, as an example, of the HPCI discharge valve, E41-F006,
end it should be assumed that the previous evaluation would encompass them. This equipment could-

not af fect the consequences of an inadvertent HPCI start as its operation is part of the assumption f !
for the accident evaluation. Therefore, this change cannot increase the consequences of an
accident evaluated previously in the FSAR.

This modification includes adequate controls to ensure that equipment important to safety is not-
edversely affected as discussed below.

Saismic supports: seismic analyses and support installations for affected piping, valves, and;i
-

actuators are incorporated, or will be incorporated, prior to operability.

The E41-F008 and E41-F012 replacement valves will perform as well as, or better than, the previous
combinations of valves and-flow orifices.

-The replacement actuators have been evaluated to have as much as, or more, operating margin than
-the previous actuators.

The replacement motors have been evaluated to have as much as, or more, operating margin than the
previous motors. The reduced motor torque requirements will improve available DC capacity; a DC'
Battery Load Study calculation is incorporated in the modification.
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

Tho HPCI System effectively will perform the same as previously; acceptance testing will ensure
proper performance.

Tha HPCI System control system will.be unaffected; acceptance tests will ensure that the system
will be capable of proper response.

Equipment changes are designed to the same applicable standards and requirements as the original
oquipment. Therefore, this modification cannot - increase the probability of occurrence of a
malfunction of equipnent important to safety evaluated previously in the FSAR.

The HPCI System is designed to respond in the event of a Loss of Coolant Accident . (LOCA) to
mitigate or negate a decrease in reactor coolant inventory. FSAR Section 15.6 includes an.
evaluation of a LOCA which is "suf ficiently conservative to include the range of ef fects from'any
single additional failure." The effects of the failure of any of the equipment in this
modification would be less than the f ailure, as an example, of the HPCI discharge valve, E41-F006,
and it should be assumed that the previous evaluation would encompass them. This equipment could
not af fect the consequences of an inadvertent HPCI start as its operation is part of the assumptionI

for the accident evaluation. Therefore, this modification cannot increase the consequences of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety evaluated previously in the FSAR.

Ths HPCI System is designed to respond in the event of a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) to
mitigate or negate a decrease in reactor coolant inventory. FSAR Section 15.6 includes an
evaluation of a LOCA which is sufficiently conservative to include the range of effects from anya

single additional failure." The effects of the failure of any of the equipment in this
modification would be less than the f ailure, as an example, of the HPCI discharge valve, E41-F006,
and it should be assumed that the previous evaluation would encompass them.

There are no modes of failure introduced that could be outside the bounds of the previously
evaluated accidents. This equipment could not af feet the consequences of an inadvertent HPCI start -
as its operation is . part of the assumption for the accident evaluation. Therefore, this
modification cannot create the possibility of an accident or malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the FSAR.
The HPCI System is designed to respond in the event of a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) to
mitigate or negate a decrease fn reactor coolant inventory. FSAR Section 15.6 includes an
evaluation of a LOCA which is "sufficiently conservative to include the range of effects from any
single additional failure." The effects of the failure of any of the equipment 'in this
modification would be less than the f ailure, as an example, of the HPCI discharge valve, E41-F006,
and it should be assumed that the previous evaluation would encompass them.

There is no margin of safety impacted by this change. The operability of the HPCI System is
discussed in Technical Specification Basis 3/4.5.1. There are sufficient controle incorporated.
in this modification to ensure that operability of HPCI will not be af fected. The evaluation-in
the FSAR of a single f ailure in the HPCI Syr em is suf ficiently conservative to include any ef fect
of this modification. Therefore this modification cannot reduce the margin-of safety as defined
in the basis of any Technical Specification.
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLE: PM 87-109, Unit 1 Primary Containment Water Level and Pressure Instrumentation for-
Emergency Operating Procedure and Station Blackout Design Documents

PH 87-110, Unit 2 Primary containment Water Level and Pressure Instrumentation for
Emergency Operating Procedure and-Station Blackout Design Documents

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

-Thsco modification were implemented to satisfy two basic requirements.

Detailed control Room Design Review, specifically Human Engineering Discrepancy Report 206X-
5093. * Primary containment Water Level indication is not available in the control room." ano
to satisfy the requirements of EOP-01-PCFP (Primary Containment Flooding Proccdure).

Station Blackout (SBO) Coping Analysis requires that Drywell Pressure measurement is available
immediately after SBO. This is due to an expected rise in drywell pressure. caused by loss
of drywell cooling. This indication must be powered from a DC source or f rom . the
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) system.

This modification it. stalls a drywell pressure instrument available at the beginning of ; Station
Blackout event.

The drywell level measurement instrumentation required installation of the following. equipment:

One Rosemount dif ferential pressure transmitter, located on reactor building 50' elevation,
instrument rack H21-P005. This transmitter will be environmentally qualified to operate under.
LOCA conditions. The drywell water level transmitter will measure water level ' rom +60 ft
to +71 ft.

Two instrument penetration valves, one on penetration X-49A, and one on penetration X-83.

Two condensate chambers with might glasses. One installed on penetration X-49A, and one
installed on penetration X-83. These condansate chambers will assure that the filled legs
will be maintained at a level acceptable to the tolerances of the system.

One analog indicator mounted on the control panel P-601 indicating drywell water directly in
feet of water from +60 ft to +70 ft.

One input signal isolator and one output signal isolator for the purpose of providing an
isolated signal to the ERFIS computer. These devices will be located in control room panel
XU-76.

One piping run from penetration X-49A (elevation 86') to the drywell level transmitter located.
on the 50' elevation instrument rack H21-POOS. This piping run will- provide reference-
pressure to the level transmitter and will be maintained filled to the condensate chamber on
penetration X-49A. The piping run from the condensate chamber will be sloped down from the
chamber to the drywell. This slope will guarantee that additional water will not collect in
the piping or chamber and alter the calibration.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The equipment installed by this plant modification provides information for the operator and does
not perform any control function. The information provided by this instrumentation is useful only
during specific scenarios that are outside the design basis events described in the FSAR. -Since
this equipment does not perfcrm any control functions or provide information used during norma'i
operation, the probability of occurrence of any accident previously evaluated in the FSAR will not
b3 increased.

,

.Tha events that require this equipment to be installed are not design basis events. These events
cro described-in the following documents: Drywell pressure indication during station-blackout,
10CFR50.63 and reg guide 1.155, drywe,ll level indication, HED 206X-5093 of the detailed control
room design review. Because the events described are not postulated accident scenarios, the

-consequences of previously evaluated accidents as described in the FSAR will not'be increased.
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

Tho newly installed drywell pressure indication and drywell level indication are connected to a
lE UPS source. The'1E source has been protected by 1E - non IE isolation devices in the control
room Foxboro panel XU-76. The newly installed penetrations, penetration valves, and piping have
boon installed to ANSI B31.1-1967 and tested per ANSI B31.1-1986. All appropriate isolation,
installation, and testing has been implemented to assure the integrity of the new equipment. The
probability of malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR will
not be increased.

Ths addition of this new equipment does not degrade the single f ailure criteria, does not increase
any common failure, and separation criteria has been maintained throughout the installation.
Bscause this rew equipment performa no control function and provides no operator information
required during a design basis event, the consequences of malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the FSAR will not be increased.

The possibility of an accident or transient other than those described in the FSAR would not be
increased by the addition of these passive components. Since no control functions are initiated'
by this equipment and single f ailure criteria has not been violated, the probability of an accident
or possibility f or malfunction of equipment important to safety of a dif ferent type than already
evaluated in the FSAR will not be created.

This equipment does not contradict, decrease the requirements, or change nay assumptions of the
toch spec basis. The new equipment has no setpoints and no control functions and does not reduce
the safety margin as defined in the tech spec basis. .This equipment does not conflict with or
require a change to any of the sections of tech specs. The margin of safety as defined in the
basis to any technical specification will not be reduced.

I
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Change to the Facility as Described
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change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLE: DR 91-0173, Main Steam 1 solation Velve Junk Ring Replacement

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARYt

This change allows for replacement of the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) junk
rings with a newer style junk ring recommended by the Edwards Valve company. The new junk ring |

has a stem guide at its bottom and top ends which is intended to provide stem grinding from the |

bottom of the packing chamber to the top of the packing or gland guide. The greater stem guide I

stance will reduce the stem loading of the bottom guide on the junk ring. The stem should be less '

susceptible to scoring. This newest style junk ring will not require a change to the present (

allowable packing configurations because the exterior dimensions of the new design are the same
as the previous design.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The latest design improvement of the MSIV junk ring that Edwards Valve Co. recommended consiste :

of the same design as the previous junk rings relative to fit, form and f unction. The only change
made by this design is the addition of another raised guide surf ace around the inside circumference
of the junk ring at the opposite end from the other guida surface. The previous design had only
one guide surf ace at one end of the junk ring and the new design has a guide surf ace at both ends.
The additional guide surf ace will reduce the stem loading on the bottom guide and-according to the
valve vendor should result in less susceptibility to scoring of the valve stem.

The HSIV junk ring has been determined to be non Q-list, non safety related per Q-list evaluation
89-59. Installation of the spacer junk ring will not modify the design function of the components
being removed / replaced or modify-the design function of the valve of which it is a part. The new
part meets or exceeds the design requirements for the parts it is replacing. The new part has been
evaluated as specified in ENP-03.1 and found to be an acceptable replacement._ This replacement
does not affect any Technical Specifications or their bases. The Technical Specifications do
-require that the MSIV close within 3 to 5 seconds. This part will not affect the ability of the
MSIV to close in that required time. Consequently, this replacement does not increase the
probability of occurrence or the consequences of any previously analyzed event nor does it create
a new unanalyzed event.

|
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLEt DR 91-0047, 2-B32-V30, Valve Replacement

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

Thic change replaces the existing Kerotest Y Pattern Globe valve, 2-B32-V30, Recirculation Seal
Injoction Line Containment Isolation Valve, with a Conval Y Pattern Globe Valve.

SAFETY SUMMARY

Tho replacement equipment satisf actorily performs the same function as the equipment to be replaced
end meets or exceeds the design requirements of Specification 248-117 Class 902. This equipment
to safety related. The subject valve is a Motor Operator Reactor Recirculation Pump 2B Seal
Injection Outboard Primary Containment Valve for the line which supplies cooling to the seal on
reactor recirculation pump 2B. Its safety function is isolate process lines which penetrate the
primary containment. The valve has been seismically analyzed by the civil group and the valve was
found to be acceptable. The valve is equipped with an SMB-000 Limitorque actuator and has a
minimum and maximum torque range of 38 to 56 ft-lbs respectively. The replacement valve requires
20 ft-lbs to operate against 1550 psig differential pressure. The actuator will provide enough
torque to operate the valve. The valve has adequate capacity to provide the 3 to 5 gpm needed for
rsactor recirculation pump eeni cooling. The replacement does not increase the probability or
concoquences of any previously analyzed event or create a new unanalyzed event as described in the
FSAR.
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLE: DR 91-0083, 2-HD-V28, 2-HD-V29, and 2-HD-V30 Valve Replacements
DR 91-0089, 2-HD-V304, 2-HD-V305, and 2-HD-V306 Valve Replacements

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

This change replaces the existing Crane gate valves, 2-HD-V28, Heater Drain Pump A cleanup
R2 circulation Valve, 2-HD-V29, Heater Drain Pump B Cleanup Recirculation Valve, 2-HD-V30, Heater
Drain Pump C Cleanup Recirculation Valve, 2-HD-V304, Heater Drain Pump A Cleanup Recirculation
Bypass Valves, 2-HD-V305, Heater Drain pump B Cleanup Recirculation Dypass Valves, and 2-HD-V306,
Haator Drain Pump C Cleanup Recirculation Valve with conval Globe valves. The replacement valves
perform the same functions as the valves to be replaced and meet or exceed the design requirements
of Spec 248-117. The replacement valves will better ensure performance, reliability, and integrity
of functions associated with the subject valves.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The proposed replacement of the existing valves with valves which perform the same function and
mest the requirements of the design specification is not an initiating factor for an accident.
Theref ore, the proposed change will not incresse the probability of an accident as defined per the
safety analysis report.

The proposed replacement of the subject valves will improve the isolation capabilities of the
subject valves. The proposed replacements will increase the performance and reliability of the
subject components. Therefore, the proposed direct replacement will not increase the consequences
of an accident as defined per the safety analysis report.

The proposed valve replacements will have no impact on the operation of safety-related equipment;
those replacements do not adversely affect the operation of other valves, pumps, or equipment.
Therefore, the proposed changes will not increase the probability of equipment malfunction
important to safety as defined per the safety analysis report.

The proposed changes meet the design requirements of Specification 248-117; these replacements do
not adversely affect equipment which is important to safety. Therefore, the consequences of
equipment malfunction important to safety will not be increased.

The proposed replacements are not initiating f actors for an accident. These changes will have no
detrimental effect on safety-related functions and are considered acceptable in these
applications. Therefore, the proposed changes will not create the possibility of an accident of
a different type as defined per the safety analysis report.
Ths proposed valve replacements will have no detrimental impact on safety-related equipment. The
replacement valves will provide more reliable isolation capabilities than the existing valves.
These replacements are not initiators for an accident ind will not create the possibility of
equipment malfunction of a different type as defined per the safety analysis report.

The proposed changes do not adversely affect safety limits as set-forth per -Technical
Specifications. These changes do - not constitute an encroachment of the acceptance limits as
reflected per the BSEP Operating License. The proposed replacements in no way reduce the margin
of safety-as set forth per the Technical Specifications.'
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLE: DR 91-0030, 2-MUD-V40 Replacment

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

This change replaces the existing gate valve, 2-MUD-V40, Turbine Building Closed Cooling Water Head -
Tenk Level control Bypass Valve with a Conval globe valve. The replacement valve performs the same

'

function as the original valve and meets or exceeds the design requirements.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The proposed replacement of the existing valve with a valve which performs the game design function
and meets the requirements of the design epification is not an initiating f actor for an accident.
Thsrefore, the proposed change will not increase the probability of occurrenca of an accident
evaluated previously in the Safety Analysis Report.

The proposed replacement valve is an equivalent to the existing valve. Therefore, the proposed
direct replacement will not increase the consequences of an accident evaluated previously in the
Safety Analysis Report.

The proposed valve replacement will have no adverse impact on the operation of the safety related-
squipment. This replacement does not adversely affect the operation of other equipment.
Thsrefore, the proposed change will not increase the probability of equipment malfunction important
to cafety evaluated previously in the Safety Analysis Report.

The proposed change meets the design requirements of Specification 248-117 Class L-1 and Spec
Walvar 248-117 DC. This replacement has no adverse affect on equipment which'is.important to
cafety. Therefore, the consequence of equipment malfunction important to safety previously -
ovaluated will not be increased.

Tha proposed replacement is not an initiating factor for an accident. This change will have no
cdverse effect on a safety-related function and is considered acceptable in this application.
Therefore, the proposed activity will not create the possibility of an accident of a dif ferent type
than any evaluated previously in the Safety Analysis Report.

As previously stated, the proposed valve replacement will have no adverse impact on safety-related
equipment. This replacement is not an initiator for an accident and therefore will not create the
possibility of an equipment malfunction important to safety of a different type than any evaluated
previously in the Safety Analysis Report.

The proposed change does not adversely affect a safety limit as set-forth per Technical
Spscifications. This change does not constitute an encroachment of the acceptance limits as.
reflected per the BSEP Operating License. Therefore, the proposed replacement does not reduce the
margin of safety as defined in the basis of any Technical Specification.

,
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR-

TITLEnf PM 90-058, Unit 1 Keepfill Pressure control Valve Replacements
PM 90-059, Unit 2 Keepfill Pressure Control Valve Replace.?ents.

.

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

Thio modification will replace the fnllowing Pressure Control Valves /,PCV) with Fisher Type 95H
Proccure Regulators:

E11-PCV-F100 Ell-PCV-3431-
E21-PCV-F026A E21-PCV-F026B
E41-PCV-3020 E51-PCV-3006

Th3 regulators replace PCVs that are of ten damaged when exposed to full demineralized water-
proocure of 150 peig. Replacement regulators have a design outlet pressure of 150 psig.

Th3 oxisting actuator downstream pressure sensing line and isolation valve will be deleted since
th3 new valves do not utilize this configuration.

Th3 current 10 peig setpoint for the Core Spray (CS) PCVs will be increased to 35 psig. The
minimum setpoint for a Fisher Type 95H pressure regulator is 25 peig, and the 35 peig setpoint will-
match that of similar keeptill systems.

Th3 casociated CS relief valve setpoint will be increased from 15 psig to 45 peig due to the PCV
cctpoint increase. To increase the setpoint, the relief valve spring and spring steps will be'
replaced. The associated Core Spray local pressure indicators (0-30 peig) will be replaced with
0 - 60 psig indicators due to the higher operating pressure.

Th3 current 26 psig setpoint for Ell-PCV F100 will be increased to 35 peig to match that of other
k cpfill systems.

' SAFETY SUMMARY:

Th3 PCVs are the main component of Keepfill Stations that keep supported. safety-related systems
pump discharge lines filled with water to prevent water-hammer upon system actuation. Keeping
th0 o lines full is required by Technical Specifications, and the fact that plant design
fccilitates this capability is specified in the FSAR and Safety Evaluation Report. The Keepfill'
Stations will continue to perform the same function in a more reliable manner following these
modifications.

Th3 stations themselves are non-safety related and are not required to operate following a design:
bcois accident. While the supported systems are not in operation, the stations keep the systems.
filled, and alarms in the control room will indicate if system pressure is low. Following system.
actuntion, the stations are isolated from the safety related portions of -the systems by two check
valvas.

Tha Keepfill Stations are near the boundary for seismic evaluation-of the safety-related portion
of the systems. The new configurations are lighter than the original configurations, and have been -
cycluated as not requiring any new hangers.

Materials for the original and new design are the same.

Ths outlet design pressure for the. new regulators is higher than the actuator design pressure for
como of the PCVs that have been in use, and matches the design pressure of the inlet demin. ' water.
Thorsfore, if the PCV bypass valve failed or the station is not operated properly, the regulator
will not be damaged if exposed to full demin. water presswre.

D:oign temperature of the regulators in higher than that of the demin water-which they regulate.

Wnter capacity for the new regulators is slightly less than some of those being replaced,;but is
gracter than at least one that has proven to provide adequate capacity for the service. Capacity
rtquirements are low, and if supported system pressure does fall', an alarm will sound, and-the
station bypass valve can be used to provide higher capacity until any leaks can be identified and
rapaired.
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Change to the Facility'as Described in the FSAR-

Tha higher sotpoint for the CS and Residual Heat Removal (RHR) regulators is consistent with other
kseptill setpoints.

Tho upper pressure limit lLis the ascociated station relief valve setpoint.

Tho new setpoint for the CS relief valves is above norral system pressure, and more than adequate
to protect the regulators from damage. Even if the relief valves fail to open, the regulators.
chould never see pressuree greater than their design pressure.

Based on the above discussion, the new design will perform the same function as the original, in
-c more reliable, safe and acceptable manner.

,

_
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

IJTLE: EDP 90-005, Unit.1 Fuel Pool Cooling Skimmer Surge Tank Hi-Level Switch Decommissioning-
EDP 90-006, Unit 2 Fuel Pool Cooling Skimmer Surge Tank Hi-Level Switch Decommissioning

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

This modification decommissions the G41-LSH-N004 Fuel Pool Cooling Skimmer Surge Tank high level
alarm switches. The level switch also feeds an alarm lamp on the Fuel Pool Cooling racks G41-P001
and G41-P002. Due to normal evaporation of the fuel pool water and leaks that are in the system,
the skimmer surge tanks are filled until they reach the fuel pool allowing an extra 11 feet of
makeup water. This creates the high level seen by G41-LSH-N004 which creates the nuisance alarm.
'ths way the system is being operated, the level switch in question serves no practical purpose.
EWR 02151 calla for this -level switch to be decommissioned. This procedure decommissions the level-
switches in place by lifting the input to the associated annunciator and removing the alarm lights
on the Fuel Pool Cooling racks C41-P001 and G41-P002.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The probability of occurrence of any accident or consequences of any accident previously evaluated
in the FSAR will not be increased. No accident scenario evaluated in the FSAR related to the Spent
Fuel Pool Skimmer Surge Tank level was discussed in the FSAR. The Spent Fuel Pool itself is
protected from overfill by the actions provided by the high water level indicator G41-LSH-N001
which is a part of the Spent Fuel Pool System.

The probability of occurrence of malfunction of equipment important to safety or consequences of
malfunction of equipment previously evaluated in the FSAR will not be increased. Neither the
Skimmer Surge Tank, any of its components, the Skimmer Surge Tank annunciator system, nor any
system or plant component af fected by the Skimmer Surge Tank level indication was evaluated in the
FSAR.

The probability of an accident or possibility for malfunction ~ of equipment important to safety of
a dif ferent type than already evaluated in the FSAR will not be created. Neither the Skimmer surge
Tank, any of its components, the Skimmer Surge Tank annunciator system, nor any system or plant
component affected by the Skimmer Surge Tank level indication is considered important to plant
nuclear safety.

The margin of safety as defined in the basis to any technical specification will not be reduced
by implementation of EDP No. 90-005. Neither the Skimmer Surge Tank High Level Switch G41-LSH-
N004, any of its fanctions, nor any device the switch may be associated with is discussed in the
Technical Specifications.

.
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

TITLE: PH 89-069, Unit 1 High Pressure Coolant Injection Motor Operated Valve Replacement
PH 89-016, Unit 2 High Pressure coolant Injection Motor Operated Valve Replacement-

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

This modification provides for the replacement of existing E41-F002 and E41-F003 valves and
cctuators.

1This modification consists of changes which are designed to improve the reliability of the af fected -
valvos. Specifically

Replace the E41-TCO2 valve and operator with a double disc gate valve and a SMB-1-25 ball
screw operator. The double disc gate valve provides a valve design this is not subject to
thermal binding. The ball perew operator provides more ef ficient transmission of motor torque
to valve stem thrust thus improving operating margins.

Replace the E41-F003 valve and operator with a double disc gate valve and a SMB-1-25 ball
screw operator. The double disc gate valve provides a valve design which is not subject to
thermal binding. The ball screw operator provides more of ficient transmission of motor torque ,

to valve stem thrust thus improving operating margins.

The E41-F002 and E42-F003 valves will be equipped with trim piping which allows the valves
during operation to have pressure vented from the valve bonnet towards the reactor. The trim
piping also allows for local leak rate testing of the valves. The venting of the bonnets
toward reactor pressure solves the concerns with bonnet overpressurization . The provision
for Local Leak Rate Test (LLRT) at each valve provides Inservice Inspection (ISI) the ability
to test E41-F002 and E41-F003 independently and also allows for LLRT testing in the sealing
direction for E41-F002. Because the existing valve is not isolatable, previous LLRT
procedures tested the valve in the wrong direction.

The new valves are provided with live-load packing. This packing arrangement is designed to
reduce the previously experienced packing leakage when multi-stack rings of packing were
utilized. Due to the uniform load applied to the live-load packing, less packing adjustment
is anticipated.

SAFETY SUMMARYr

This modification will not increase the probability of occurrence of any accident previously
evaluated in the FSAR. Components installed by this modification are designed to function under
all required operating and accident conditions. The potential for valve damage due to a stalled
ball screw actuator has been analyzed and found not to result in loss of fluid pressure boundary.
Therefore, the probability of a LOCA is not increased.

Thio. modification will not increase the consequences of any accident previously evaluated in the
FSAR. The ability of High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) to fulfill its core cooling and
containment isolation safety functions is not degraded by the installation of components under this
modification. Valve operating times and seat leakage integrity are not compromised; therefore,
release of radioactive fluide to the condenser and/or environment following an accident will remain
.within the bounds originally assumed in the safety analysis report.

Thio modification will not increase the probability of malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the FSAR. The new ball-screw actuators will increase the operating margins
of the associated valves. This will tend to reduce the probability of-malfunction of the ball-
cerew equipped valves. The probability of valve failure due to motor stall is actually decreased

' by snabling the open torque switches. The probability of any given limit or torque. switch f ailing
remains unchanged. The probability of valve failure due to thermal binding and/or pressure lock-
has been essentially' eliminated due to the-new valve design. Redundancy in the containment-
icolation capability of the valves is not compromised.

All equipment installed meets the seismic requirements of the line in which it is installed. All
piping impacted by this modification has been analyzed to ensure seismic integrity.- Therefore,
there is not increase in the probability of f ailure of equipment due to a seismic event as a result
of this modification.
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This modification will not increase the consequences of malfunction of equipment important to
cafety. The changes are designed to the same or equally acceptable standards and requirements as ,

ths original equipment. No common mode failures are created by replacing existing flex wedge
valves with double disc gate _ valves. The consequences of f ailure of a closing torque switch, or
opening torque or limit switch, have been analyzed; at worst, the capability to manipulate the
associated valve will be lost, but pressure integrity will be maintained. Single active failure

criteria are not violated.

The substitution of double disc gate valves with ball-screw actuators for existing valves 2-E41-
F002 and -F003 will provide an overall benefit in plant operation while not compromising the
ebility of the valves to perform their safety-related functions. The modification will not create
the probability of an accident or possibility for malfunction of equipment important to safety of
a different type than already evaluated in the FSAR. No new material, equipment, or mode of
failure not previously evaluated in the FSAR will be introduced by this modification. The new
ball-screw actuators do not change the probabilistic risk assessment of the HPCI system and do not
need to be considered as new modes of failures in the FSAR.
K41-F002 and -F003 are protected from damage due to the thrust developed by the ball-screw
actuators by "open" torque and limit switches and "close" torque switches. In addition, OSPP-MOOO1
will be revised to prevent backseating valve E41-F002 electrically.

This modification will not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis to any Technical
Specifications. The HPCI pump will not be prevented from deliverlag rated flow against design
pressure. E41-F002 and -F003 will remain capable of performing their safety-related function of
conta'.nment isolation. Technical Specification timing requirements of 4.6.3 will be verified
th sugh acceptance testing. The evaluation in the FSAR of a single f ailure in the HPCI system.is
sufficiently conservative to include any ef fect of this modification. Therefore, this modification
cannot reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis of any Technical Specification.

|-
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TITLE: PM 90-002, 4 kV Bus Cross Tie

FUNCTIOHAL SUMMARY:

This modification will install local control and selector switches in 4.16 kV Emergency Bus E3 and
E4 tie breaker compartments AJS and ALS respectively. The control and selector switches will be
usod to allow tie breaker operation during events such as a station blackout, diesel generator No.
I cubical fire, or an E6 unit substation cubical fire. The selector switches normally prevent the
125 VDC power cource from energizing the tie breaker control logic. This allows the tie breakers
to be racked in and the tie breaker control fuses to be installed, without a concern that the
breaker may close inadvertently due to an electrical f ault or due to control room or local control
switch operation.

:

During normal plant operation and shutdown the selector switch will separate the breaker control
logic from its 125 VDC power source. Separation of the power source from the control circuit will
provent operation of the breakers and will ef fectively place the breakers in the same electrical
configuration as eiisted when the breakers are racked out. The selector switches are key-lock
cwitches and the keya are administrative 1y controlled by plant operations.

Should a selector switch fail to de-energize a tie breaker's control logic, normal and emergency
operation of the 4.16 kV distribution system will not be af fected because; (1) no automatic close
signals are sent to the tie breakers, (2) automatic actions which occur in the event of an accident
provide trip signals to the tie breakers and (3) two series tie breakers must close before
cmsegency buses can be cross-cied, a f ailure of a single switch will at most only allow one breaker
to be closed.

SAFETY SUHMARY:

Should a selector switch fail to de-energize a tie breaker's control logic, normal and emergency
operation of the 4.16 kV distribution will not be af fected because; (1) no automatic close signals
are sent to the tie breakers, (2) automatic actions which occur in the event of an accident provide
trip signals to the tie breakers, and (3) two series tie breakers must close before emergency buses
can be cross tied, a failure of a single selector switch will at most only allow one breaker to
be closed. The normal condition of the tie breakers af ter modification will not increase the
probability of occurrence of any accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.

Ths tie breakers are operated only in response to very specific plant events or accidents. The
normal condition of the tie breakers af ter modification will be racked in with the breaker control
logic de-energized. This condition is electrically the same as the condition which exists prior
to modification. The operation of the tie breakers in response to specific events (Station
blackout or fire), will not create a condition where the consequences of a previously evaluated
FSAR accident will bo increased.

Ths modification of the 4.16 kV emergency bus tie breakers to install local control and selector
switches will decrease the time required to place the breakers in service in the event of an
accident or event where AC power may not be available from a sufficient number of AC power sources.
This time reduction is critical during events such as a station blackout, Diesel Generator No. 1
cubical fire, or E6 Unit Station cubical fire. In addition, the time reduction may lessen the
burden on plant operations if the tie breakers are used in response to analyzed plant accidents.
The modification of the breakers may reduce the consequences of certain FSAR accidents because the
cbility to provide AC power to critical plant equipment is enhanced.

The modification installs local selector and control switches-in the tie breakets cubicals of
Emsrgency buses E3 and E4. During normal plant operation and shutdown the tie breaker control
. logic is de-energized, therefore, the local breaker control switch has no function and the local
colector switch functions only to maintain the breaker control logic de-energized. The. tie
breakers are currently not used to mitigate the consequences of any design basis accident signals.

Tha selector switches, control switches, and the modified tie breaker logic will not affect any
equipment which performs an automatic safety function and will not increase the probability of
occurrence of malfunction of equipment important to safety.

The 4.16 kV emergency bus cross-tie breakers do not perform any active passive functions during
an accident. The consequences of a malfunction of a tie breaker or its control logic after
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modification will not increase the consequences of malfunction of safety related equipment
ovaluated in the FSAR.

Th2 emergency bus tie breakers receive trip signals f rom ESS logic cabinets and will trip if a low
reactor level is sensed or if a high drywell pressure and a low reactor pressure are sensed.

- Bsemuse the breakers are normally open and the control circuits are de-energized these trip signals
will be sent to the breakers but will not trip the tie breakers. This is the same condition which
currently exists with the breakers racked out and the control power fuses pulled.

If the emergency bus tie breakers are used during conditions allowed by plant operating or Abnormal
Operating Procedures, the trip signals from the ESS logic cabinets will trip the_ breakers as
dssigned.

If the tie breakers are being used during a fire or a station blackout event, the breaker trip
oignals from the ESS logic cabinets will be blocked. The trip signals are blocked during a fire
to prevwat the signal cables from producing a fire-induced f ault which would trip the tie breakers.
The trip signaln are blocked during a station blackaut because during this event f also LOCA signals
will be receivt2 from the ESS logic and it is undesirable for the tie breakers to trip as a result
of a false signal.

The LOCA signals which will trip the tie breakers are Reactor Vessel Low Water Level #3 (41" 16"
? crsasing) or High Drywell Pressure (1.8 peig increasing) in conjunction with Low Reactor Vessel
Steam Dome Pressure (410 1 15 peig decreasing). The low level #3 signal will not be received
during the station blackout event. The drywell pressure will increase above 1.8 psig in a very
short period of time because the loss of auxiliary power results in a loss of RBCCW and a
cubesquent loss of the drywell ventilation system. The loss of ventilation will cause the drywell
high pressure LOCA trip. It is expected that this trip signal will remain for the duration of the
event bscause of the inability to vent the drywell. The low reactor steam dome pressure signal
will be received in as little as 2 hours into the station blackout event based upon the
establishment of a 100*F/ hour coal-down rate using SRV's or HPCI. The time for steamdome pressure
to reach 410 psig and the drywell pressure to reach 2 psig dependo on many variable like original
powsr level, ambient temperature, service water temperatures, original drywell pressure and point
in the fuel cycle for these reasons, specific time frames for receiving the LOCA trip signal cannot
ba dsfined. It is suf ficient to know that somewhere within the 4 hour period of the event, a high-
drywsll pressure and low reactor steam dome pressure will be encountered and will result in an
undssirable trip of the breakers if the LOCA signals are not blocked. The acceptability of
dsfesting the LOCA logic was assessed and accepted by the NRC in SAIC-89/1156, Technical Evaluation
R3 port, BSEP, Unit No.1 and 2, Station Blackout Evaluation, Revision 2 and in NRC-90-609, Station
Blackout Evaluation - BSEP, Units 1 and 2 , (TAC Nos. 68520 and 68521), October 4, 1990.

If the tie creakers are being used in the " Maintenance" position all trip signals and
protective relays are operable (i.e., the same conditions as if the present breakers were
racksd in and the fuses were installed).
Tha modification of the tie breaker controi logic to install local selector and control switches
la intended to allow the use of the breakers during accidents or events which are not specifically
ovaluated in the FSAR, Chapter 15. The control logic changes are required to allow the plant to
mitigate the consequences of a station blackout, a diesel generator No. I cubical fire, and an E6
unit substation cubical fire. Specific procedures have or will be developed (prior to modification
operability) to control the-use of the breakers and the loading of emergency diesel generators
during these events.

Ths control switches, selector switches, terminal blocks, wiring, and terminal lugs used for this.
modification are qualified for the intended application. The control logic for each breaker will
b3 extensively teeted to verify proper operation of the new switches and to verify operation of
ths existing breaker logic. The use of qualified materials and the extensive acceptance testing
of the breaker logic should provide a reasonable assurance that the tie breakers will perform
entisfactorily if used during an accident.

The installation of the modification will not increase the probability of occurrence of the
aforementioned station blackout or fire events and will not create the possibility of a malfunction
of squipment important to safety which is different than that evaluated in the FSAR.
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. Specific use of the'4.16 kV emergency bus cross tie _ breakers-is.not. addressed in the bases of
.tochnical specifications.- The modification of the bus E3.and E4 tie. breaker control logic will
not prevent the electrical distribution alarm system from safely shutting down the f acility or from
mitigating and controlling accident conditions within the facility.

,

The operation - of the 4.16 kV emergency buse cross tie breakers is - controlled by the ' Lco '
requirements of 3/4.8.3 which state that in operating conditions 1,2, and 3 the P,ie breakers must
be open between redundant buses. Thie LCO and the required actions are unchanged by the:
installation of this nodification.

During the acceptance testing of the modification, individual 4.16 kV emergency bus tie breakers
will have to be closed. - During the acceptance testing Unit 2 will be in operating condition 4 or
5 and Unit 1 will be in operating condition 1, 2, or 3. Technical Specifications 3/4.8.3 requires
-that the tie breakers between redundant buses be open when wither unit is in operating condition
'1, 2,-or 3. The intent of this Technical Specification will not be violated during the acceptance
testing because; (1) two tie breakers must be closed before redundant buses can be tied together,
(2) tie breakers control logic will not automatically close the breakers during an accident or
event, and (3).there are no credible failures which can result in the second breaker closing.

The closing of individual tio breakers during acceptance testing was discussed with Regulatory
compliance personnel. It was determined that an Lc0 should not be required if only one tie breaker
at a time is closed during the acceptance testing and there is no credible failure which could
result in the second tie breaker closing.

The installation of this modification will not change <=.e margin of safety as. defined in the ,

technical specification banes for the electrical power system.

i
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Change to the Facility as Described in the FSAR

IIILK1 pH 89-0B0, Unit 1, 20' Elevation Southwest Corner Appendix R Separation Zone Modification

PUMCT10t4AL SUMMARYt

The basic function of this modification is to establish compliance wit. 40CFR50, Appendix R for
BNP Unit 1 by implementing the necessary design changus to addrses the NRC concerns defined in NRC
IGE Audit Reports 50-325/89-11 and 50-324/89-11. These changes are directed at establishing the
of fectiveness of the separation between redundant safe-shutdown equipment in the Unit 1 Reactor
Building, 20 ft. elevation. The implementation of this modification requires the rerouting of
soveral circuits serving safe-shutdown equipment, thereby f acilitating the installation of a three
hour rated protective fire barrier wrap.

In addition, this nodification installs fire stops in selected cable trays, to preclude the
propagation of fire through these trays, thereby ensuring the integrity of the separation zone as
a means of providing a " buffer" between areas containing redundant safe-shutdown equipment.

m

EATETY sunxARY:

This modification installs additional fire protection components to ensore that at least one of
the safe shutdown trains in Unit 1 Reactor Building, Elevation 20 f t. will be available during a
single fire. Some cables arm temporarily disconnected so as to alter their routes, but are
rcquired to meet the applicable design criteria upon reinstallation. This effort neither alters
nor degrades the safety function of either the Reactor Core Isolation Coolant (RCIC) or High
pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) systems. Thus, all design basis accidents connected with this
change will be bounded by the analysis in Chapter 15 of the FSAR.

This effort neither alters nor incapacitates any portion of the overall safety functions of the
RCIC and HPCI systems. The safe shutdown capability of these systems will be undisturbed by this '

project. Therefore, the consequences of any previously evaluated accident upon the completion of
this change will be the same as they were prior to its initiation.

Additional fire protection equipment is installed per this modification but its only impact on
existing safety systems is the rerouting of conduits and cabling.

This effort does not eliminate or alter the mechanical or electrical function of any existing'
safety equipment. Cablen being rerouted will be installed and terminated per the same level of
quality or higher, as applicable, as the original installation.

The separation between safety trains will either be the same or greater after the implementation
of this modification.

All new equipment (conduit and sprinkler system components) will be seismically installed,- so that
they will not fall on adjacent safety-related components.

The new electrical circuits and extensions on existing sprinkler lines will have the same f ailure
rate as the existing ones with which they will be associated, respectively.

Since this project has no permanent impact on safety related equipment, the probability of their
failure will remain unchanged.

Based on these s .emises, the consequences of any malfunction of safety related equipment will
remain the same.

This modification does not affect or impaac the safety function of any safety related system or
equipment. The f ailure mode of either the electrical circuits for either the HPCI and RCIC systems
or the sprinkler lines of the fire protection system will be nn dif ferent af ter-incorporation of
this project into Unit 1 than prior to its origination. Thus, there is no possibility of creating
either a dif ferent type of _ accident or equipment malfunction then previously evaluated in the FSAR.

Ths Technical Specifications do not address the specific installation details of either the
affected electrical or fire protection system, but do establish which sprinkler systems shall be
. operable at all times. This change does not affect the availability of the sprinkler system in
the Unit 1 Reactor Building. Thus, the margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical
Specifications, remains unchanged.
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ElILE1 DR 91-0010, Unit 1 Turbinn Building Supply Fan Filter Replacement
DR 91-0068, Unit 2 Turbine Building Supply Fan Filter Replacement

ZyEQTIONAL SUMMARYt

This change replaces the existing Continental Roll type filters installed in the Turbine Building
supply f ans with Farr filter banks and pleated filters. This will reduce safety hazards, radwaste,
and manpower required to service the filters.

Dua to the salt air environment in this coastal location, significant corrosion of the roll filter
components has occurred over the fifteen year inservice life of the roll filters. The filter
fremes are corroded and uneven, often tearing the media as it is moved across the frame. The
advancing sprocket and chain mechanisms no longer work. The media is being advanced manually by
ths Hechanicas Maintenance Lubrication Crew due to the inoperability of the automatic function.
Ropair of the automatic advance is impractical as it would require complete replacement of most
components, many of which are no longer available. _

Hanual advancing of the filters involves safety hazards for plant personnel. The design of the
roll filter holder is such that the rolls can easily fall off the holder. The retaining surface
allows very little margin to hold the media bar and the upper rolla have routinely f allen on plant
personnel during replacement of a roll or while manually advancing the media.

The upper roll has a spring-loaded retainer. During installation and removal of rolls, two hands
cro required, one to lif t the retainer and the other to hold the roll. As permanent scaf folds are
not available, this presente yet another safety hazard.

Finally, due to the corrosion and breakage of some of the frame, the media no longer provides full
coverage in all locations and unfiltered air is allowed to seep around the edges, potantially
d graded other ventilation system componente downstream, due to entrained particulate in the air.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The turbine building roll filters are non-Q, non-safety related. They are not environmentally
qualified and are not in a high radiation area.

The technical specifications do not specifically address the turbine building roll filters.
Ssction 9.4.5 of the FSAR addresses Turbine Building Ventilation. Specifically, section 9.4.5.1
states that the filters are provided to reduce dust particles which could potentially increase the i
spread of airborne contamination and caues problems in the evaporator - coolers, electrical
equipment, instrumentation, control panels, and other areas. Also, the officiency of the filters
waro selected to be 80-85 percent average weight efficiency (Air Filter Institute).

Tha Air Filter Institute weight method is a measure of arrestance. The new filters have an
arrestance value of 94-96%. The new filters meet the velocity and capacity requirements of the
new filters in only slightly higher than the previous filters. The new filters are UL-Class I
rated.

Ths new filters meet or exceed the requirements of the previous filters and thus, should perform ,

adsquately with no adverse effects.

Turbine Building Ventilatien is non-safety related. The new filters are more ef ficient yet do not
create excessive air flow restriction, thus, there are no new accident initiators to increase
accident probability.

As the air is equally or greater filtered and flow restriction is not excessive, the consequences
of an accident are not affected.

The Farr filters are more ef ficient, thus, less dust and particulate should reduce the probability
of a malfunction of equipment.

The Farr filters are more efficient, thus, less dust and particulate should reduce or have no
effect on the consequences of a malfunction of equipment.

Improving Turbine Building air quality would not create any new accident initiator scenarios.
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-Imprsvang Turbine Building air quality would not' create any new types of malfunction of . equipment.

Th] technical specifications do not address turbine building ventilation filtration. Improved air -
gunlity would not reduce the margin of safety.

,
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change to Procedures as Described in the FSAR

TITLE: 2SP-91-042, Reactor Vessel Water Level Control for Chemical Decontamination of
Recirculation Piping, Vessel Annulus, and Vessel Inspection

IPNCTIONAL SUMMARY _t

Thic special procedure has been written to provide the coordination and instruction required to
drain the reactor vessel and recirculation loops to allow decontamination of the reactor vessel
ennulus, required invessel inspections, and restoration of reactor vessel level. The procedure
eddresses the specific requirements for the decon of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) annulus and
doso not use jet pump plugs or recirculation auction plugs. The procedure also uses the bottom
hoed drain valves to reduce reactor water level below the jet pump slip joints. The methods to
control level and radiological conditions are similar.

SAFETY SUMMARY:

Procedure perequisites include the following:

1. The irradiated fuel has been removed from the reactor vessel and is stored in the spent fuel
pool.

2. The vessel is drained down to lower levels. Therefore the water level in the reactor vessel
is not needed to provide cooling to the fuel. With no fuel in the vessel and the fuel pool
gates installed, the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) are not required to be operable.
The ECCS actuations on low water level are being defeated by pulling the level instrument
cards at the ECCS analog cabinets. This will prevent unwanted actuation during the drain
down. With no fuel in the reactor vessel there is no requirement for Reactor Protection
System (RPS) and Primary Containment Isolation System (PCIS) actuations on low water level
and these functions are being defeated. If the fuel pool should lose water to the reactor
cavity, it is still possible to refill the cavity to the reactor cavity. ;

Ths fuel pool cooling system may not remove suf ficient heat with the early core unload. Therefore
a cpent fuel pool cooling assist system is being installed by PM-91-046 and SP-91-047. This system
in conjunction with the fuel pool cooling system ensures that the core can be nafely off-loaded
early in an outage.

Reactor vessel drain down and level control will use the installed plant systems and valves. The
cyctem will be drained by using the RWCU system, recirculation loop drain valves, and the reactor
vsszel bottom head drain valves. Reactor water makeup will be f rom the (Control Rod Drive (CRD)
cystem using CRD pumps or from mechanical jumper providing cooling water flow to the CRD
mechanisms. The flow rate will be approximately 10 GPM to minimize water being sent to Radwaste.
Ths CRD pumps have been previously evaluated to operate satisfactorily at the 30 GPM flow. This
in 10 GPM to the vessel and 20 GPM recirculation that CRD cooling flow may be secured for up to
these days without creating problems for the CRD mechanism seals. During the initial reactor
vessel draining at least one loop of core spray is maintained available for injection. Reactor
loval instrumentation is also being recalibrated to expand its lower indication from -150" to -
200". This provides a means of measuring reactor vessel level below the jet pump slip joints.

To ensure that the RWCU system is available for reject without isolation due to flow perturbations,
ths RWCU differential flow isolation has been defeated. This is not required in the
ahutdown/defueled condition of the plant. The procedure provides actions to ensure this function
is restored to an operable condition.

Thz procedure requires the use of established safe load paths. This will ensure that a loss of
locd does not cause damage to the fuel or vessel beyond plant design requirements.

Tho secondary containment isolation dampers, initiation signals, and standby gas treatment trains
ers not required operable for the drain down. The procedure requires that one SBGT remain
available for manual initiation and at least one supply and exhaust reactor building dampers are
available for closure. This will ensure that the reactor building ventilation can be isolated to
control releases f rom the building if radiological conditions deteriorate suf ficiently during the
drain down to require building isolation.

S2veral actions are taken in the procedure to control radiation exposure and the release of
radioactive materials. The 117 foot elevation can become a locked high radiation area and
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provisions have been included to monitor'the 117 foot level u sing a television camera. The
rocctor vessel head and a portable ventilation filter (HEPA) are placed on the reactor vessel to
control radioactive material release as the vessel internals dry out-during the drain down. An
invocsel shield platform is also installed to reduce radiation effects _from shine.

Installation of shielding plugs in the cavity also reduces radiation levels in the cavity,
drywall, and refueling floor.

The procedure accomplished its objectives chile minimizing radiation exposure, radioactivity
roloase, and protection of equipment.

Th3 fuel has been removed from the reactor vessel and the fuel pool gates are installed to separate >

tha fuel pool from the reactor vessel. As a result, activities in the reactor vessel will not
increase the probability of an accident evaluated in the SAR unless it increases the probability
of a failure of the fuel pool and its cooling systems. The procedure provides for the movement
of LOADS on the fuel pool floor by the use of approved procedures which use established safe LOAD
PATHS and therefore there is not an increase in the probability of damaging the fuel pool by this
procedure. The procedure does not alter the design or operation of the fuel pool or. its support
systems and therefore does not increase the probability of an accident.

The consequences of an accident is not increased since the procedure does not alter the design or
operation of the fuel pool or its support system. The procedure does defeat certain equipment
functions that are used to mitigate the consequences of accidente evaluated in the SAR when fuel
is in the reactor vessel. The procedures provides for return of these systems to normal and for
testing of the equipment prior to the components being required to perform their safety function
in mitigating the consequences of an accident.

Tho operation and design of the fuel pool and associated support systems are not changed-by the
procsdure. The operation of the CRD system has been changed to operate at a reduced flow rate
through the mechanisms. The normal total cooling water flow is approximately 40 GPH. This is
boing reduced to approximately 10 GPM to minimize the water required to be processed by Radwaste.
Th3 flow will provide sufficient flow past the mechanism to reduce effects of corrosion and to
clean the seals. The minimum flowline and the flow through the mechanism will provide sufficient
flow to protect the CRD pumps. The ECCS, RPS, and PCIS initiations on low water level are being
d3fonted to prevent their actuation during the deliberate lowering of reactor water level. These
cyctems will be returned to normal design configuration and operation af ter vessel level has been
returned to normal for refueling operations. This equipment is not needed for safety purposes
during operation with fuel removed from the reactor vessel.

Ths consequences of failure of the fuel pool and its cooling systems have been evaluated and are
not changed. This procedure does not alter the design or operation of these systems. Consequently
, the consequences are not increased because the procedure provides for return of equipment to its
normal design and operation.

Ths procedure does not alter the design or operation of the fuel pool and its support systems.
Tha methods used in the procedure have been previously used and evaluated and do not create a new
type of accident.

Th3 eystems which are defeated within this procedure are returned to an operable status by the
controle in the procedure. The methods used in the procedure have been previously used and
evaluated and do not create a new type of malfunction for the safety equipment.

Th3 procedure does not reduce the operability requirements of equipment required by technical
cpecifications to be operable for refueling condition with the fuel removed from the vessel. The
procedure provides for the required controls to return equipment which has been disabled to an
operable status prior to its being required operable in other operational conditions. Therefore
th3 margin of safety defined in the Technical Specification bases is not reduced. This system in
conjunction with the fuel Imol cooling system ensures that the core can be safely of f-loaded early
in an outage.
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TITLE: 2SP-91-077,-Reactor Water Cleanup Special Venting Procedure

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

This procedure provides for operation of the Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) system in other than a
normal line-up in an attempt to remove air from the system. The reactor is shutdown and the RWCU
cyctcm will be restored to a normal system line-up in accordance with approved operating procedure.

EffETY SUMMARY

This procedure provides for more reliable operation of the RWCU system by altering the normal
flowpath in order to establish a system vent path during a shutdown conoition. Adequate procedural
controle have been established to ensure use of this procedure during reactor shutdown only and
with reactor coolant temperature less than 130 degrees F. -Consequently, the consequence of
malfunction to the RWCU system components including the filter domineralizes and the RWCU pumps
is not increased. Likewise the probability of occurrence of an accident or its consequences is
not increased by this change. No physical change to the RWCU system is affected by this change.
This change to the RWCU system lineup / venting process does not impact the Primary Containment
Isolation System (PCIS) capability for the RWCU system PCIS isolation valves. Consequently, this
change is bounded by previously analyzed accident scenarios as described in Chapter 1; to the FSAR.

i
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Change to Procedures as Described in the FSAR

: TITLE 2SP-91-074, Supplemental Fuel Pool Cooling Mode with Fuel Pool Gates Installed

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

Th10 special procedure provides for cooling of the spent fuel pool by- connecting Residual Heat
- Removal (RHR) directly to it. It allows RHR alone to provide spent fuel cooling when the fuel pool
gatos are installed. The interlock that assures a pump suction path is available from either the
Suppression Pool or Shutdown Cooling will be temporarily defeated in order to provide a suction
path from the spent fuel pool.

EhPETY SUMMARY:

Tho current FSAR requires that the RHR system, operated alone or in conjunction with the Spent Fuel
cooling System , maintain spent fuel pool bulk temperature below 150 degrees F following a full
coro unload. The license amendment requests (Letters NO-81-688 and NC-76-1281) for expanding the
ctorage capacity of the spent fuel pool further developed this requirement by stating that RHR
clono, at a flow of 4950 gpm, can maintain pool temperature at 131.7 degrees F. CP&L stated, in
rocponse to an NRC question regarding the RHR operating procedure following a full core of f load,
that the RHR System would be cromotied to the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System should the fuel pool-
temperature exceed 125 degrees F.

This new procedure is consistent _ with the above analyzed condition with the exception that the
chenges will operate RHR at 2000 gpm with its suction from the Fuel Pool Cooling System skimmer
curgs tanks.

To analyze the safety impact of these changes the following must be considered; the impact of
d3feating the suction path interlock, the minimum flow and net positive suction head requirements
for the pump, the maximum flow that the spent fuel pool can handle without overflowing, and the
hsat load requirements from a full core off load.

Tha temporary removal of the auction path interlock has no impact on the pump because auction will
bo provided from the spent fuel pool via 041-F016 and Ell-V40. Functional testing is not required
immediately after restoring the interlock because independent verification of the restoration is <

included in the procedure.

The current minimum flow requirements are based on a letter from General Electric which requires -
at least 4150 gpm for continv us operation. Other flow conditions are allowed but operation at
2000 gpm is limited to less tnan 60 hours annually. The pump vendor, BW/IP International, has
stated that the RHR pumps can be operated at 2000 gpm for up to 450 hours.

In order to further assure the integrity of the pump, a calculation was performed to determine the-
N3t Positive Section Head (NPSH) available when the suction of the RHR pump is tied to the skimmer
curga tanks. This calculation showed adequate NPSH available.

-If the gates between the spent fuel pool and reactor cavity are removed, maximum flow is only-

limited by the RHR System piping and pump. This is the condition described in the latest licensing
cubmittale to the NRC (letter NO-81-688). A flow of 4950 gpm as stated in that submittal is
ccesptable'in regards to maximum and minimum flow limits. If the gates are installed and RHR
cuction is taken from the skimmer surge tanks, 4950 gpm may be more flow than the weirs in the fuel

: pool to overflow into the nearby ventilation ducts. To alleviate this concern a calculation was
performed which showed that the pool can accommodate a flow of 3300 gpm without overflowing into
'tho ventilation ducts.

Tho heat load requirements specified in the license mnendment submittals as modified by NRC SERs -
for fuel pool expansion is 28.3 x 10' BTU /hr, The latest license amendment submittal states that
RHR alone can remove this heat and maintain pool temperature at 131.7 degrees F, but is based on'
a RHR flow rate of 4950 gpm. ,This information is not valid for this procedure since it sets the
RHR flowrate at 2000 gpm. Tc w alyze this difference the information contained in an earlier
licsnee submittal (letter NG-76-1281) as modified by its SER is relied upon. The spent fuel pool'
temperature analysis in that submittal determined that removal of 28.3 x 10' BTU /hr would result
in a pool temperature of 147 degrees F but used a RHR flow rate of 2000 gpm. -Furthermore, it
stated that the RHR System was designed to supply 3200 gpm when cooling the fuel-pool. This-
procsdure is consistent with this analysis.
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Change to Procedures as Described in the FSAR

To further substantiate the ability of RHR to handle the Spent Fuel Pool heat load a calculation
was performed using a heat load of 18.6 x 10' BTU /hr (anticipated heat load at day 18 of upcoming
Unit 2 outage. This calculation showed that RHR alone could maintain spent fuel pool temperature
bolow 125 degrees F.

Tho implementation of this procedure, as written, will not increase the probability of any SAR
cnolyr.ed event. The procedure ensures Spent Fuel Pool Cooling during limiting heat load
conditions. The restrictions contained in the procedure will provide adequate assurance that no
inadvertent heat-up or draindown of the pool occurs as a result of the use of this procedure.

The use of this procedure will not increase the consequences associated with a Spent Fuel Pool
event. This procedure provides necessary administrative controls to ensure that plant operations
will be able to adequately mitigate the pool bulk temperatures below 150 degrees F. During normal
and of fload conditions relative to the spent f uel pool, the use of the RHR system provides cooling,
as necessary and as required by the commitment to Reg. Guide 1.13, revision 1 and the plant
licsnaing basis to ensure that no fuel damage will result from the loss of the normal fuel pool
cooling source.

BNP has committed to ensuring that the RHR System is capable of maintaining temperatures for the
Spant Fuel Pool, in accordance with the provisions of the license submittal and UFS AR. . This
procedure provides assurance that the RHR system will provide the reliability and redundance
necessary to accomplish this function durir.g limiting heat load conditions, consistent with the
BNP commitment. The lineup and valve manipulations imposed by the procedure are consistent with
analysis assumptions, and do not impose requirementa upon the operators that would reduce the RHR
oyoten availability or reliability. Therefore, the probability of the malfunction of equipment
important to safety will not be increased as a result of the use of this procedure.

The procedure does not decrease the reliability or ef fectiveness of the RHR system during a Design
Basis event. The procedure has the necessary administrative controls to ensure system operation
as needed for the maintenance of fuel pool temperatures per the Safety Analysis. Therefore, the
RHR system will be available to provide the required cooling for the spent f uel- pool . The
assurance of SFP cooling will ensure that fuel bundle integrity is maintained; therefore, no
increase in the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety will occur as a
result of the implementation of this procedure.

The procedure has adequate administrative controls to ensure that the RHR system is capable of
providing fuel pool cooling, such that the fuel pool temperatures are bounded by the current FSAR
analyses; therefore, th!s procedure does not create the possibility of an accident previously
evaluated in the FSAR.

The procedure has adequate administrative controls to ensure that the RHR system will be capable
of providing cooling for the fuel pool. Appropriate consideraton has been given to the operation
or the RHR pumps at lower flows; in addition, precautions nave been placed in this procedure to
minimize DC valve motor f ailures due to excessive cycling. Therefore, no malfunction of equipment
important to safety not previously evaluated in the SAR will be created by the use of this

g
procedure.

The cooling of the SFP through the RHR system provides assurance that adequate water is available.
The procedure provides adequate means of cooling the SFP, in the limiting heat load condition,
below the NRC accepted limit of 150 degrees F as stated in RG 1.13 Rev. 1, and in accordance with
the SFP analysis; therefore, no decrease in the margin of safety will result from implementation
of this procedure.
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Change to Procedures as Described in the FS*R

-TITLE: PT-20.8, Rev. 8, Nitrogen Backup Sys*em Operability Test

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY:

This change modifies the Nitrogen Backup System test valve lineup such that seat leakage through
valves RNA-SV-5481 or RNA-SV-5482, should it occur, will not affect test results.

The proposed change revises the test lineup to isolate each nitrogen storage bottle from the high
pressure nitrogen supply manifold, and de-pressurize the manifold. This removes pressure from the
inlet side of RNA-SV-5481 (Div. II) or RNA-SV-5482 (Di=>. I) during Local Leak Rate Testing (LLRT)
of the nitrogen supply header serving the SRV's and CAC-V16/V17. This change will prevent any seat
leakage through valves RNA-SV-5481 (or 5481) from adding to the LLRT flow. Should seat leakage i

occur using the present lineup, the flow rate shown on the LLRT flowmeter would be in error, lower
than the correct value. ,

1

Valves RNA-SV-5481 (5482) control the initiation of the nitrogen backup system. These valves are I

open when the system is in operation, and closed when the system is in standby. Seat leakage does
not affect the operability of the system. Seat leakage only affects the length of time that the
nitrogen storage bottles will last while the system is in standby.

The revised valve lineup is for testing only, while system operability is not required. The
operational lineup is not change.

_.

l

SAFETY SUMMARY:

The purpose of the test is to verify operability of the Nitrogen Backup System and to verify
operability of the Nitrogen Backup System and to verify that the leak rate of the system and
components served is less than 0.65 scfm. The revised test accomplished the same goals, but in
a manner more suitable for performance during a refuel outage. The drywell and - suppression
pool / reactor building vacuum breaker sub-systems will be tested during the LLRT. A pressure drop
test (similar to previous revisions) will be performed on the - nitrogen supply sub-system. The
total system leak rate will be tne sum of the sub-system leak rates. The method of testing the
system initiation logic is retained, similar to previous revisions. Differences between the test
medium (air) and process gas (nitrogen) are accounted for in the flow calculation by using a f actor
of-0.9834, which is the square root of the ratio of molecular weights, The revised test allows
testing components as they become available, thereby decreasing the likelihood of the test
impacting outage length. The test is performed with the reactor in cold shutdown (when the
Nitrogen Backup system is not required to be operable), and the system is restored following the
test. Based on the above, the revision does not'have an adverse effect on safety.
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Change to Procedures as Described in the FSAR

7ITLE 0AOP-36.2, Station Blackout
,

'EQRQTIONAL SUg8ARY:

This abnormal operating procedure partially fulfills the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.155,
Station Blackout. The initiating event for a STATION BLACKOUT is assumed to be a Loss of Of f-Site

'Power (LOOP) at the plant site resulting from a switchyard related event due to random faults, or
an external event, such as a grid disturbance, or a weather event that af fects the Of f-site Power 1

System either throughout the grid or at the plant. LOOPS c4uned by fire, flood, or seismic '

activity are not expected to occur with suf ficient frequency to require explicit criteria and are
not considered in this procedure. '

At the Brunswick Steam Elvetric Plant Site with normally dedicated emergency AC power sources, a
STATION BLACKOUT is assumed to occur at only one unit. Tha NON-BLACKED OUT unit is capr.ble of
sharing a single diesel generator with the BLACKED OUT unit af ter assun:ing a single f ailure on the '

NON-DLACKED out unit. Brunswick Steam Electric Plant is required to cope for four hours af ter a '

STATION BLACKOdT. ,

During a STATION BLACKOUT, the most significant requirement is to quickly restore AC power to the.
; 125 VDC battery chargers. The 325 VDC batteries have adequate capacity for only 1 to 2 hours of

operation without DC load stripping during a STATION BLACKOUT. To extend the battery capacity to
- the complete four hour coping duration, it is nocessary to cross-tie with the NON-BLACKED OUT Unite.
If only one diesel generator is available, the cross-ties would include one 4160V Emergency Bus

-cross-tie and two 480V Unit substation cross-ties.
,

Another significant- requirement to be performed during a STATION BLACKOUT is to commence an- #

immsdiate 100'F/hr cooldown of the BLACKED OUT unit. This is necessary to prevent primary
containment temperatures from exceeding design limits. The NON-BLACKED OUT unit should remain in
hot shutdown to prevent an unnecessary LOCA signal (high drywell pressure and low reactor pressure)
from complicating the BLACKED OUT unit recovery.

This procedure provides instructions for coping with STATION BLACKOUTS when zero diesel generators -
are available, one diesel generator is available, two diesel generators are available, or when site
powar is available on one unit and not the other.

The most severe STATION BLACKOUT event is the DUAL UNIT BLACKOUT (no diacol generators available) ,

wharo DC power in the only power available to operate the systems (High Preesus Coolant Injection
[HPCI), Reactor Core Isolation Coolant [RCIC), Safety Relief Valve [SPV)) neesed to deprosaurise
the reactn, To conserve DC power during a DUAL UNIT BLACKOUT it is sucessary to load strip the
batteries and minimite HPCI System operation as soon as possible. Loa 3 stripping of the batteriesi

would only include the UPS system and major emergency DC oil pumps (reactor feed pump turbine,
recirculation MO set, main turbine emergency seal oil and bearing oil puypn).

-During one diesel generator STATION BLACKOUT event, it will be necessary to load-sicap and cross- -

tio the 480V Unit Substations in addition to cross tioing the 4160V E Bus to provida 'mwor to both
units. The NON-BLACKED OUT unit should be in charge of distributing the load bets units since
a single diesel generator does not have adequate capacity to support all In that would
automatically come on line or start when power is restored to the emergency buses via tne cross-
ties. Control power fuses on the BLACKED OUT units cross-tied 4160V emergency bus are also removed
to prevent tripping of the diesel generator f rom Residual Heat Removal (RHR), Core Spray (CS), and
Nuclear Service Water (NSW) pump starts on possible LOCA signals from cooldown. Restoration of
systems on the BLACKED OUT unit is performed only af ter drywell cooling and suppression pool
cooling have been established on the NON-BLACKED OUT unit and power is available f rom the diesel
generator. This ensures that NON-BLACKED OUT unit will not become a casualty as the result of-
combatting the BLACKED OUT unit.

'Drywell cooling on the.NON-BLACKED OUT unit is restored while cross-tioing 4160V buses so thst a-
high drywell pressure condition is avoided on both units. A high drywell pressure condition on
both units would lead to possible containment venting which would require the reenergitation of '

coveral stripped Motor control Centers (HCCs). If load is' restricted, the reenergitation of the
McCs might require the undesired shutdown of suppression pool cooling and drywell cooling.

Control But1 ding ventilation on both units is restored while cross-tioing 4160V buses so that the
safety system instrumentation and controls function properly during the STATION BLACKOUT.-
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Change to Procedures as Described in the FSAR j

R:sstablishing this ventilation prevents the time consuming task of orening Control Room panel
doors from interfering with recovery of the diesel generators.

Th3 load stripping and cross-timing of the 4dOV Unit substations allows for reenergising the 125 ;
VDC battery chargers to extend battery espacity for the complete four hour coping period. But the ,

performance of this step also cat! Gem several abnormal system restoration steps to be generated
during the recovery of the BL*.CKED OUT and NON-BLACKED OUT units. Some of these abnormal steps
are as follows:

Energining and doenergizing of 400 HCcs to support suppression pool cooling and drywell
'

cooling operation for both units.

Using the normal-local keylock switch to start an NSW pump for drywell cooling on the ,

BLACKLD OUT unit.

Throttling of the RHI* HX. bypass and suppression pool cooling isolation valves to fill ,

the RHR piping and establish suppression pool cooling for both units.

Operation of diesel generators with their associated diesel generator HCC deenergized.

Energising and doenergizing of primary containment venting 480V HCCs to support
containment venting required by EOPs.

Energizing and doenergising of 480V HCCs to allow the containment isolation valves to
be operated as required by EOPs.

The cooldown of the BLACKED OUT unit allows us to meet another major objective, but also requires
the addition of steps to def eat LOCA trips vital to continued operation of the BLACKED OUT unit.
LOCA trips from the DLACKED OUT Unit that are defeated in this procedure are as follows:

LOCA trip to 4160V cross-tie breakers by use of the SDO position on the local breaker
control selector switch.

LOCA lockout to drywell coolers.

During an extended STATION DLACKOUT, provisions have been provided to refill the Condensate Storage
Tcnk (CST) to support the operation of the HPCI and RCIC Systems. The CST is refilled as required
by equaliaing CSTs and, if needed, from the Make-Up Demineraliser(HUD) Tank / Fire Protection Storage
Tank via the Diesel Driven Fire Pump and a fire home connection to the top of the CST. ,

If HPCI, RCIC, and Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) System operation are unable to maintain '
rcactor vessel level during STATION BLACKOUT due to f ailures or loss of DC . power, steps are
provided to maintain reactor vessel level per emergency operating procedure EOP-01-LEP-01,
Alternate Coolant Injection Via Fire pretection.

SAFETY SUHMARY: This procedure provides instructions for combatting a Station Blackout in the
unlikely event that it happens; therefore, this procedure improves the overall safety of the plant
end the safety of the general public by mitigating the consequences of a Station plackout.

Thie-procedure revision provides the instructions to mitigate the consequences of-a station
blackout event in accordance with RG 1.155 and the Station Blackout SER issued 10/17/90. The
performanco of this procedure will render several Structure, System or Components (SSCs) inoperable
and reduce the overall perf ormance of the SSCs in the accidents evaluated previously in the FSAR.

.Thsco actions are necessary to implement the SER which approved of this methodology.

This procedure does not affect the initial conditions of an-accident or change m. mitigating SSC
operation described in the FSAR.
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change to Procedures as Described in the FSAR .

|

Th3 performance of this procedure will adversely af fect several important-to-safety equipment '
,

operations of equipnent evaluated previously in the FSAR. These actions are necessary to implement
the SER which approved of this methodology.

.

This procedure does not affect the initial conditions of safety equipment functions or changs a |
- mitigating (ssc) function described in the FSAR. -

This procedure revision does not create any new accident initiators nor any new equipment I
malfunction initiators. All actions performed in this procedure are post event actions, Technical i

specifications margins of safety are not affected by 'ho activities of this procedure. j
;
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Change to Procedures as Described in the F8AR

TITLE | OSP-91-021, Control Room Manual Start of Diesel Generator Number 3 Without a
Fuel 011 Booster Pump

[RUCTIONAL SUKMARY1

This erecial procedure allows for a manual start of Diesel Generator (DO) No. 3 without fuel oil
booster pump assistance. The information obtained is expected to be of use in assisting trouble j

shooting of a slow diesel start problem.

This special precedure is an excerpt from operating procedure OP-39, Diesel Ownerator Control Room
Manual Start. The only change to the start sequence of OP-39, will be to place the DC-3 Fuel 011
Booster Pump in the of f position before starting DG-3 f rom the cc.ntrol room. DC-3 will bo started j
without the assistance of the fuel oil booster pump, which more closely resembles-a utart of the ;

diosol generators on a Loss of of f-Site-Power. A shaf t driven f uel oil booster pump will take over
the hc motor driven fuel oil booster when the diesel generator comes up to proper simed. The
worst-case-event would be an incomplete start of the diesel generator. This event would be of
little consequence in this particular testing mode. A high-speed brush recorder will monitor
several parameters in the otarting sequence to assist in identification of Do-3 slow start time.
Upon completion of the testing, a step in this special Procedure is utilized to return the fuel
oil booster pump selector to the " auto" position and this step will require independent
verification. This assures that the system is returned to the " standby" configuration as outlined '

in OP-39. This procedure a3 consistent with Technical Specifications and the FSAR, in that they
allow for special testing and experiments. There are no unreviewed safety questions resulting from
this special procedure.

SAIETY SUMMARY:

Ths running of an inoperable diesel generator is not an activity which increases the probability ,

of occurrence of an accident evaluated previously in the FSAR. The diesel generator is not tied
to the electrical bus during the test and therefore cannot cause a loss of the emergency bus. The
diesel generators are separated f rom each other by design and therefore operation of the inoperable
diesel will not affect the operable diesel generators.

.

The diesel generator is inoperable and is not being used to mitigate the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated in the FSAR. The activity does not affect the two operable diesel ;

ganerators. If required during the test, the diesel will auto start and tie to the emergency bus, i

No credit is being taken for the loads supplied by an inoperable diesel generator in mitigating
the consequences of an accident.

Both units are in cold shutdown with diesel generators one and three inoperable. This special
procedure is being performed on the inoperable Do -3. The activity will not affect the operable
diesel generators. Therefore the activity will not increase the probability of occurrence of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety evaluated in the safety analysis report.

The activity is used to run an inoperable diesel generator to verify its start time. Since the
activity does not use the diesel generator to energize the emergency bus and does not affect the
operable diesel generators, the activity does not create the possibility of an accident of a
different type than previously evaluated in the FSAR.

If the diesel engine fuel oil pump fails, the diesel will stop since the AC motor driven pump is-
turned of f by the activity. With the diesel inoperable it is not required to perform safety
functions. The failure of a diesel generator due to loss of fuel oil has previously been
ovaluated.

The operable specification bases with both units in cold shutdown. The requirements of Technical
' Specification 3.8.1.1 and 3.8.1.2 are met. This special procedure does not affect the margin of-

cafety as defined in the Technical Specification.
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Change to Procedures as Described in the FSAR
'

TITLEI Site Organisation Changes
'

FUNCTIQNAL SUMMARY:

Ssvoral site organizational changes were made during 1991. These changes include the'

reorganization and renaming of the Quality Assurance (QA) organization. The new title of the QA
organisation le the Nuclear Assessment repartment. Additionally, the Manager of Control and i
Administration has been assigned the responsibility for the BNP Security organization.

'

SAFETY JUMMARY1 ,

.

|.

These changos were made to functionally enhance the operation of the OtP facility. The changes
do not represent an unreviewed safety question in that tasks related to nuclear safety have not *

bson downgraded nor have the changes resulted in a reduction in commita.ent.

.
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Tant or Experiment Not Described in the FSAR

TITLEt OPT-95, Main Steam leolation Valve Accumulator Leak Test

U! iici 1W&EliMMtY:
This teet determines the luak integrity of the inboard and outboard Hain Steam Isolation Valve
(HSIV) actunt or accumulators. The accumulators maintain stored energy in the form of compressed
air or nitrogen, necessary to drive the HSIV closed within 3 to 5 seconds of receipt of a close
cignal. This function is safety related, as the pneumatic supply for these accumulators may be
icolated or inoperable during a design basis accident. The proposed test verifles that auf ficient
proosure will remain for a long enough period for the HSIV's to perf orm their satoty related
function.

Ths tout is to be performed with the HSIV in the open position to more closely simulate the
conditions in which the valve may be called upon to close using energy stored in the accumu* ator.

'
$AFETY SUMMMQt _

The proposed test provides additional confidence that the HSIV's will perform their safety related
function. The test is performed with the reactor shut down, and the system is restored to normal
otatus upon completion of the test. Therefore the probability of occurrence of an accident and
the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to saf ety is not increased.

Tha proposed test provides additional confidence that the HSIV's will operate as required during
plant operation. The test is performed while HSIV operability is not required. Therefore the
proposed revision does not increase the conocquencen of an accident, nor does it increase the
consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety.

Th3 proposed test is performed when the HSIV's are not required to be operable, and restores the
system to its normal status when the tent is complete. The test provides additional confidence
that the HSIV's will perf orm an required. Theref ore the possibility of an accident of a dif f erent
type is not created nor in the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important
to cafety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the FSAR increased. The margin
of oafety as defined in the Technical Specifications is not reduced.

-
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Test or Experiment Not Described in the FSAR

TITLE: 2SP-91-046, Test of Air Accumulators on Reactor Water Cleanup System
.

FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY

This test was developed to provide instructions for installing temporary air accumulators to the I
air header supplying control air to the Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) valves downstream of the RWCU
filters. Additionally, the test provided the inattuctions for performing a backuash. This test
was intended solely as an experiment to support identifying a potential solution for previously
identified short life cycle of th9 RWCU filters, The additional air volumo provided by the'

accumulators would allow the valve downstream of the RWCU filters to operate at the highest+

performance level and ensure proper backwash and precoat of the filtera. Consequently, the life
,

of the filters was expected to increase.

RMJIY SUMMARY

The RWCU system is not required to mitigate the consequences of any accident as defined by the
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). The air tanks were installed safely to support a temporary
experiment. Following the test, the accumulators were removed and the system restored to normal
operation. The air tanks were installed to an air supply system required to operate valves-which
are not required to provide a primary containment isolation function or support mitigation of the
consequences of any accident analyr.ed in Chapter 15 of the FSAR. The involved RWCU equipment is
not Technical Specification related and this could not affect the margin of safety as defined by 4

the Technical Specification.

[
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Test or Experiment Not Described in the FSAR

TITLE SP 91-004, Emergency Diesel Generator Troubleshooting Procedure for Engine-Driven
Jacket Water Pump

FUNCTIOJ{AL SUMMARY t

Thio is a new special precedure which provides instructions for troubleshooting the noise source
and vibration associated with operation of the Diesel Generator #1 Engine-Driven Jacket Water Putp
( EDJt!P ) .

This procedure will be performed during a schoduled diesel outage. During this procedure, the
auction and discharge piping to the EDJWP will be blanked and the diesel operated with the pump
ren.oved . Functionally, this is the same configuration ovaluated and approved by Engineering
Evaluation (EER) 89-0337. Seismic concerns are not applicable since the procedure will be
accomplished during an outage with the diesel inoperable.

SAFETY SUMMARYt

The Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) states a failure analysis has been conducted that shows
that no single f ailure in the standby AG system auxiliaries could result in the loss of more than
one diesel generator set. The FSAR also evaluated for situations where three diesel generators
are operating and under the worst loading conditions, in no case is the continuous rating of any
diossi generator exceeded even thougn it is allowable for the rating to be exceeded by ten percent.
Tho loss of the Motor Driven Jacket Water Pump (MDJWP) for Diesel Cenerator #1 will only require
that the diesel be declared operable. Therefore, the proposed activity would not increase the
probability of occurrence of an accident or the consequences of an accident evaluated previously
in the FSAR.

The MDJWP is the backup to the EDJWP and normally only functions if the EDJWP cannot maintain the
jacket water system pressure. The EDJWP is currently disabled on Diesel Generator #1. The MDJWP
has suf ficient capacity to supply the needs of the diesel generator and is designed for continuous
operation. The MDJWP has proven to work satisf actorily ever since the EDJWP was initially disabled
in December 1989. Because the EDJWP is disabled, the MDJWP is not a single failure that could
result in the loss of Diesel Generator #1. However, this failure probability would not '

significantly increase the overall failure probability of this diesel generator. Also, loss of
a single diesel generator has been previously evaluated in the FSAR. Therefore, the proposed
activity would not increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety evaluated previously in the PSAR.

The FSAR states that a failure analysis has been conducted that shows that no single failure in
ths otandby AG system auxiliaries could result in the loss of more than one diesel generator set.
Tha loss of the MDJWP for Diesel Generator #1 will only require that Diesel Generator #1 be
d2clared inoperable. Also, loss of a single diesel generator has been previously evaluated in the
FSAR. Therefore, the proposed activity will not increase the consequence of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety evaluated previously in the Safety Analysis Report.
EER 89-0337 has determined that the MDJWP Pump alone is suf ficient to supply the pressure required
for proper operation of the Diesel Generator #1 Jacket Water System. In this procedure, Diesel
Ganzrator #1 will be operated with the EDJWP removed, pump suction and discharge lines blanked of f
along with the pump drive housing. While operating in this configuration, the MDJWP will supply
suf ficient pressure to the jacket water system. The loss of the MDJWP for Diesel Generator #1 Will
only requiru that Diesel Generator #1 be declared inoperable. Furthermore, loss of a single diesel
gsnsrator la not a precursor to an accident as evaluated in the FSAR. Therefore, the proposed
activity will not create the possibility of an accident or the malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the FSAR.

EER 89-0337 has determined that the MDJWP alone is suf ficient to supply the pressure required for
propar operation of the Diesel Generator #1. The loss of the MDJWP for Diesel Generator #1 during
this activity would only require that Diesel Generator #1 be declared inoperable. The final
condition for acceptability is based on the successful completion of this special procedure as
determined by the System Engineer. This procedure provides instruction to troubleshoot the source
of noise and vibration associated with operation of Diesel Generator #1 Jacket Water Pump. During
the performance of this procedure, the diesel will be operated in full compliance with all
applicable Technical Specifications. Therefore, the proposed activity will not reduce the margin
of safety as defined in the basis of any Technical Specification.
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